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BUSINESS CARDS.

STOCKMAN,

M. D.,

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON,

IF

To

Exchange St., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S.-Treasuiy Department and
Attorney in all the courts in the District of olumbia,
will at»end to the prosecution of tlaims before the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.
octll-ti
No. 30
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on

THE

IN

ttppiicu

SHIP

&

No. 92
STORE
Hoyt, Fogg & Breed.

je3-4f

MATTOCKS & FOX, 88 Middle et.

^CONGRESS

ΝΟΙΤΠ

DELAWARE AVENUE,
PHILADELPHIA.
Jan3l

J. H.

HOOPER,

C. B.

Patent

Loaiigea,

En-

t3F"All kinds of repairing neatly done. Furniture
boxed and matted.
oct3-'69TT&Stf

SCRIJJNER
Attorneys

& JORDAN.

Two

Apply

Foreign Patents,

FAMILY SCHOOL
At

OF

FRESCO PAINTER,
134 MIDDLE ST., up Stairs

MERRY

CHRISTMAS

Happy

Store and Window Shades made to order.
'ml·
novgS

somebody

make

UO.,

Having
well

îm

f„

good pair

a

Philadelphia.
J. B. IIaheii, Jb.

a

of

Slippers.

or

Nothing more useful, appropriate

MERCHANTS !

COMMISSION

present of

a

Boots, Shoes

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

SHIP BROKERS,

lOS Walnut SU,
if. L. Gregg,

New Year

or

acceptable.

Holiday trade,

for the

and

So better assortment of

TOILET

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

CLOUDHIAHi,

G.

148 EXCHANCiE ST.
jan22if

in

No. 80
articular

jan24-ly

KIP

i/.av !

ai

BOOTS
BOOTS

for all hands, from Father down to the littlest shaver

MIDDLE STREET.

attentiou paid to collecting.

Κ £ I L £

L.

in Calf, Goat, French, Kid and Serge, in fact anything you want in the shape of

£,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

you

Order Slate at 0. M. & E. P. Brooks, 333
Congress Street.
t^fAll orders promptly attended

Rubbers

GOLDTHWAITES.

lyr

LAMSOW

11 Market

Square,

Christmas Presents!

card, by which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles and all imperfections of the skin. Call
and judge for yourselves.
£7~Jlotto—β··ι§ work at moderate
may 20
Price*. Aim to Pleaite.

GERRISH& PEARSON,
received

(EOBMKRLY C. STAPLES & SON,)
Marin.©, Stationary and 1? out able

A FINE

STEAM

OPERA

attended to.
and Second-h«md Engines frr
cash prices paid for old Iron.

|pF""25ew

sale.

21S Commercial Street,
se >13 6m
FESSENDEN.
Portland, Me.

with

great variety to please purchâssers, who
invited to call and examine.

a

de9

J.

&

We bave

a

fine assortment to

which

we are

of

adding

E.
have

R.

a

large

—

AND

LOOK AT OUR

CHILDRENS'

Bronzes, Swiss Carvings,
Frcncli & Bohemian Novelties.
a

good

assortment

of

PLATED GOODS !
—SUCH

AS—

all sorts at Wholesale and Betail.

&

dec 13

DOUGLASS.
(12w

NOTICE.
Comer of India and Congress Streets,
will

Tea

keep

in

a

Provisions,

by Λ. Deeming,

addition to a choice stock of

and

Groceries,

largo Btock of

ineato and Country
Produce

public patronage.
■ry

Price paid for all
Proiluch. Baiter,

Ladies Dresses and Cloak
and

Basted, fitting graceful and easy. New
Patterns constantly received.
Samples shown
and goods sent for from
any of the leading Houses in
Boston and New York.

CUT

No. 2

novld2m

Suits and Cloaks mad.5 to
E,. R. MARTIN,
Modistes BuildiDg. Elm street,
Portland.

FISH

EFTmE

TWINES AND

N.
NETTING,

MANUFACTUREE

Egg*,

Baltimore, Mil.

jucl5-6m

For

Sale.

No. 90 Market Square, with Stable in the
Pri ilege in the paxngc way to Centra
rear.
THOMAS SHAW.
rtreet. Inquire of
Commercial Street.
dec7dSw

STORE

To Water Commuer*.

<Vr

(lateof the Arm of Buxton & Fttz.)

BY

WI?f. E. HOOPER & SONS,

kind* of Conn

IOHN S. FITZ,
oc23dtf

octet,

Send for priee-tiet.

of all kinds. Having had an experience of thirteen
years in this city, he hopes to merit a share- of the

Highest

RYAN & KELSEY,
161 Commercial Street,
Portland, Me.

order.

The subscriber having taken the Tea Store

fermorly occupied

eign.

TOYS,

rules of the Water Co., will be rigidly enforced in all case· where the water ia unneosearilv waited.
HENEY G. BEATLT, Supt.
delSdlw

THE

a

BLOCK, Covell

Ladies'

FOR

offer

OUR
on

Insurance

Mills

Invoice of

SHADES !

ALSO

—

on hand and made to order
as low as can be furnished

at short notice at prices
by any house in New Eng-

land.

KID GrLOYES,

Specialty

a

My Bindery is used entirely for the manufacture ο 1
BLANK BOOKS, all of which are made under my
own supervision and satisfaction guaranteed in every

chasing:.

MITTENS,
GAUNTLET GLOVES
MERINO UNDERGARMENTS,

HALL L.

dec3-tf

large assortment of

345

and

Congress

Sir

DAYIS,

Holiday

Presents !

We have a large stock ot Finely Illustrated book*
in the various departments of Literature in plain and

PORTLAND.

dec7

nice

1872. CHRISTMAS 1872.

bindings, including

BREAKFAST

We have just received from New York

Handkerchiefs, Boxes,
Lace Collars,
Lace Sleeves,

Poetry,

GREAT

«α

Jewelry,

CITOICE

Ottomans,
Wall Pockets

Theology,

VARIETY

OF

Slippers,

History,

desired.
—

Belles

—

—

ALSO

—

Lettres,

··

HOLIDAY
which

we

GOODS, Family

and

Pocket

READY FOR EXHIBITION

may be found at

2#?-

LIBBY9§ FURNITURE STORE

i'<$.

e

—

ON

-V

··

·.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 11th,

lm*

IMPROVED HOWE

j

and invite

our

customers to

call and examino them.

SewingMackines
GOOD MACHINE THREAD 2 «pools for 3c.

No. 6 Free Street Block.

R. Warburton, 165 Middle Street.
§•1)10*72

Dec. il, 1872.

i

—

Juvenile and

Toy Books.

ilecl0d2w

a

OF

—

Ladies' Furnishing

PLEASE CALL EARLY.

HOYT, FOGG

and all other First Class

J. ill. DYER & CO.,

Case Patterns,

Perfect Assortment

—

Corner of Federal and Market Sts.,
apply them.

Slipper

Bibles, Prayer

shall have

del4

&

BREED, FANCY GOODS

91 MIDDLE STREET.

are

eod51

FANCY GOODS STORE POU
sale, on a leadiiig thoroughfare. well estate
lished and always paid well, stock email an 1 well selected. Tli is is one of the best chances of this kind
ever olfe
d lor a man with moderate capital. Satisfactory reasons for selling;. TAYLOR & CO., 3
State St., Boston, Mass.
decl6d3t

tonishment.
In that woman in tears and dressed in
black, with faded features and hair all gray,
he recognized his victim of thirty years ago,
the daughter of the Lille merchant.
"Wretch!" she exclaimed, advancing upon him, all pale and threatening; "accursed
being! villain! murderer! It was not enough
to have dishonored a woman—to have baselyabandoned her! You had to kill her child—to
assassinate your own son ! And such crimes
should go unpunished ! The most monstrous
of misdeeds should leave you in possession of
the name of honest man! No, miserable
destroyer <)f so many innocent beings, you
shall perish by the hands of your victim."
Scarcely bad she spoken these words when
she drew forth a revolver from under her
cloak, fired twice and blew the Captain's
brains out. She then fired a third and fatal
shot at herself.
Hearing the sound of three shots the scivauts and' neighbors came running in very
much frightened. A fearful sight presented
itself to them—two bodies lying side by side
The
on the floor and weltering in blood.
body of Captain F. gave no sign of life:
that of his former victim was breathing yet,
and by dint of exertions revived, for a few
hours only. She was taken to the nearest
hospital, where she exoired in the middle o!
the following night, alter haviug answered an
interrogatory and told the facts we have related.
A

together with

Books.

Improved Patent Weather Strip

SHAWLS,

CLOUDS,

Τ ravels,

—

ηονίβ

new

of" Every Kind

A. M. PEABODY S

Joseph N. Walsh, late Private Co. B, 4th, Maes. Cav.
"
44
"
"
Thomas Givens,
Vet.
G,
"
44
"
Thomas Fox,
H,
29th," 4iInf.Vols
44
41
"
44
44
Ii.
Chas.
Merrill.
32th,
44
Charles Nichols,
Seaman U. S. Navy,
Robert D. Bond,
novSdtf
C^P. MATTOCKS, 88 Middle Street.

to

.

Corporations

Me. Inf.

man

all others, will be the

Please Call and Examine before Par-

Henry T. Welch alias Walsh late Private Co. E, 13

good

a*

FICHUS,

pnd

particular.

POST OFFICE ADDRESS

a

well

in all the

at the

ONE PRICE ONLY.

lw*

and

in a game of card», a quarrel arose
between one of his friends and a young officer of the rifle corps.
Captain F. took the
part of his friend. High words followed and
The
insults.
upshot was that Captain F.
challenged the young officer to fight a duel
with pistols. They met on the following day
and Captain F. killed his adversary by sending a bullet into his h^art. This was on Friday morning. Captain F. now hurried home
in order to prepare for escape to France.
Last Sunday after having settled all his affairs
he packed his valise and was about to leave
when a wo nan iti black presented herself abruptly at the door, lier face was covered
with a thick veil, and she appeared greatly
agitated, her body trembling all ove-. Captain F., highly
surprised and somewhat
troubled with a gloomy foreboding, asked her
into the reception room. Scarcely had lie
pronounced the first word when tbe unknown
!*dy in black drew up her veil in a sudden, convulsive manner, and showed him a face pale
as death and eyes full of anguish and tears.
At the sight of that face the Captain retreated a step and uttered a cry of horror and as-

engaged

♦

A

Blank Books

for Christ-

THE

Manufacturers !

LOWEST

Companies,

Captain F. visited, in company
with a few friends, one of the most frequented beer gardens in Brussel·. While there,

PRICES

as

waa seen no more.

Last week

—

&c.

LOWEST CASH PRICES.

CHA». E. BUTTON,
Congress st. (2d, door from Brown St.)

OF

these goods,

THE

and

Importers

Cities,

Counting Booms,

goods

he was sous lieutenant of a regiment of dragThere he seduced
oons.garrisoned at Lille.
the daughter of a respectable merchant and
abandoned her to her shame. The poor girl
soon found herself in a eorditinn which rendered exposure unavoidable. In order to conceal her fault she fled from her father's house

and

usual assortment of

our

Chinon about four years ago in order to accept a position as manager of an iron foundry
in the viciuity of Brussels.
In tbe year 1842, at the age of twenty-four,

VARIETY,

OF

—

mas
All ef which will be offered at low priees.

—

ADAPTED

PUECHASED

—

AND
TlflLLINERY
iTJL

always

DAVIS

to

be fennel at

&

Queer Story.

Here is a queer story, the truth of which is
absolutely guaranteed by oue of the most respectable of Paris newspapers, Le Temps. A
He
certain M. de B. has long been insane.
imagined himself a Chinese, wore the costume
of the Celestial Empire, and spoke a strange
jargon, invented by himself, and which he
seriously believed to bo pure Chinese. This
His famwas a very inoirensive monomania.
ily had therefore taken no precautionary
measures, further than that of preventing
him from going out. M. de Β. awoke the
other day covered with a cold sweat, declaring that the Emperor, Tchoug-Tclieou, ha-J
condemned bira to impalement.
He asked
to be left alone.
When, at the end of two
his
friends
re-entered his room, lie
hours,
was found on a chair, sitting bolt upright,
"Heavens !
with his hair standing on end.
how I suffer," gasped he ; "it is going through
and
me."
A doctor was sent 'or,

through

CO.,

and M. de Β.

was

NO. 10 CLAPP'S BLOCK*.
\

placedτ,ooby 'υΓ,°.0.he a.

late,
"the stake is broken in my back.
conviction
expired under the lull

dining position.
deel4

in Brussells.

VIndépendance Belge of the 29th ult.
gives the following account of au awful tragedy which lately happened in Brussels :
M. Edmond F. was a half pay captain of
cavalry, who left his native town of Chateau-

—

DESIRABLE

Specialty.

Individuals

TO THE

GREAT

—

Furnishing Goods.

We

Terrible Tragedy

HOLIDAYS,

Railroads,

for Presents.

following

—

IN"

Ladies' Furnishing Stiore,
No. 53 Exchange St.
Goods for the Holidays !
dec!3
4w

No. 312
del2

PARTICULARLY

»

»

Ornamental

and

Counties,

JEWELRY,
FANS,

editor on a

continue to suffer from it.

tf

Banks,

our

Company,

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.

Useful

at

Eidersville,

Your correspondent "Julia" asked for a recipe for cream cakes. I send one which can
not fail to be "satisfactory."
Crust—One pint of water, half a pound of
butter, three-quarters of a pound of flour,
ten eggs; boil butter and water
together;
while boiling add flour ; when cold add
eggs
well beaten, and one tea spoon of dry soda.
Custard—One quart milk, two cup* sugar,
one cup flour, four eggs ; bol4 milk, add
sugar,
flour and eggs well beaten together; season
with lemon—little salt.
L. Ε. M.

actually impaled.

"It is

Highlands.

—Bouton

Mdllk. lima di Murska recently made her
rentree on the stage of the Dublin Theatre
Royal in the part of Astriffiamente, in the

TC~

cried,

and he
lie

and received an ovation.

An

Irish critic in the Musical World says her
singing in the part simply bailies description.
The music is ot the most brilliant and ornate
kind, with runs and passages like the warbling of a bird, which this rare singer gives
with birdlike ease, grace and facility. She
seems to revel in the fantastic and involved
melody, and to soar to the highest notes of
the human register w ith as much ease as the
lark pours out its song as it mounts toward
"Heaven's Gate." At the conclusion cf that
wondrous air, "Gli Angui d'inferno," which
is a crucial test of executive powc.r, the audience rose with spontaneous enthusiasm,
and cheer after cheer resounded through the
uuusc.

MEN-

decl4

respect.

RIBBONS,

&c., &c.,

&

tragedy

"Ma^ic Flute,"

as

Somebody wants to know why the railroad companies don't give tlieii· passengers
on the evening train s light enough to read
by ? The lamps now in use give just enough
light to tempt a reader to ruin his eyes, and
it is a wonder the subject has not been suggested before. The defect is one that can be
easily remedied, and it is certainly absurd
that our cars, otherwise so palatial, should

VELVETEENS

fÔÔ~NUMEBOUS TO

VTHEB ARTICLES

career

WEAR.

CLOAKS AND TRIMMING, WITH MANY

is invited to my stock which is one of the largest in
the State, comprising all the different sizes and styles
of binding. Having had many years of experience,
and employing the best workmen in every department I feel confident of giving satisfaction in every

CUfFS)

(COLLAR AND

ASSORTMENT

CHILDREN'S

FOB

The spécial attention of purchasers of

!

W ritten in 1708.

The paper was a

υ

BOOKS!

—

Deering Block, Congress Street,

Confectionery

professionally."

salary of $1,000 a year.
weekly campaign sheet, the
Jeffersonian, published at Albany, and the
charge of it was given to him by Thurlow
Weed. Mr. We^l was then only recently
established at Albany, where he began his
career as editor of the Albany Journal at an
annual salary of S350! From these small
beginnings both men built up colossal reputations as journalists and politicians.
political

ASSORTMENT WHICH WE SHALL
ALSO A NICE

!

'Tie gabbling Scandal. From lier jaundie'd eyes
No act escapes; no passing whisper (lies,
But what her quiek ami ever listening ear.
As eelio faithful never fail3 to hear,
No place is sale; amongst Che graves she prowls,
Lurks in the ways, in every circlo scowls ;
Her folio Journal with rxa test <*re,
Swells with each trifle lighter than the air.

tf

«·

Books, Cutlery, Games, Dolls
Toys of all kinds snitable

attended him

SHAWLS

CLOAKINGS

[

the deceased is sufficient evidence that you

PRESENT.

ARTICLES

LOBENSTEIN,

a

presenting his bill to the
a patient, asked,

on

The late Mr. Greeley began his

SELL AT COST.

decll

Filling

for

Boxes,

PORTLAND.

DRESS IS AL-

A NICE

ACCEPTABLE

SHAWLS

BLANK BOOKS

RESPECTFULLY,

4

AN

WE HAVE

Just above Preble House.

tFebl

FOR

fUKHS, AC.,

Laces and Linen Goods

T.

LARGE STOCK.

NUBIAS IN LARGE VARIETY.

ALABASTER GOODS,

8 EXCHANGE ST.

Ships. Railroad Cars, Bridges, Factories, and
other building purposes, furnished by the cargo
at short notice.
VKSSKIiS WANTED.—Coastwise and For-

KNIVES.

HAYES

Rubber Boots & Shoes,

SOUTHERN PINE LUMBER !

AND

Worsteds

together witb

The subscriber offers for sale

nov25

CASTORS,
CAKE BASKETS,
PICKLES,

CHILDREN'S SETS

With

mantle Ornaments, Wall Pockets, Slipper Bags, with or without Embroidery,
JET GOODS.

of

—

1

BLANK

Writing Desks,

are

MENS', WOMENS', BOYS'

Mantel and Table Ornaments.

We hav

Slipper

Portfolios,

BARBOUR,

assortment

VJ W

MORTON

Patterns

Jewelrv Caskets,

dim

Fine China and Glassware
daily

GLASSES!

A

WA Y S

BOXES,

BLANK BOOKS.

handsome in style and finish, and a very great
variety of articles suitable for gifts of utility and
beauty for radies and Gentlemen. In addition to the
abovp ί offer a large an i choice stock of Ladies'
Furnishing Goods adapted to the season.

ENGINES·

Boilers, Bleach Boilers & Rag Dusters, Shafting, Mill Gearing and General Machinery. Castings
of every description made to order.
Repaiiing

♦

»

HOSIERY!

all very

WARE.—FRENCH CLOCKS.

Si earn

W. H.

STOCK OF SILVER PLATED

Jewelry,

physician

"Do you wish to have my bill sworn to?"
"îfo," replied the executor, "the death of

IN DRESS GOODS WE HAVE

TION.

—AND—

Cigar Stands,

MACHINE WORKS

and Jet

A

executor of the estate cf

LADIES AND

FELT SKIRTS FOR

CHILDREN.

Glove and Handkerchief Boxes,

Also a new style of Silver Ware, after the Japanese
pattern, very popular.
Nankin Rings, Silver and Plated.

8,

ERS.

the recent

beauty."

EMBROIDERED

EMBOSSED AND PRINTED TABLE COV-

NELSON & CO. S,

GLOVES

our

happy to inform

Silver Ware.

PORTLAND

GREEN AND DRAB.

&c„ «re.,

MITTENS.)

(KID

my friends and the general
public of my return from îJfcw York with a very
and
elegant
large assortment β goods adapted to the
holidays, consisting ot

Gold and Sliver Watches, Chains
of all kinds, Jewelery and

—

»

consisting of

GOODS,

Work

BEAUTIFUL

KINS TO MATCH IN PINK, BUFF,
AND

A NICE

MITTENS.

Wednesday, Dec. 4, 1872.

fine assortment of

a

AND PIECE.

FRENCH TABLE CLOTHS AND NAP-

WRITING DESKS,

Embroidered Linen Setts,

am

YARD

GLOVES
—

OPENING

HOLIDAY

LARGE AS-

A

SORTMENT OF NAPKINS, TOW-

FOB

2md&w

GREAT

Handker'fs,

a

NOYES, Agents.

86 MIDDLE STREET,
have

KID

WORK

Sons,

&

AND KERCHIEF AND

ELS, DOYLIES, TABLE CLOTHS BY

SCARFS,

MBIAS,

ι

Ijadics' and Gentlemen's Necessaries,

PORTLAND, HIE.
Copying and enlarging done to order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

Highest

&

MADE Η

OF

PORTLAND, ME.

Street.

No. 152 Middle

promptly

BAILEY

I

PHOTOGRAPHER,

suitable for the season,

TT&S3wis

declO

FOR

ELEGANT

BEAUTIFULLY

Scotch and White-Wood Good»,

11 E. 14th St., New York,
354 Washington St., Boston#

find at reasonable prices at

to.

my28

J. If.

can

or

SOME NEW AND

STYLES.

Choice Selection of Goods

PIANOS,

Chickering

Ladies, Misses & Children's Winter Boots

PAINTER, Boots, Shoes, Slippers

FRESCO

^

attention to

nov7

W.

PORTLAND, COMPRISING

Ladies and Gents' Dressing Cases,

CÂED.

especial

ALSO

ASSORT-

MENT OF NECKTIES IN

be bought elsewhere.

can

BEST

1873.

prepared ourselves for the

by purchasing

universally

which are, in every particular, the finest instruments
of their class manufactured, and second only to the
Grand Piano, for which they are a good substitute.
Every Piano warranted for five years.

great variety of style·, qualities and prices.

EDUtB ». BROWN,

Counsellor and Attorney

SLIPPERS

CALF

We tall

EMBROIDERED

—

HOLIDAYS

sons7 Mammoth jnanuiac'y

UPRIGHT

be found anywhere.

to

χ

-A.

am

cannot
offering such inducement* to the public
fail to meet their ar proval in the way of pur basing.

)an23-ly

J.

AND

A

—

is more titan one-third larger than
auy other PianoForte Manufactory in the world, and is, in every re•pect, the mest complete as regards machinery and
the facilities tor doing the very best class of work.
Mp.RSTB C- Û» Conti Wv*, «i»e« Uw Mtablir-htncnt oi
their business in 1623, made and sold 41,000 Pianos,
and these Standard Instruments are now offered at
Reduced Rates upon the 'One-Price System," tree
from all discounts and commissions: aud they are,
beyond all refutation, the very best and "very
Cheapest First-Class Piajîos now offered.

and splendid assortment of goods, I

full

prepared

tban

1872

YEAR'S

We have

Firm

and

ALSO

LINEN SETTS.
THE

are so

nicKenii?

will

PORTMONIES,
MEW

pronounced by all the great artists.
Dr. Franz Liszt says: "I consider the Chickering Piano superior to any made in Europe or America, and am fully c onvinced that tliey were justly
entitled to the First Prize.
l

A2ÎD

Residence No. 6 Bradford Street.-

ENT.

OF

stem

The Standard Instruments of tlie World,
and

IF YOU WANT

A

regarded

still

are

U3UJ1L·

FOR AS IΝ EX-

GLOVES ASD HANDKERCHIEF BOXES,

our

ARE

VERY

West.

OVER ALL COMPETITORS.

These Pianos

hands at

LARGE ASSORTMENT

Ladies & Gents

THESE

concedcd to be

ALDEN" J. Β LETHEN, -Α.. M.»
dec6d2m
Principal.

PORTLAND, ME.

&

*

our

Sell them Lower

suc-
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when

H. L. UlitittU

TEBBETS

CHRISTMAS

ABBOTT

309 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Examinations made by our agent in Washington
desired. Consultation free. Letters of inquiry
cheerfully and promptly answered. All business in
respect to an application for Patent can be transacted by mail.
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with Gas^f&ebago water hot and cold, bath room, two
water closets, furnace, dumb waiter, wash room, two
cellars &c.
Is a very healthy location, every room having the
sun shinning in some part of the dsy.
Terms easy.
For further information apply to G. G. LARKIN,
311 Congress Street or HENRY A. JONES, Gait
oct9-tf
Block, Commercial Street.

FRANCE.

be attended to.

To
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Have Taken the First Premium

ETTA A. FILES,
i;ov28ood3w
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BOXES.

HAVE SPOOL AND

House on State Street, for Sale.
STORY" Brick house on New State street, next
to Congress street, has teu*>oms and furnished

AMERICA,

to

and Solicitors

and

can

Enquire

easy.

June 19.

Sons

ELEGANT

GENTLEMAN'S HANDKER-

on

street hue of cars; can be
Spring
M. Terms
on the

and Pant makers and Machine Girl, at
CHESLEY'S. 167 Middle et.

Are

—

HOLIDAYS,

These goods

Said house is one of the best locations υη
the street; tine neighborhood. Consists c.
story framed House and ell, containing ten
highly finished room»; painted walls throughout;
cellar
and heated by furnace ; large brick cisgas ; good
One of the most desitern, filtered; well drained.
rable and convenient houses in the city; close to

;·

COAT sp26tf

tf

Τ LIE

INVITE YOUR SPECIAL ATTENTION.

fjkllLtwo
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TOR

No. 34 Plum St.

House No. 24 Emery St., liead ol
Cushman Street·

Wanted.

TERM

three evening pupils

or

UP1N
—

dtf

η aniea.

novM

TIAL HANDKERCHIEFS PUT

IN SCOTCH AND

For Sale or To Let,
Rooms, Gas and Sebago water.
Apply to Ε. H. GILLESPIE.
sepl3-tf

To load Lumber at Portland, Bangor,
Machias. Calais, Montreal, and Southern Porte, for the Hirer Platte.
Also, To loan Coal, at Pictou, Lingan, and Port
Caledonli»<#Qr New YbrJr?* Boston, theSouond ports,
and St John, Ν. B.
BIRD, PERKINS & JOB.
103 State St., Boston. 27 South St
New York

Begins December 2d and continues thirteen weeks
TER1H8 31.00 PER WEEK.

OF

American

40
also

PORTLAND ACADEMY.
WI Ν Τ Ε R

ALLEN HAINES.
se ρ 19-if

with

SAUNDERS,

VEKY PBETTY THING IN INI-

FOR SALE !

EDUCATIONAL.

Chairs, Arc.

ameled

Boarders Wanted.
FEW BOARDERS can be accommodated,
table boarders at No. 11 Myrtle Street.
octl8

DOZEN EACH AT ALL PBICES. A

USEFUL· AND ORNAMENTAL,

St. Lawrence House.

tf

A

by

on

Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.

y

^UNDER HALL.)

OF

Bed

nov6

—

CHIEFS AT ALL PBICES.

the nnState Street, occupied
X. dersigned. This house is thoroughly built «f
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.

PIANOS
up

DAY PRESENTS. IN LA DIES' HAND-

For Sale.

let with board in a prirooms with board for single
gentlemen. Within five minutes walk'ot the City
Buildiug. Address Ε. O., Box 1903, Portland P. 0.

Chickering

EVERY DE-

KERCHIEFS WE HAVE BOXES OF }
both

—

Real Estate and Mortgage Brokers,

fllHE house

AND

Suits, Lounges. Spring
Beds, IVIattresses,

SIcDouongb

dec5eod2w

dec3tf
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IN

HAVE ALSO ADDED TO

WE

RIETY OF USEFUL GOODS FOR HOLI-

Choice and Beautiful Goods

A

Boarders Wanted.

CONGRESS STREET.

del3

TWO-STORY HOUSE, β rooms, hi good order,
Sebago water, situated in the vicinity of City
Hall. Will be let to a small family for $200.
GEO. R. DAVIS & CO.,
Apply to

S. & P. R. R. a SILVER WATCH,
have the same by calling on the
S. & P., proving property

Ticket Master of the P.
and paying char es.

—

Having been recently refurnished and fitted
all modern improvements.
Apply to

Mos. 31 aiid 33 Free St,
Parlor

HALX. !

Parties, Concerts, Lectures Ac.

263

UPHO LSTEEER,
MANUFACTUREE

FOB

For Reut.

declldlw*

LET.

—

COMMISSION MERCHANT,

E.

To Let.
Middle street, receutly occupied by

Gregg.)

AHB

win uo let low

J. C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange at.

je5dtf

TO

BROKER,

BLOCK,

TROXViON,
Lowell, Mass.,
SHEPARD & COMPANY, name block,

A..WARREN,

(Formerly Warreii

Wanted·
SITUATION ior a Lady to do copying or any
other writing. Address Box 633 Portland P.

Parlor tc
A PLEASANT
vate family; also

LET.

xiiiUJuuiaLCiy

ιυι

Inquire of MRS. Η.
Or,

Sole agents in Maine for tlie Bale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by MeBsre. Hamifcett Noitt & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also lor sale at lowest market
price,
Wilkecbarre, Scran ton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York.. Yeseels procured for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipments any point desired.
tfapr27

1

THOMPSON
TO

Commercial St., Portland.

_

ot those large and commodious stores

more

CTITWlHlTiVrr

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

CHAS.

1872.

WIGGIN,
the premises.

No. 47-49 middle St.
One

can have the samç by callii
calling at
del*d3t
THIS OFFICE.
01

the P.
ATThe

PARTMENT.

OUB EXTENSIVE STOCK A LABGE VA-

GENTEEL 2£ story brick residence on Congress
12 rooms, modern improvements, with
stable on the premises, for $500 per annum.
GEORGE R. DAVIS & CO.,
Real Estate Mortgage Brokers.
decl2eod2w

owdc can
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13^

of

ALL OUR PRICES, AND WE OFFEB GREAT

of

DEC. 17, 1872.

Pfcnu.,
where an old man named
Allingham was
murdered in his bed under circumstances of
peculiar atrocity. The murderer had crepf
Hands of inviible spirits touch the springs
up to the window opçaiiif info his victim *
the
Of that mysterious instrument,
room to a platform
soul,
outside, to which be bad
And play the prelude of our fato.
attached his crude tire-arm, which was
only
a piece of
gas-pipe, heavily loaded with powder and slugs and iired
a fuse.
by
with
has
done
Having
drayage, lighted this, the
Vicksburg
away
assassin fled, and was out of
steamer and railroad now connecting at the
sight when the explosion
occurred which
alarmed the villagers, who rushed
river.
to the
house to lipil
Alhngham mangled almost beA man died a natural death, recently, who yond recognition. Tht* murderous machine
had been fixed with
deadly aim. and the slugs
had been for thirty years an engineer on a
had shattered the victim's head,
causing InNew Jersey railroad.
fant death.
The villagers were, of course,
r.ppalled by
an event like this, and were unable
to even
A well-informed
Western
paper
says
who had committed the deed. At
conjecture
'•France is a tinder-box and President Thiers a first
the
case
did
not
glance
seem promisis sitting on the safety-valve."
ing to l)etectivc Oupplee, who was summoned from Pittsburg to take it in hand.
But
suspicion fell upon a colored carpenter named
A Jackson, Mich., family consiste ot eight
Briceland, because he was known as a bitter
Furlongs. The head of it proposes to erect a enemy of Allingham, and the detective then
family monument and call it a "mile stone." had little difficulty to tracing the crime to its
author. Picking up bits of wood used in the
manufacture of the weapon, he found the
Oh! how many deeds
pieces, from which they had been cut in the
Of deathless virtue, and immortal crime,
of
the
victim miles away,
shop
in
The world had wanted, had the actor said,
whose trunk he found a piece of
gasI will do this to-morrow.
like
pipe precisely
that used
in the
murder.
Scraps of leather and twine
we re also
found which became important
An exchange says that Atlanta is complain- witnesses in the case. The
accused, like all
ing of want of water and improper drainage. bunglers in crime, was provided with an alibi,
and proved that he had gone to bed at
9
Complaining of improper drainage seems o'clock
011 the
night of the homicide, and had
rather loolish.
not got up until the usual hour next
morning. But the detective examined the house
About 90,0o0 pounds whalebone, landed at ! ■ u«c iic luugra, »»\y tnai fl window οΓ
Ilia
San Francisco by the arctic whalers, ha» room opened uyou « field, and found mark»
j upon tlie window-sill and side of tlie
house
reached the aeaboard, having lieen shipped
which could only have been made
by a peroverland by Pacififc Railroad.
son
in
and
out
of
that
window.
clambering
With the discovery of theso facts, and the
of Briceland'a boots into the tracks
fitting
With a tin can, some old wire and a few
made about the scene of the
murder, the case
bits of board a Louisville lad constructed a ! was regarded as
complete, and we are not
miniature steam engine perfect in all its parts. surprised that the suspected man was comIt finally blew up and neutraliz.-d the baby mitted for trial. The case is deserving of
public notice, not so much because of the caljust like a full grown machine.
culating malignity shown in the perpetration
of the murder, as because
of the,
that
a
detective has been found
Said Mr. Froude to a reporter in search of fact
to devote himself -with
intelligence" a <1
knowledge: "I pronounce the ou in my zeal to the
apprehension of a murderer. To a
r.ame like oo in fool."
The reporter fears
majority of the detectives, a case of such apthat there is a smack of personality about
parent difficulty as this tragedy, which, in
case of success, could offer no other
that answer, though he can't tell just where
reward
than a sense of duty performed, would not
it comes in.
have claimed or received
any extraordinary
exertion.
If the assassins of New York
A chap in Milford is in ecstacics over an
were followed with the
patient common sense
interesting and suggestive relic, in the shape which lias been shown in this case, our records
would
not
be
disgraced every year by
of a hat, which he declares he lias worn
nearly half a score of cases where the crimithrough one hundred and eighty-two drunks, nals are never discovered.
and tenderly says it is still a "thing of

1873

BARGAINS TO PURCHASERS
variety

unusual

au

Λ Credit to the Defective Service.
stories, which always seem
new In their details, U foul· in the
tacts of
One of those old

Gossip and Gleanings.

DECIDED REDUCTION HAS BEEN MADE IN

A

NEW YORK

îrV street,

Found.

Store and Basement

AT LAW,

A

O.

are

MOUSING,

TUESDAY

holiday Presents,
1872

Bent·

THE PRESS.

_A

owne

THE

Let·

MARK

MERRILL,

A

Key Found.

house No. 80 Clark sreet, containing
BRICK
rooms, with modern improvements.

Portland, Sept. 4th,

favor by leaving
dec26-d3t

a

GIRL to do general house-work in a fomPy of
three. Good refferences required. Inquire at
<iel4*3t
179 CONGRESS ST.

LET.

A

Office Hours from 8 to 10 A. M., and2 to 4 and 7 to
9P.M.
de!3tf

ffilUQ

TO

φ

PORTLAND COMPANY.

TEKMS $8.00 PER ANNUM IN ADVANCE.

We have Just received from

··

prepared to loan money in mmi
from 9100 to any amount desired, on fire!
class mortngcs in Portland Cape Klizabetli, Westbrook, or Dee ring. Parties desirons of building can also be accommoda
ted with loaus.
GEO. R. DA1IS & CO,,
Real Estate an<f mortgage Rrokevs.
if
sep24.
Partially Furnished House for

Girl Wanted.

large brick store in the Racklefl Block, corner
of Middle and Ceurch streets—basement and
first floor, elegunth finished and adapte l to jobbing
dry goods or other similar trade.
ALLEN HAINES.
Apply to
scptlldtf

(Opposite the Paik.)

COUNSELOR

A

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

STORE

We

Lost·.

once.

novSdtf

Abply to

KEY. The finder will collier
the same at this office.

A Few Good Rents
applied for at

1872. Holiday Goods. 1872.

to Loan ! ! Σ

$20,000

FIVE CAB CARPENTERS wanted to

OR
FOUR
go to Aspinwall.
declGdlw

1872.

MISCELLANEOUS.

dec!6d3t

A

For Kent·
FIRST CLASS residence, centrally located, conA taining 13 rooms,
bath room, &c., stable on
premises. Particularly suited for a physician. *
nov!3tf
Apply to GEO. R. DA VIS & CO.

17,

BULLETIN.

Carpenter's Wanted.

PLEASANT rent of 7 rooms, on Wilmot near
Congress Street. For particulars call on
noietf
L. TAYLOR.

Enquire

No. *207 Congress Street,

T.

The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving
the same at 159} Congress street or at this office.

lw

has removed to

HENRY"F.

F

DECEMBER

MISCELLANEOUS.

ESTATE.

Geo. R. Davis & Co.'s

Pliotojfraplis.

iRIDAY evening, Dec. 13, 2 Card

To Let·
a

REAL

Lest·

Gae and

STREET, Cor. Market Street,

de!2

PRESS

published every Thursday Morning at $2 56
) ear ; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.
is

C. W.

House to Let.
ROOMS in liouss 3S Myrtle Street
water.
Sebago
Inquire at

CO.,

MOKNfNG

TUESDAY

Λ.1Ι

trilluic WiU" lilt· lut'V IUlOiC

and still another

ilurska

rCSttll,

followed, to wliicli Mdllo. di
obliged to respond. The ''Lugreat performance, and afeminent artist an opportunity for

was
was also a

cia"

forded this

display of the great dramatic power
which is with her an instinct so grand, so
true to nature, and so sympathetic that the
listeuer is carried away by an impulse, the
power of which he feels, without being able
to explain the nature of the magic influence
by which he is enthialled. After the conclusion of her present ongagemAt she proceeds to St. Petersburg, ν lie-e she is engaged
the

at the Russian Opera, her competitors *>r
"pride ol j-lace" in the musical world of that
capital beipg Patti an.I >' ilsaon. She then
comes to America.

Good Advice.—Mr. Harris closes his
"Walks and Talks" for the year, in the
Agriculturist, with the following valedictory
sentiments :
"I want it understood that my faith in good
farming end my respect for good farmers gri.w
stronger and stronger every year. I still believe in summer-fallowing on clay land, and
am

satisfied that

fall-lallowingis

a

good thing.

I believe that weeds can be killed, and am
making considerable headway against them.
My corn is the best corn-stubble the eleanest
I have ever had—better and cleaner than the
Deacon's! I thiak we plow too much land,
and do not plow our land enough. We must
have cleaner land. We mus; raise bigger
We
crops, or there is no profit in farming.
must keep better stock, and feed more liberally. We must make more manure, and,
what is still more important, we must make
better manure. And we must takï care of
what we do make."

Micboscopic Powek.—A costly instruhas recently been constructed in Loudon which is represented to excel all others
in use in its extraordinary magnifying powers.
Instead of a glass lense a diamond was
introduced, put in the right lenticular form.
It was found that object were enlarged
apparently, seen through a diamond lense, in
the proportion of eight to thtee. The cost of

ment

the new

rather too exmicrospope.was
pensive for general use. High expectations
are anticipated of startling discoveries in the
world of little things.
ΒΓΝΙΧΕΜΜ NOTICES.

Kidney, bladder and glandular diseases need
longer be regarded as iucurable. The introduction of Smolandkh's lH'cv, which is one of
the perfections of medical science, is now regularly prescribed for such as well as fur all disno

eases

It Is

of the

urino-geuital

organs in either sex

diuretic solvent and alterativo, and imparts tone and vigor to the whole human frame.
declT-eodlw
a

When di mb Animals cry out their gladness,
—when cripples take up their beds and walk,—
when rheumatism is banished,—stiff joints
made limber, and swellings disappear as if by
magic, well may we enquire into the secrets of
the wonderful Centaur Liniment. There has
never been anything like it
It has performed
more curcs of flush, bone and muscle ailments
upon man and beast in the past three months,
thau all other articles have in three hundred
decl2eodlw*wlt

years.

Cham-eu Hands, face, rough skin, pimples
ringworm, salt-rhcum and other cutaneous affections cured, and the skiu made soft and
smooth, by using the Ji'siper Tab Soap,made
by Caswell, Hazard & Co., New York. Be
sure to get the Juniper Tar Svnp, as there are
luauy

worthless imitations made with common

tar.

novl4-12w

The Purest and Sweetest Cod-Liveb Oil
is Hazard's and Caswell's, made on the seashore, from fresh selected livers, l'y Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York.
It is absolutely
jwreand ewcct. Patients who have once takea
it prefer it tc all others. Physicians have decided

it

superior

to

any of th.*

market

other oils id
uovl4-12w

Job Pbintiko.—Every description of Job
aud at the lowest
Printing executed promptly,
I>"KSH
House, 109
prices, at the Daily
^·η1ι»5
Wm.
M· Marks.
Kxchanse St.

Advertisers naturally seek the means ο
reaching the largest number of readers, and
those of the best quality. The Daily Pre*»
lllle the bill in both particulars better than any
other daily journal in Maiue.

Winter's Death Warrants

are

neglected

coughs and colds. Thousands die at
son simply because they permit thsse

this seaailmentto take their fatal course instead of curing them
promptly, as they always might do, with Hali'i

Honey of Horehound and

Tar.

dec!3eodlw&wJt

—

—

Sew York Letter.

PRESS.!

THE

îicws and Other Items.

Michigan

New Yoke, Dec. 15, 1872.
THE

Gen. Wofford was tlio Georgia elector who
gave Gen. Banks his vote for Vice President.
Was Gen. Wofford in the Bed River cam-

I dropped in at the Astor House on the afternoon of tbe 11th inst., to see a very respectable
Every regular attache of tlie Press is furnished I gathering of the sons of Maine organizing an
with a card certificate countersigned by Stanley T. ! association.
Sir. T. S. Berry, a native of Cupe
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel Cod, but for some years a resident of tlie tine
U3
demanding
by
managers will confer a favor ui>on
Tree State, occupied the chair.
•redentials of every person claiming to represent our
An organization was agreed upon, to be
that several ''bumthe

name

Press, and we have no disposition to be,
sively, a paiflN-o such fraud.

pas-

given up.

charity, friendship and

culture among its memAn annual re-union or festival of the
association is to be held on the 15th of March
in each year, commemorative of the day when

bers."
We do not real anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all c:i30.* in lispeusabls, not nocessarily for publication
but as a guaranty oîgood faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve commanicauons that

are

admitted into tlie Union.
A constitution and by-laws were
complete list of officers chosen.

Col. «Γοπν W. Fokney was one of the defeated candidates for the Marshalshin of tlie

The most eminent architects in New York
declare that the erection of a building that is
absolutely fire proof is an impossibility, But
"how about the pyramids ?

disposition
here

Tiie Gardiner Journal has entered its
If saying what you please

an

old one.

expected that Gov. Perham will make
an appointment tor Judge for the Supreme
Court. There is au unusual interest respecting the mat'.o:·.
It is

It is Congressman Brooks that Col. McComb testifies that he paid a large sum on
account of the Credit Mobilier. Mr. Brooks
calls for a committee.
We have the best authority for the statement that if the present reckless waste ol Se-'

bago
now

continues that ere long half
supplied by that source will

of the

city

be without

it.
One would not judge from reading the
Boston papers that small pox is prevailing in
that city very extensively. There is evi-

dently a preconcerted arrangement to keep
quiet about it. But^nurder will out.
ϊπε victims of thin ice in this State are
less numerous this season than heretofore,
not because the

ly

boys

heavy snow

the

wiser,but fortunatefalls spoiled the skating.—

There has been no occasion to use the standing item of the season on that subject.
The pneumatic tube

in process of
Washington under the supervision of Albeit Brisbane, is to be completed
now

construction in

by the

first of January.

If it prove

a success

the fifteen thousand dollars appropriated by
Congress will have been well expended.
In Iowa a ton of corn is worth $5 00 and
cord of wood ready for the stove $8 50.

a

In

heating power the two are about equal, so
that there is a saving ot nearly $3 in utiug
corn for fuel.
Such is the condition of things
to which railroud monopoly has reduced the
people of the West.
In view of the fact that the French Assem-

bly has decided to reject the petitions of the
people lor the dissolution of the Assembly by
decided fote and that the government officials have taken measures to prevent the
signing of them, Frauce cannot be considered any more of a republic that it was under
the late Emperor, now Mr. L. X. Bonaparte
resident of Chiselliurst, Eng.—not much
more a republic than was the United States
when Congress refused to receive petitions
tor the aboliiion of slavery in the District of
Columbia in good old Democratic times.
a

Could Gov. Wilmot of New Brunswick
have

fnlly appreciated how great a prrt of his
subjects belonged to the middle ages when he
challenged the peoplu ot Maine to a friendly
contest with his province for the greater progress in education and general intelligence
the present decade, as he did at the European
& North American Railway opening at Bangor in October 1872? We think not; for it is
said that in every school district in ths prov-

ince there is

a

well defined

organization

in

opposition to the present or any other free
school system that is supported by taxation.
According to the

Maine has 3,149
paupeis, or one pauper to every 183 inhabitants, a larger proportion than any other New

β

census

England State except New Hampshire, which
has %ne pauper in every 100 inhabitants.
On the other hand, Maine has only 255 criminals, or only one in 2,250 inhabitants, far
less than any other New England State. It
appears, therefore, that we are virtuous,
though we may be poor. But we are inclined
to believe that the exhibit made by Maine in
he latter respect is due rather to the fact
that care is taken to relieve the poor than to
any extraordinary prevalence of poverty.
nus ioroiuo

uiooe

congratulates tue counprospect of immediate re-

try that there is a
forms in the management of the Grand Trunk

R.iihvay,

which it has

constantly declared to
be the worst possible. Mr. Potter, the President, has recently visited Canada and at the
recent meeting of the stockholders 111 England presented the ciudition of affairs and
criticised severely much of the present management. He expressed his strong disapproval of the existing connection of the leading officials of the road with the rolling stock
companies. The Globe further states that
the engagement of Mr. Brydges with the
Company terminates the 31st inst. ; at which
believes his connection
Grand Trunk will be ended.

time it

with the

The venerable editor of the Sunrise is looking for a boy who wants to be a Greeley, a
Colfax, a Wilson or a Severance and is williug
to pay the price, which is to go into a printing oflice and beginning at the lowest round
of the ladder, rise by industry and perseverance.
We hope the Sunrise will find that

particular youth, but they are not plenty.
The Jim Fisks, Jay Goulds, Daniel Drews,
Warmoths of Louisiana, Bullocks of Georgia
and a thousand like illustrious examples of
men who have achieved^, wealth by
rascality
that is labeled enterprise have rendered the
thorny path that Greeley, Wilson and Severance, trod, so extremely unforbidding that
here and there a traveller is found and he is
ridiculed as "old fashioned.·"
"

Τακ statistics relative to our foreign trade
shows the unpleasant fact that the United
States has purchased goods to the value of

$134,481,91S

more

than we have sold und to

make up the

deficiency, have sent away sixty-six millions of specie. The exports of the
country arc more than twelve millions less
than last year. Thecotton
exported amounts
to $33,900,000 less than the year
previous,
fire arm·; $12,400,000 less and
gold and silver
811,000,000 than in the fiscal year of 1870-1.
On the other hand, the exports of our domestic manufactures embracing forty-one
items amounted to $47,571,492 in the fiscal
year ending June 30th 1872 while for ihe year
previous the export of the same only reached
The export of leather and
$38,472,334.
leather manufactures

was

year while that of cotton

third.

doubled the

goods

last

fell off one-

This is the only relief to the otherwise

forbidding picture.

ing.

of this

enterprise

is now
very promis-

ore

"Georgia Scene»,"
plantation in that

SPECIAL

yearly iu England.
An Eastern paper having boasted of

CHOICE IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC

trial charged with

murdering his

had

The

the^pall-pox.

man

believed he

wa»

held

a

Senator Frank Blair's illness is much more serious than has been represented, and that there
is little if any hope of his recovery.
It is

doubtful, indeed, if he ever leave» his room
again, his present condition being that of help-

paralysis.

Prof. Stowc is reported better.

He is at
Mass.
The official count of the vote of Florida gives
the Eepublican .candidate for Governor 1599

Framingliam,
majority.

It is said that two young ladies of Springfield
have taken a large contract for the manufacture of a patent surcingle, and will give em-

ployment

to

tweuty girls.

consuming 2,177,03S pounds of milk. The average number of pounds of milk to make a
pound of cheese was 9 39-100, at a cost of SI.55
per cwt.

_

[

iu tlieir usefulness and open to all comers of
moral character, native or foreign, black
wtiite.
If our Irish and German fellow citizeus
would but act in this spirit, New Yorlc
would speedily become a better governed city
than it bas been for a century.
Rut at any
rate 1 hold that the descendants of the pilgrims
are bound to set them
a good example iu
this
lesjiect. As fore-fatliers day occurs this year
on Sunday the dinner will be had on
the ensuing Monday, 23d inst. The circumstance which
is calculated to

j

good

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

MUNICIPAL Λ REAL ESTATE
SECURITIES !
BONDS of Towns and Cities, and MORTGAGES
of Improved Real Estate in the went, bearing 10 per
cent, interest, payable in the east, for sale by
CHAULES M. HAWKES,
28 Exchange st., Portland.

—

Tho Boys who wish for

HOLIDAY

something nice,

-AT-

get at moderate price,
George Fenno's,
And buy a "Suit of "Winter Clotiies,"
And let them not make too much racket.
While looking at his "Breakfast Jacket,"
Designed to make their "dress" complete,
Corner of Beach and Washington street.
dec 17—lw?.ii
can

ANDERSON'S,
3 DEÛBINU BLOCK.

Kid Mittens,
Kid Gloves,
Otter Fur Top Kid Oloves,
Caster Gauntlets,
«
Ladies Ooeskin Gauntlets,
Buck Gauntlets,

10 Per Cent. Bonds of Otoe Co., Neb.
CITYXAT'L

XEBKA8KA

BASK.

Value of Property, $13,009.040.

ANDERSON'S,

Nebraska Bridge and School
Bonds, and other choice investment securities for sale
at

Kansas and

3 D£ûltlAIO BLOCK.

prices that

will pay over 12 percent, on the amount
TH03. P. ELLIS & CO., Bankers,

invested.

Gents' Kid Gloves, lined Fur Tops,
Geut's Cloth Gloves,

14 Pine Street, New York.

Gents' Kid

FRESH VACCINE.
Whittier, Druggist, is receiving fresh Vaccine,
fresh from the cow. Also vaccine crusts
(humanised)
one remove from ttie animal.
Every poiut and crust

is warranted reliable and
with confidence. Order·
promptly attended to.

physicians can
by telegraph

use
or

Mittens ior Boys' Si Girls',
Ladies' Berlin Gauntlets,

ihem
mail

—

GEO. W. WHITTIER,
400 Congress Street.

dejl7sn

*

This splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world.
The only True aud Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tints or unpleasant odor. Remedies the ill effects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the nair
clean, soft and beautiful. The genuine, signed W. A.
Batclielor. Sold bv all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCH Ε LOR, Prop., Λ. Γ.
octl
d&w
s >*
lyr

Liuen 51cm Stitched Handker'fs,
Ladies' Liueu Uandk'i» iu boxes,
Motto and initial tiandki's,

anil

Embroidered dc Lace Haudkl's,
Gents' Haudkl's in boxes,
Children's Fancy Haudkl's,
—

Portland,

Dec.

18,

1872.

PERSONAL.

General and Mrs. Shermau arrived In the
city on Friday accompanied by tbeir lovely

daughter Minnie, who sailed for Europe yesterday in the magnificent White Star steam•hip "Celtic." The General is an exceedingly
fascinating gentleman, and charms everybody,
by his gentleness, simplicity, aud the graces of
his conversation. He has the bearing of a
gallant soldier, possessing dignity without hauteur, aud great intelligence, without a particle

:

Ladies' JUerino Underwear,
Children's Merino Underwear,
Seamless and Felt Goods,
Children's Cashmere Hoods,
Nubias and Cashmere scares,
Children's %Vorsted Jauet s,
—

2t

Ladies' Silk Ties & hall'Handk'is,
Setts Collars aud Cutis,
Handk'i and Glove Boxes,
Fans aud Jewelry,

Members of
are rerequested to meet at OJd Fellow's Hall on TUESDAY aftern >on, Dec. 17th, at 1 o'clock, for the purpose of attending tho funeral of our deceased Brother,
Jotham R. Gribben.
dccl6d2t
N. G. CUMMINGS, Secretary.

Feriumery,
Fancy Boxes,

We do not

pretend that, LORING'S VEGETABLE
SPECIFIC will cure every disease under the Sun,
but

we

who has

—

cure

Hoop Skirts aud Corsets,
Ladies' all Wool & Merino Hose,

AN ODE TO THE PUBLIC.

Children's Wool Hose, all kinds,

1.

Gents' Wool and Merino Hose,

the Public in general : I would call your attention
To a fact which I think is well worthy of mention,
Tis* that J. H. FITZGERALD whose height
of ambition
Is, by very low prices to defy competition,
A splendid assortment of goods now offers
Whose merits will conquer the whole tribe of scoffers.
To

Belt»,
Sleeve Buttons,

Slipper Patterns,
Gaiters, Buskins,
Needle Books,
Spool Boxes,
Card Case#,
Lace Collars,

name

ui tue

Camping Out, has already
is for sale by Dresser & Ayer.

Yabmouih.

the yacht club
& Ayer.
It is
b.v Olivër Optic.
the Penobscot.

been noticed.
%

It

—WILL BE

During

régulai-

assortment of

OFFEBED—

the
—

Holidays,

AT—

and

VERY

LOWEST

PRICES

—AT—

ANDERSON'S,

embroiderod, hem-stitched
arc

very

3

much rel-

DEEBINO

BLOCK.
sntf

CHRISTMAS GOODS !
A

|

call,

Whose store is just opposite the New City Hall.
decl3
sntf

VERMONT

BUTTER !

SHAW &

F.

A.

OF

FANCY

ΟΡΕΒΛ

pLadic*

and

GROCERS,

R. IÎ.

cor.

UNDER MECHANICS' HALL.

an3w

j GUNS,POWDER.

CO.,

SHOT,

State Ml., Boston.

Fonr per cent. interest allowed on deposit
j
accounts, subject to check, drawn as any city bank. !
Out-of-town depositors will bave their remitances and j
collections

See.

SWIFT,

dcc7

BANKERS,
No. 1 Devonshire,

GLASSES,

fitmi' Porlmonien,

Fancy Cutlery, Ac.,

DGFOSIT.

&

GOODS 1

CLOCKS IN GREAT VARIETY

by

HAWLEY

HOLIDAYS Î

THE

JEWELRY Ï

JEWELRY

147 Commercial St·, Portland.
oct4-eod3mosn*
BANK

FOR

Seal Jet and Imitation Bracelets,

IIASKELL·,

WHOLESALE

PRESENTS

choice lot of

URCJRETK JEWELRY,
WHITBY JEWELRY,
RUBBER JEWELRY,

100 Tabs Choicc Vermont But·
For Sale

promptly acknowledged.

CAPS.
BUY THEM AT 51 EXCHANGE ST.,
J. It. LUCAS.
Sept 18-sntf

General Banking and Commission busi- ;
ness, Negotiate Bonds, Stock, Notes and other Secur- | PIANOS.
ities, make collections through tlio United States and 5 PIANOS.
We

do

a

Europe. As
DEALERS I *

"WEBER" and other emllient makers,
PIANOS. Sold by ED. B. ROBINSON,
5 Cnhoon Block, opposite City Hail,

SECURITIES,

Ρ HICK Ρ

AT REDUCED
eomly
my!7
we invite inquiries relating to investments, and
give j
SKATES.
below the prices ot a few of the most desirable
[
k
Bnnds:
j*
Awne Club and Common Skates, Pocket
B., C. R. & M., Milwaukee Extension, 7s
02J j
Midland Pacific, 7s
90
Kiives, Razors,
L jgansport, Crawfbrdsviile & Southwestern, S».. .97J
Scissor* in «eu and sipglr pair*.
U. S. Bonds and other marketable securities allow- [
ed full price in exchange.
«ep3-3ino-tt&fl |
On» a and Sporting Goods as usual.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

)one.

In

Calais, Dr. Porter's little boy has the
mall-pox; supposed to have taken it from his
'ather s clothes after visiting patients.
YOUΚ COUNTY.

j

In this city, Dec. 16, Miss Matilda L. Prince.
[Funeral services Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
at No. 16 Green street.
In Kennebunkport, Nov. 28, Mrs. Mary, wife ot
Ezekiel Emmons, aged 85 years.
In Freeport. Dec. 12, Mr. Sam'l Litchfield, aged 88
years II months 15 days.
In Wells, Nov. 17, Mrs. Eloida T., wile of Joel V
▲Hen, aged 25 years.
Deeeoiber 17·
6.50 PM

7.25 I Moon rises
4.29 I High water

MAEINE

Bos worth Post No. 2, Départi tient !
of Maine, G. A· R.

«. L. BAILEY,
dec9so3w

48 EXCH1XGE NTKEKT.

Public notice is hereby given that the Annual i
m eting of th* Corporation known as Bosworlli Post )
A Boek lor Every 11 an.
No. 2, Department of Maine, G. A. R., will bo held
The "SCIENCE OF LIFTS, or SELF-PKESEKVAat Grand Army Hall (Mechanics' Building), Portland »
of
TIONV a Medical Treatise on the Cause and Cure
( η FRIDAY. Dec. 27th, 1872, at 7* P. M.
Exhausted Vitality, Preuiafare Decline iu Man, NerJinsincsH—The election of^officers for the ensuiug j- vous and Physical Debility .Hypochondria, Impotency,
year and tlie transaction of such other business as I Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, and all other
the inmay legally come before the meeting.
diseases arising from the errors uf youth or
HENRY C. HOUSTON.
Per order,
g discretion» or excesses of mature years. This is inhave
been
Post Adjt. and Clerk of Corporation.
Thousands
; deed a baok for every man.
to health and hapdccllsndtd
taught by this work tlie true way
best
medical
work
and
piness. "It is «he cheapest
on this class of ill»
over published, and the only one
TO BE LET.
worth reading. 190th edition, revised, much enin beautiful French cloth.
bound
illustrated,
second
floor
the
in
TVe Front Office on
the Canal Î larged,
Price only $1. Sent by mail post-paid on receipt cf
MEDICAL INSTINational Bank Building, recently occupied by Mat- >< price.
Address PEABODY
No. 4 Bollinch Street, Boston, Mass.. or Dr.
î TUTE,
tocks & Fox.
\V. Η. ΡΑΠΚΕΗ, Assistant Physician. N. D. Tlio
Also rooms in the Third story. Enquire at the a author may beconsHlted on the above as well as all
diseases requiring skilj. and expebience.
»
mar25-dlv
Bank.
en
dcc7sntf

ί

12.45 PM

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND·
Monday, Dec. 16.
ARRIVED.
Sch Belle Hardy, Baker, Baltimore—corn to Norton. Chapman & Co.
Sch Rising Sun. Jones, Philadelphia—coal to Ran! dall, McAllister & Co.
Sch J Ν Fitzpatrick, Smith, Philadelphia—coal to

is

JOHN FROST, late of Deering,
—

in the
of Cumberland,deceased,and has taken
upon himself that trust by giving bonds as the law
directs. All persons having dem nd* upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the
sime : and all persons Indebted to said «state are
called upon to make pavment to
WARREN H. VINTON, Executor of Gray.
decl7d3w·
Peering, Dec. 3d, 1872.

IOK one year a fir t-class Tin-Plate Worker. One
who thoroughly understands jobbing in all Its
Apply to

F

Sch Adria, (Br) Patterson, Shulee, NS.
[FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.!
KENNEBUNKPORT, Dec 10 Cld. nch Nellie
Starr. Poland. Brunswick, Ga, to load hard pine tor
Portland at $13* pr M.
Ye*»clft built at Kenarbunkport 1879.
1637 07
Ship Freedlandcr, launched Sept 30,
50 I'l
Schr Woonsockct, launched Jan 29
44
A Staples, Feb 10,
86 80
Emily
"
22
2151
Fanny Reed, April
"
Maud Gertrude, April 22
15 01
"
16 27
Anabel, May 4
%t
Earl Ρ Mason, Oct 21
535 13
44
Wm Η Andrews, Nov 11
Lemuel Hall, Nov 27

KA

llridgton,

3074 25

Master Danl Brewer, of Brunswick, has commenced work on a centre-board schr of 180 tons, for Capt
Chas Sawyer and others of Portland. She is modeled
tor shoal water navigation and is to be commanded
by Capt Soulc, now in the Olive Elizabeth.

[FROM MERCHANTS' EXCHANGE.]
Ar at Philadelphia 16th. sch Ruth Η Baker, Collins.
Portland, with loss of maiutopmast, and mainmast
light damage.
sprung, with other
SchViutage, from Bangor for Boston, was abandoned off Chatham 13th. Crew landed at Boston.
Sch Sarah Louisa, from Bangor for Ipswich, was
timed into Provincctown 16th with loss of boat, sails,
mainboom. jibboom, and paît of deck load. Crew
MEMORANDA.
See general news columns tor missing sc" Arboreor
Sch F J Cummings, (ot Mt Desert) McWarr, from
Calais for Boston, with lumber, struck on Flat Rock,
off Rockport, 12th inst, during a storm_and came off
leaning tra<i».T. signnio«core sentnpaud
Tîiè vesa lifeboat went out and took off the crew.
sel afterwards broke from her anchorage and went

again,

where she broke up.
Brig Shasta, Brown, at New York from Valentla,
reports fine weather up to Bermuda and from thence
thirteen days, had strong NW gales and lost maiu

DOMESTIC PORTS.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 10th inst, barque Hattie G
Hall, Fisk, Havana.
Cld 9tli. brigs Anna M Knight, Davis, and F J Henderson, Henderson. New York.
Ar at S W Pass 10th, barque Sagadahoc, Geyer,
from Aspinwall 11 days.
PENSACOLA—Ar 9th, brig M A Herrera, French,

Owen, Guptill,
ττ.

JACKSONVILLE-Ar 9th sch Ε J Simmons, Harrington. Camden.
Cld 8tli, brig: Persia Hiuckley, Foster, New York.
SAVANNAH—Cld 14th, sch S L Davis, Cottrell,
13th, sch Hattie Turner, from

NORFOLK—Ar 13th, sch Nathan C-eaves, At wood,

Portland.

BALTIMORE—Cld 13th, ship Cuba, Theobold, for
Accapnlco: brig Mai mon, Gilkey, for St Thomas; sch
Grace Webster, Clark, Georgetown.
Ar 14th, sch A Ε Campbell, Dennison, Providence.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13th, sch Mary A Harmon,
Parker. Portland.
Cld 13th, schs Fred Smith, Smith, for Antigua;
Hope On. Chaft£ Portland.
Ar at Newcastle. NSW, 13th, sch Margie, McFadden, from Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 13tli, sch Union, Dolliver, Calais ;
David Β
and John

Price, Nickerson. Portland.
Ar 14th, barque Elba, Peterson, Havana; schs W
Η Mailer, Crowley, St John, NB, 24 days; Merril C
Hart, Rawley, Vinalhavcn.
Cld 14th, schs A Η Lennox, Gray, Cape Hayti; A L
Fitch, Fitch, Jamaica; Israel Snow; Pease. Port Lemon; Kolon, McKinn, St George; C S Webb. HoSilas

McLoon, Spear,

Gilbert's best Opera all colors

Wanted.
Apply at
CAXSK & BROS.,
120 Commercial St,

w3w*51

55 worth 75
"

SANTA CLAITS.
Cheap

PRESENTS

WEof goods: prepared to show the
are now

Stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Company are hereby not Ified to meet at, the office of
said Company on MONDAY, the 6th day of January.
18'. 3, at 3 o'clock in the afternoon, for the purpose of
choosing seven Directors for the ensuing year, aud
for the transaction of any other business which
may
then be legally acted upon.
docl6d3w
GEO. A.WRIGHT, Secretary.

THE

FOREIGN PORTS.
Sid fm Buenos Ayros Oct 19, brig Agenora, White,
New York.
In i>ort Oct 29. barrçties Sarah, Cheney; Blancho
How, Ingersoll; Lord Clarendon, Lavender, and Ada
Gray. Race, for New York, ldg; Archer, Hatch, tor
Bostou.

Week», Rio Jaueiro.
Cld at Demarara 20th ult, brig Annie Gardiner,
Hatch, New York.
Id port 25lli ait, brig C S Packard, Packard, from
Wilmington, NC, or 2d ; Hattie Eaion, Brown, for
New York; schs Naonta, Smitb. from Wilmington,
ar 18th ; Irvine. McLaren, for Boston.
Ar at Barbadoes 13th ult, bris: Robin, Woodman,
New York; rfch Ε Β Coffin, Coffin, do; 14lb, barque
Savannah, Robinson, Norfolk.
Sla 16th ult, whs Veto. Henderson, St Lucie; 20th,
Ε Β Coffin, Coffin, Florida; 22d, brig Emma L Hall,
Fowler, St Thomas.
Ar at Guadaloupe 21st ult,barque Orchilla, Savage,
BrunswicK, Ga; brig Open Sea, Veazie, from Bangor.
Ar at St John PK 2u iust, sch Keokuk, Crocker,

Vermont

T.

FOH SALE BY

SMITH, GAGE & 00.
del3

newlw

Bl ) SINESS OPPORTUNITY. Fan y
Goods and Stationery store for sale, location of
great value, and now doing a first-class paying business.
Good store, stock clean and well selected. Can
be bought at a bargain as the owner has other business deman ling all of his attention, and is worthy of

SUPERIOR

s

sale

on

terms.

«wy

M. G.

WALKER,

Yaccinatiou in the Public Schools.
are being perfected by
the

con-

Sleds,
|

Dolls of all Kinds,

of every

Toys

description,

in

large

Variety.

J. A. D Α Υ
del2

(Ορμο.

head

Vin in

opeqpd

Just

,

St.)

(ll'w

at

LOWELL'S,
301 Congress Street,
larse

assortment

FRl^iCIl and YANKEE
dee!4d3w

of

CLOCKS.

*

The Canal National Bank.
annual meeting of the Stockholders of The
Canal National Bank, of Portland, for the elec-

THE

tion of seven Directors, and for the transaction of
such other business that may legally com;; before
theui, will be held at their Bankiug I loose, on Tuesday t.he 14th, day of January 1S73, at 11 o,cloek
P. M
delMtd
B. C. SOMKRBY, Carder.

HÂWES ACRAGlF
—

HAVJC

—

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
of «2! kinds, Music Books, Folios, an 1 Sheet Music
of a large variety for Santa Claus to deal out in the
Holidays at
%% winni p «TRRRT

PREPARATIONS

Reference, U. waiter uooiu. xtocraiw»
ders left at Stockbriiige's and Hawes & Cragin's.
octl5
eod3m
...v.

THE (xOLDl BOOKS
3 volumes $4.00,
BY A.

School Committee to have all children attend ug
the public Schools, vaccinated at an early day, by the

they

otherwise

the

procure

employ their own family physician.
Failure to comply wiin the above will, under
law, exclude children from the public schools.
del*

The Cumberland National
of Portland.
Stockholders of this

By

of

Portland,

The Best Books Tor Children.

ar«

roctore for the ensuing year aud the transaction of
any other business that may then eome before them,
will be held at their banking room <n TUESDAY,
the 14th day of January, 1873, at 3 o'clock p. m.
SAMUEL SMALL, Cashier.
decMdtd
Portland, Dee. 13th, 1872.

3 volumes in box, &S.OO.
For sale by

declteod3t

THE GOLD Y BOOKS
3

GOODS !

HOLIDAY

By

great variety, selected from the BEST STOCKS in
New York, Just opended at

in

Call early fof flrst choice.

decl4<13w

Portland Author,

a

THE

WHITTIER'S,

Bank,
hereby notified that their annual meet lug for the choice of
THE
Directors and the transaction of such
are

may legally be brought before
at the Bank on Tnewtav, -Jan.
A.M.

By

Lady

a

GOODS,

of

3 volujueii in box, 03.00.

For»a!ebyHOBI*<»0*.

FOR

Street,

hand a fine au'l well selected stook of
the HOLIDAY TRADK. All style·
A Merit-an and Imported

Hae

now on

goods for
of

WATCHES.

Single and in Setts,

Gold Vest, Opera, Leontine and Neck

Cases,
Scotch Wood Articles
Odor

CHAINS.
Locketa, Oliarme. Seal.., Jfcc., Ool<l

in great variety,

TOI LET SETTS,

set®

ri.\C»ER
In

COLOGîlES,

(reat

FOREIGN SOAPS,
Russia Leather Wallets,
CAllD CASES,
PHOTOGRAPH
CASES,

vai

UIWS,

letv. Plain, Cbaaed, Carved and Seal,

Silver anil Silver Plated Ware !
Spoons, Forks. Napkin Rings, Fruit Knives, Pock·9
Knives, Cake Baskets, Castors, Batter Dishes. Card*
Receivers, Vases, &c. Also optical goods. All style®
OPERA GLASSES,

ALL Τ IS Ε FA ΚΙΛΑ ÎIAMFACTIRKH
complete stock of

Gold plated

Bracelet*. Ulcere Button*, Studs, &c. Call and
s e our line selection ol

Oxydizcd Silver.

PERFUMES,

*n.l

JEWELRY,

and

of

1872.

hTlAMSON,

77 Middle

Toilet Cases,
Glove and Handkerchief Cases,

decHeod3tJ

CHRISTMAS

CHAS.

MIRRORS,

Magnifying Glasses, Sterioscopes, Microscopes, Spectacles, *£:«. All selling at lowest prices at

L AMBON'S,
NO. 77 MIDDLE STREET,
l'near Post

Office. >
,llm

dec!3

(Very If ire and Convenient.)

BONDS.

A large lot of tho

JAPANESE

Portland,

THE GOLD Y BOOKS

Dressing Cases,

line

as

The Best Books lor Children.

JEWEL CASES,

new

business

them, will be holden
14th, 1873, at 10 o'clock

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
del4d2tawtd

Doe. 13th, 1872.

Fine Kussia Leather

Parian

Fore-

land, Me.

400 Congress Street,

Cilas», Crystal,

eod3t

inercaauM national is ail κ οι

Stockholder* of this

Casco National Bank.
Annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Casco National Bank of Portland for the choiceof Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them, will be held aj
their Banking House on TUESDAY, the fourteenth
day of January, 1873, at 10 o'clock a. m.
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
decl4dtd
Portland, Dec. 13, 1872.

For sale by

ROBINSON.

dec 14

Congress Street,

VOLUMES, S2 0C,

Children will be delighted with them.

LOWELL' S,

IMPORTED

Lady

a

eod3t

THE GOLD Y BOOKS

bank
hereby no!ifiod
THE
that their Λ mural Meeting for the election of Di

fresh and

AUTHOR,

ROBINSON.

decl4

lw

Bank

PORTLAND

Children will be delighted with them. For sale by

same;ibut parents and guardians may if they prefer

A

of

IOTP;

Materials of the best quality for Oil and Water
Color Painting, Drawing, Wax flower making, Decalcomaine, <&c.
HOLIDAY PRESENTS.
dccl3
4w

A

large stock

MATERI

127 Tromout Street, Bow...

In

a

~

d3t

sepWtf

C

Ladies' Work Baskets,
Writing Desks.
Haudk'f and Olove boxes,
Xlce Portp-.IIonlfn,
Work Stands,
Children's Chairs
(both Rocks and llish)
Rocking Horses,

State St., Boston.

Piano for Sale.
EW, first-class, 7 oetave Piano for

—

FOR THE COMISG HOLIDAYS!

a

A LOT CHOICE FACTORY ANI>
FARM DAIRY CHEESE,

declG

OF

FRENCH CLOCKS !

Cheese,

investigation. TAYLOR & CO.'

QUA

One of the Urgent stocks to be found In the city,
sisting of

Beans,

COn.IIEBCIÂ

Vermont

BLOCK,

103 mDDLE ST.

SMITH, GAGE & CO.,

~ÂT

50

FANCY GOODS and TOYS

FOR SALE BY

301

"

received from importers,

Just

S !

AJN

unless

4-4 40

SANTA

04 Exchange Street.
OlARLUS DAY, JR., Λ CO.

city Physiciau,

«

—

It would
oar TOY DEPARTMENT. We have a great
many new Toys just
opened. Call early to avoid the rush. Our Hollow
Plated Ware, which we warrant to be the best quality, we shall close at COST.

A.

45

HEAD

Boards.
bo impossible to enumerate

A.

Hi

"

(Just abjve Preble

Collar Boxes. Russia Leather Bags with Belts.
Wall Bracket ts, Ladies7 Work Stands,
Checker Boanls, Wallets, Pen Knives, Scissors in
Pearl
Card Cases, Opera Glasses, Fine
cases,
Magic Lanterns, Rocking Horses, Tool
Chests, Games, Puzzles, Drums, Bird
Cages, Sleds, Mnsic Boxes,
Printing Presses, Conjuror's Tricks, Dominoes.
Tivoli

ARTISTS'

"

3-4 35

MORTCN

Bracketts,

Ν

4-4 65

"

NELSON & CO.,

Fork and Spoons in sets, Writing
Desks, Work Boxes, Handkerchief and
Glove Boxes in Russia Leather, Cuff and

deldoew lw

«

«·

Fruit

Choice

«

7-8 βΟ

following Une

Kniv. s, Silver and Plated
Napkin Rings, Jet Jewelry, Children's Plated Knife,

Β Ε

75
SO

«

cotton & wool

«

"
,k

"

Cheapest.

the

as

«
"

Gold and Silver Watches, Ladies' Gold Opera Chaîne,
Neck Chains, Lockets, Charma, Gents' Gold Vest
Chains, Amethyst Rings. Seal Rings, Childrens' Gold Kings, Gold Ear Rings and
Pins, Plated Setts, Gold and Plated
Sleeve Button* and Studs, Gold
and Plated
Bracelets, Jet
Bracelets, Gold Thimbles,
Silver Thimbles, Gentium en's
Gold
Pine. Silver

Rockland ;

Hall, Tollman, Boston.
Passed through Hell Gate 12th, sclis A Κ Woodward, Woodward, Philadelphia for Boston ; Ε G Willard, Wallace, do for Portland.
Passed do 13th, sch M Sewall, Lewis. Elizabcthport
for Boetou ; Oliver Dyer, Falker, Port Johnson fordo;
C Matthews, Lunt, Hoboken for Providence.
Passed do 14th, schs Arthur Burton, Frohock, Port
Johnson for Port and : Abbie lngalls, I η galls, Philadelphia for do; Hattie Perry, Perry, dolor Boston;
Pacific, Now York for Boston; Campbell, Eaton,Port
Johnsou lor do ; Mary Stewart, Coombs, do for do;
Ivy Bell, Cox. do for Lynn,
NEW HAVEN—Cld J3th, brig James Davis, Partridge, Savannah.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 13th, sch J Κ Howard, Howard, Portland.
NEWPORT—Ar 13th, sch Ida L Howard, Harrington. Portland for New York.
VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 13th, sch Tookolita,
Reed, Bootlibay for New York, (lost anchor.)
Ar 14th, brig Isola, Snowman. Wllmingtou for Boston ; sch Chilion. Winslow, Ettzabethport for Saco.
Sid 14th, schs Onward. Charlie & Willie, J W Fish,
Corvo, Rising Sun, Eveline, and others:
BOSTON—Ar 14th, schs Mist, Newbury,for Calais;
Juliet, Low, Bangor.
Cld 14th, sch Anna. (Br) Simpson, Portland.
Ar 16th, schs Ada F Whitney. Davis, Femandina;
Emily Curtis. Barbour, Philadelphia ; Fianconia,
and Three Sisters, Baker, do; Palos, Ober, an I Β
Dyer, Falker,
Strong. GulUfer. Elizabeth port: Oliver and
Sarah B,
Port Johnson; New Zealand, Haskell,
Sanborn, Weeftawken; Matanzas, Drag Ion, and Eveline, Bailey. Rondout; Nauillus, Crockett, and Virginia. Small, do; Ganges, Moon, Franklin.
Ar9th, steamer Mississippi, Dunlevy, Liverpool;
for Portland ; schs Carrie Walker, McFarland, Jacksonville; Bagaduce, Devereux, Elizabethport; EL
Gregory. Thorndike, Now York.
Cld 9th, shin Pocahontas, Duncan, Bombay; schs
Hiram, Cook, Calais; Jeddio, Turner, New York.
SALEM—Ar 14th, brig Clara ^ouisa, Henrahan,
Miraruichi, NB; sch Sparta. Hopkins, Frankfort.
Ar 15th, sch Maria Adlade, Kent, Port Johnson,
GLOUCESTER—Ar 14th, schs Phenix, Thompson,
and George Brooks, Thompson, Portland for Bostou;
Η Β Gibson, Hurst, do.

«11 wool,white 8-4 55

"

badly frostbitten.

Victorj, Higgins, Bangor lor Washington:
Doane, Nickerson, Bangor ; Baltic, Parker,

Me.

WOOD-CHOPERS.

188 64
522 04

Total tons

Charleston ;

sell at the following

OKO. P. PERLEY.

decl7—3wis

—

New York.
CHARLESTON-Ar
John's Bay. Me.

shall

we

Low Prices!

forms.

ANNUAL MEETING.

Bragg. New York—Henry Fox
(Br) Veal, St John, NB—John

Thos

which

Ocean Insurance Company.

oous.

the rocks

—

FLANNELS

decl6dt24tli.

CLEARED.
Steemer Chase, Bennett. Halifax, NS—John Port-

44

ο»

County

Ρ Prince & Son.
Sch Ε G Willard, Wallace, Philadelphia.
Sch J Κ Howard, (Br) Howard, Providence.
Sch Traveller, Mitchell, Boston.
Sch Helen Marr, Nut lor, Boston.
Sch Isaac Vansant. Randall. Boston.
Scli J S Moulton, Crowley, Calais lor Boston.

rn ans.

decl6

ter.

Richardwnf*

W C

6

The Calais Advertiser says that Abner Hill,
>y a slip on the ice, fell and broke his hip

1

nice lot of Glsves to suit every age,
hand of an infant to that of a sage.

Those gooas are all perfect and are really no higher
Than if they'd been damaged iu the great Boston.firc !
And this little fact will you please bear in mind,
What excellent bargains you surely will find
!
At J. H. FITZGERALD'S) if you'll
give him

SOMERSET COUNTY.

IN GENERAL.

our

Ladies' Furnishing Goods,

ished,

(Press Correspondent "Somersot.")
Danforth Jewett, of Skowhegan, was found
lead in his field about 4 o'clock Saturday afterιοοη.
Cause, heart disease. Mr. Jewett was
ibout G5 years old and for a great many years
las been a farrier.

The following patents have been issued to
laine citizens: J. F. Ober, Mount Desert,
hoemakcrs tool; C. H. Knowltou, Rockland,

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS,

shades, also Aprons and Tiers—
such things there should be a great m&ny buyers.
Perfumery, Jewelry, Brushes and Soaps,
Pins, Needles, Spool Cotton and Buttons forcoats.

ipposed.

The News learns that Mrs. John Staples of
3iddeford, who was seriously hurt Saturday afernoon, the 7th, by a runaway accident iu
>aco, died Thursday afternoou from the effects
»f her injur es.
Dr. Oilman L.Bennett, a well-known and
îigbly respected citizen of Parsonsiield, died
it that place on Tuesday last, aged (i7 years.—
)τ. Bennett has been a somewhat
prominent
nain in the county, and has held
many offices,
own and
iu
his
county,
day.
A Christmas ball is to come off at Berry's
lotel in Buxton, on the evening of December
5th.
Mr. Edward C. Moody of York, has been aplointed Chief Accountant at the Navy Yard
) nd will assume
the duties immediately.

AND A GREAT VARIETY OF OXHEK

For

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

i,"

η.,

Silk Ties of all

a

Por,l;l"<i·
l
In (jorliam, Dec. 14,
wycr aei1 I<U P.
w
Also. Delbert V Saw-Ve''
aud AnnaF.
Sliaw. all of Standlsli
°V' 27' £pliraini β· Tubbe and Hattie
E.

Miniature Almanac

LARGE INVOICE

hereby given, that the subscriber has
NOTICE
been duly appointed Executor of the will of

HOLIDAY

MARRIED.

Aspinwall.
PASCAGOÛLA—Ar 5tli, brig
Philadelphia.
πι
,εγΛ.
ι. n.i. ι. n.-n

l'mirriix.

which together with

«St

septl2sntf

from

Aprons,
uiuuuuu

particular thing,

and embcliahed
With pictures which by children

following

THE

boom, split sails, &c.

French Paniers and Bustles,

LORING, Proprietor.

Handkerchiefs, plain

To Let
commodious four storied Brick Store* No. 57
Commercial St.—immediate iiosession given.
ELIAS THOMAS & CO
Inquire of
No. 90 Commercial St.
Or οt
\V. W. THOMAS. Cauai National Bank.

Steamer Franconia,
Sch New Dominion,
Porteous.

WK HAVE A

PORTLAND. ME.

octlO-sntf

on

5.

|

iiis

—

3 U£^itl»G BLOCK.

of the distressing
maladies CONSTIPATION and DYSPEPSIA there
is nothing like it in medicine.
dec3sntl

iT

ANDERSON'S,

do say, and the testimony of every person
taken the remedy confirms our statement,

that for the treatment and

a

BUCKNAM & BAILEY,
No. 199 Fore St., between Exchange and
Plum Streets.

Sun rises
Sunjsets

»

Street,

dcl7

—

3 DHË1UNG BLOCK.

I. O. O. F.
Ancient Brothers Lodge. No. 4,

Hoop Skirt β and Corsets, Elastics and Bustles,
The latter desirable, though uot made of muscles.
Clouds, Jackets and Gaiters in motley array
Are laid quickly before you with but little delay,

J

pruiiiiv.

AT

ANDERSON'S,

Kid Gloves and cloth, of different dovices,
Will be readily sold at most reasonable prices.

A girl employed in the kitchen of the Na
tional House. Bangor, slippod and fell forward
ipon a hot stove, Friday afternoon, and was
iadly burned about the chest and arms.
The Bangor Whi'j says that on Friday me,ranesses which are too often observable iu men
ng Mr. T. J. Wallace of Halifax, who camo
whom fame has lifted to world wide eminence.
;hrougli from St. John on the Ε. & N. A. night
THE TRIBUNE AND MR. COLFAX.
;rain, discovered that lie had been robbed during the night while asleep in his berth, of
Vice President Colfax has been making a
lotes and drafts amounting to §25,000,
in
brief visit to the city, and his presence here has
noney and two diamond studs valued at S1 'Κ).
revived the rumor that hy will shortly assume
While making this statement in the Superin;endeut's office his poeket-book, containing the
the editorial control of the Tributte. Negotialotes and drafts, was brought in, having been
tions tending to that object have for some time
liscovered some distance from the track near
been pending, but have not yet been concluded.
Mount Hope.
There is a strong probability that they soon
The second meeting to consider the matter of
will be, and that we shall have the pleasure of j tiding the Shore Line Railroad was held iu
Saturday night. Rev. Dr. Teft, Oeu.
welcoming as one of oar fellow citizens, the 5.Uangor,
P. Strickland, Dr. Ladd and others advocatpure and upright statesman of the West whose I ed the measure, aud Messrs.
Boy η ton aud Bass
public 1 ife presents a beautiful record of use- |
head of the paper will be a perfect guarantee
that the libellous course which has rendered
the Tribune justly odious for the past eighteen
months will be brought to a summary eiid, and
that the great journal which intime past has
battled so nobly for justice and humanity will
resume its place among the foremost educators
of this generation in the principles which the
people have endorsed with so much enthusiasm
and heartiness in the election of 1872.
The retirement of Mr. Colfax from the national councils will be a serious loss to the country. lie is one of the truest and most incorruptible men known to our politics. To these
invaluable qualities he adds a clearness of
judgment and a fund of common sense which
make him a wise and safe adviser in public
affairs. I am inclined to think he has generally been underrated by the Republicans who are
so rich in talent that they may be excused perhaps for not counting every leader at his full
value. But there is such au admirable combination of good points in Mr. Colfax, and such
an entire absence of
faults, that when the history of tho times in which he has figured comes
to be written it will be said of him that the lie
public never was blessed with the services of a
nobler specimen of rectitude, patriotism and

—

3 UjtiLtUAG ItLOCll.

4.

At the animal meeting of "Riverside Lodge"
:if F. and A. M. the
officers were
îlecttd for the ensuing year: H.R.Bond, VV.
U. ; Ε. B. Be liner, S. \V ; \V. H. Nov es, J. W. ;
H. E. Ames, Treasurer, J. J. Bond, Secretary;
H. 1). Clark, S. D.; S. H. Bond, J. D.

of pedantry. It is a pleasant fact that the
three greatest surviving soldiers of the war,
GRANT, SHERMAN AND SHERIDAN,
are models of personal excellence, unspoiled by
adulation, and perfectly free from the weak-

AT

ANDERSON'S,

I. O. O. F.
Members of Eastern Star Encampmen, No. 2,
are requested to meet at Odd Fellow's Hall on
TUESDAY, Dec. 17th, at 1 o'clock p. m, in fall uniform, for the purpose of attending the funeral of our
deceased C. P., JOTHAM R. GRIBBEN. Funeral
services at 2 o'clock .p. m. at the Chostnut street
Church.
Members of Machlgonno Encampment, No 1, are
respectfully invited to join with us in the ceremonies.
By order of tho acting C. P.
WILLIAM K. NEAL, Scribe.

Such

(Press Correspondence. )
The citizens of East Jefferson who have, for
a few weeks
past, been contemplating the
building of a cheese factory in that place, met
Monday evening Dec. 9th, and organized under
the name of "The East Jefferson Cheese Manufacturing Association," and made choice of
the following officers: President, C. M. Kennedy ; Secretary, J. J. A. Hofres; Treasurer, 8.
J. Bond: Directors, Dr. J. \V. North, Eben
Hall, Allison Bond, E. F. Weeks, C M. Kennedy. Tho prospect now is that a factory will
tie erected and put iu operation the coming
summer with à capital stock of §2500.
The officers of the Knox & Lincoln Railroad
Co. contemplate building a steamboat to be run
Erom the foot oE the Damarisuotta bay to the
tiead of the pond in Jefferson.

—

» OLLJtClAG BLOCK.

EATCUELOR'S IIA1R DYE.

From the

LINCOLN COUNTY.

AT

ANDERSON'S,

Ribbed,Cotton and "Woolen, Striped, Fancy and Plain;
Fit tor all seasons, sunshine or
rain,
Δη extensive variety for children and
men,
As well as for misses and ladies, and then

ease.

Mitteus,

Children's Cloth Gloves,

3.

so

PRESENTS

Co.,

Wanted

DIED.

Had better call at

Also

market, and for

HOLIDAYS.

The Holidays will soon be here,
Sweet "Merry Christmas" and "New Year"
Parents and friends are looking round,
To se where "Presents" may bo found.

THE

the

Match

Commercial

West

sale at Low Pricca by

freeman.

—

USEFUL AND FAXCY ARTICLES

Of each antl every

Mr. Henry Fairbanks of Wiuthrop, w ho was
severely injured at the Seabrook accident in
October last, has so far recovered as to be conveyed to his home.
The Reporter says that Dr. C. W. Wliitmore
lies dangerously ill at his residence in Gardiner, with congestion of the lungs and heart dis-

the occasion is the triumph at the late election in every free State and in more than half
the old slave States, of those great principles
of civil liberty which were proclaimed from
Plymouth Kock. The President has promised
to be present, unless some unforeseen public
exigency prevents his leaving the capitol. Octi.
Sherman will be one of tho guests, and the
magnetic and incomparable lieeclier will lend
the graces of liis oratory to enliven the feast.—
Maine will be represented by Speaker lilaine,
Massachusetts by Judge Hoar, Connecticut by
Gov. Jewell, and Ex-Gov. Hawley, New York
by William Culleu Bryaut, William M. Evarts
and Henry W. Bellows, brave representatives
of the East, and the Mayor and Governor elect
will be there in recognition,of the entire unanimity with which they were supported by the
members of the New England Society.

OP

STOVES!

ciaj

APOTHECARIES,

BY

Very Bent iu

The

By Portland Star

Η·»^η, Geo.

GRAND OPENING

303 Congress Street, Portland) Maine.
dec!7
sntf

Which tbey

sn3w

sep28snrf

A. G. SCIILOVTERBECK & CO.,

So I to the Hosiery your attention will bring.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

to

iwiu

Figaros,
Couchas,
Panetelas,

First on the list are uudcrgarments for ladies';
For men anil for boys too and also for babies,
But it won't do for one to stop and dilate
On the excellent qualities, iinisli and make

The Lewiston Journal says that Andrew
Hodsdou, about two years since, iu stooping,
"dropped a stitch in his knee. This little affair has at leug'h developed into a lameness
which has resulted in the necessity of the amputation of the leg above the knee, which was
done Friday.

GIVE ESPECIAL ECLAT

uuuui

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, and after this date, tie un iersigued wtfl carry
strictly Banking business, at the Banking
Rooms now occupied by the Second National Bank,
in Portland, Maine, under the style of the "BANK
OF PORTLAND" and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the
Banking Business.
W. N. GOOLD.
Portland, June 24th, 1872.
juu23newlt then su tf

especial inducement·.

THE

Under Mechanics' Hall.

PARLOR

Wanted,

of

JSOLID RINGS, NECK CHAINS, Arc.
rTair Jewelry ma le to order in large variety of
styles.
GEO. A. HARMON,
317 CONGRESS STREET, *
dec7

Now ia the time to

SECURE BARGAINS

Stnds, Sleeve Buttons, Seal Rings,

39J Congress Street and 95 Free Street,
novT
PORTLAND. ME.
sntf

CATHOLIC

or

luimw,

BROS.,
DENTISTS,

prioet,

decl7d&wlm wGO

STATE

Large stock

MACALAStITr

nneCsr

FLA

NEWADVERTiSEMENm
GirSs

Teat Chain·,
(«eld, Opera and Leantini Chain*;
Cold Jewelry in He tin.

Gold

_

CId at St Jobu, SB, 13ib Inst,
brig John W Hunt,
Hunt. Havauaj ach LUa M Ptunoll.
Mitchell, for
Matan za».
Ar 12th, sch Sea Lark,
Miller, Eastport.

STOCK

BOYS' WATCHES,

NOTICE.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Pascagoula.

LADIES' GOLD WATCH fS,
(JESTS' GOLD WATCHES,

REMOVAL.

Cabana's,

at

WORK.

HAWKES & CO.,

DENTAL

Regalia Britanica.

No.

The Tribune Dimcumr.—The Tribune
trustees held a meeting on Friday afternoon at
which every member was present. Mr. Sinclair brought forwarU the Colfax proposition
It received the support of ouly himself and one
other; kix out of the eight trustees opposed, sus"
taining Sir. Iteid'i jconduct of the paper and
York," since 1805. It meets to commemorate
urging that he be retained with no instructions
the arrival of the May Flower and to extol the
save to continue
carrying out the policy of Mr.
virtues of founders of Puritanism.
The festiGreeley's card. It was settled that no change
val is one of the most notable social events of
would be made in the policy of the paper as
the season. The only difficulty is in providing
Mr. Greeley left it,without a change in the con-»
seats for the multitude who wish to join in celtrolliug proprietorship. Mr. S'nclair then went
ebrating that august event in the history of civ- to work to make up a pool of outside stockholdilization. Unfortunately there is but one place
ers to sell a controlling interest.
It is underiu New York where a public dinner can be satstood that he with Dr. Ayer and the represenisfactorily server, and that is Delnionico'a tatives of the estates of one or two deceased
proand it will on'y accommodate 220 person's. We
prietors, not including Mr. Greeley's, have
might procure other places, but not without a nearly or quite made up the 51 shares needed,
decided sacrifice of euicuriau comfort, and
and propose selling at the rate of a million dollars to a combination representing
EVEBY YANKEE CARRIES WITH HIM
telegraph
wherever he goes, a decided scense of apprécia- ; and administration interests.
Mr. Reid said that in case the
tion of a good dinner. What would a down
proprietorship
east Thanksgiving be without the traditional ; and policy were thus changed lie would also
sell his four shares and at once retire. It lias
roast turkey and plum pudding, which grace
j since transpired that in the trustees'
every New England table, whether in palate or
Mr.
Held
protested
against
cottage, on that day of days, which is so meeting
Sinclair's proposal
to
abaudon
the
much more of a jubilee to a down caster than | Mr.
on
which
Mr.
ground
to any other American?
Greeley placed the
in his card resuming the editorship. He
paper
as
there
are
so
who
want
to
Well,
many
go, j said that
Mr."Sinclair was the last man who
and so few iu comparison who can fiud room—
although the average 'expense of the evening's I /night· to do this injustice to Mr. Greeley's
because
it was through Mr. Sinclair's
memory,
entertainment is SH5 per head—a consideration
solicitation, ion;' continued, that Mr. Greeley
never jost Bight of by a thrifty **'ew Englander,
finally consented to become a presidential canwe compromise the matter by serving out the
didate. Mr. Sinclair admitted it, but said that
tickets til! they are all gone and then having a
he urged Mr. Greeley to it, and wrote letters
verbatim report taken in short hand published
over
the country to further Mr. Greeley's
in a neat pamphlet aud distributed to every
chances at Cincinnati, became he knew tliat
member of the society.
The laudable state
Mr.
would not support Grant, and
Greeley
pride, which finds expression in this annual juthought that the next best thing wae to get
bilee is all the more hearty and genuine iu that
him
to be a candidate himself.
Mr. Reid said
it is only exhibited once in a twelve-month. For
that lie himself had not favored Mr. Greeley's
the rest of the year, we are and ought to be New
and
had
Mr. Greeley
candidacy
discouraged
Yorkers—directions our thoughts a-d enerfrom it nearly up to the time when Mr. Greedy
gies to serving the community in which Ave directed
him
to
to
Cincinnati a· bis reprego
have cast our lot, and leaviug our precious New
he believed in the Cincinnati
England memories in sentimental abeyance-, as sestative;asbut
Mr. Greeley did, and would not replatform
we go forth to deal with the prosaic facts of
main in charge of the Tribune if that platlife.
form was opposed and the position in which
At every annual meeting some well meaning
Mr. Greeley placed the paper by his card and
enthusiast introduces a scheme for founding a
his latest writings was flatly abandoned, as ho
New England institution—erecting a mammoth
understood
to be now proposed.
building and storing it with books, newspapers,
There is a clannish·
periodicals and the like.
i.ess about this that makes it decidedly objecThe New York Mutual Life Insurance Comtionable. Here are gathered together men from
pany, it is authoritatively anuounced, backs
all sections of this republic and from every
down from its proposition for reduced rates, at
other uationality of the globe. Our business is
least for the present. This will rejoice the
uot to encourage the preservation of distinctions
arising out of the acçidentsof birth, but to set
mushroowcompanies which saw annihilation
the example of laying aside all traditions of
staring them in the faco should the Mutual
the past aud seeking only to improve the presLife go on. If this company could do so, why
ent and provide for the future.
If we meet
ouce a year to pay tribute to father-land, that
should it not reduce its rates? We are sorry
is an honorable act of filial duty. But when we
that the war has so soon end^d as we anticifound libraries or endow institutions of learnpated a little fair profit at the expense of the
ing, they should never be narrowed down to
the use of any particular section or sex.
They warring elements.
should be
AND

HADE

^90 & H92 Congres Street.

novltsntf

to be sold at very greatly reduced
far below the usual rates, making it au objec* for
any
smoker to supply himself at our stor·. To thoe· purcliaaing cigars by the box we are prepared to offer

GUARANTEED

The Lee Centre Cheese Factory, near Utica,
Y., made last year 231,630 pounds of cheese,

rooted feeling among New England men. We
have a society here numbering a thousand
strong, among whom are many of the leading
merchants, bankers and lawyers of the city,
which has been in existence under the title of
the "New England Society of the city of New

BUOAD

BEADY

OR1N

fol-

the

aro

ticket at

physicians' certificate, saying
that there was no danger of his giving ihe disease, and be proposes to test their validity.
Private intelligence from St. Louis state that

the unthinking, it is
not unusnal to hear slurs and flings at New
England, but the better sense of reasoning
men must lead them to the conviction that she
illustrates to perfectien Sir William Jones' definition of "What constitutes a State?"
Our
groat want is men, true, earnest, unselfish, well
informed men, who will look upon the violation ot a public trust as an infinitely greater
crime than any mere spoliation of private
property. This attachment to homo is a deep

ON

on a

city, comprising

Cspauiolas,
Operas,

the time and

less

sale

in this

Henry ('lay,
Partagas,
Brevas,

which

/-ν.τ

lege. Strange ideas are got. there.
A suit for damages is pending in Mansfield,
O., against a railroad company by a man who
put off the train because it

MAKERS WANTED

CIGARS
oftered for
lowing brands:

JE WE LBV 1

JUST RECEIVE» FROM NEW YORK.

aunt in Bal-

^η:πι.:πηπΗ

was

NEW

received the finest assortment of

ever

AND

WATCHES

Cardenas 4th ln»t. hrij Weuonab,Stone, Al*alacliicola; sell Corn Naeh, Coltlu, do.
Cld ut Sagua 2d lrn.1, sch A'lce Β (iardliier, Turuei,

COAT, PANTS AND VEST

NOTICES.

ATTENTION SMOKERS!
Just

0

At

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

Have removed their office to Rooms over George W.
Whittier's Dru-j Store, Congress Square.
Dr. Macalaster is now ready at liis new office to
wait on those requiring liis professional services.
Entrance to Dental Rooms,

Dr. Lankester, a London Coroner, lately stated at the inquest of an 'nfant smothered in bed
by it» mother, who fell asleep while nursing it,
that three thousand innocents are thus killed

Mr. L. G. C. Lamar, whsse political disabilities were recently removed by Congress, is dangerously ill from an attack of paralysis.
Both Prof. West, the mysterious Delaware
scientist, and Jesse W. Uppercue, now on

or

Dominion papers announce the dissoluti no
of the two rival companies, the Canadian Pa-"
cifls and th3Iaterocaanic and the organization
of a new company from the principal members
of both—it having been found impossible to
bring about a fusion of the two concerns.
The Board ol Directors will be composed of
thirteen members—five for Ontario, four for
Qucbec and one for each of the other Proviences of the Dominion. The capital stock of
the Company is to be allocated in the same
proportion—Ontario being allowed shares to
the amount of $ J,':00,000,
Quebec $3,000,000
and the four other Provinces $770,000 each.
No director will be allowed to hold more than
$100,000 worth of stock, it
beiiig intended to
prevent the monopolizing of the concern
by
ability.
the Board. It is also state 1
that no member practical
of either the Dominion or Local
Parliaments
Little Bobtail, the first of
will be elegible as a
director, and that the
is for sale by Dresser
management of the undertaking will be com- «t-ries,
enough to say that it is written
mitted to men of substance and
experienced
The plot of the story is laid on
in ail way matters. The
prospect for the
success

a

THE NEW ENGLAND SOCIETY.

Among the vicious

his

of

a young
framed and raised a barn, a Western
contemporary offsets the enterprise by giving an
and
account of a Western maid who raised
all because she could uot find her back hair.

are few instances of overgrown opulence among
lier citizens, there is scarcely any such thing as
poverty or waut; and above all, the admirable
educational advantages \vith which the State
abounds in every city, village and hamlet, hold
it U|> to thoughtful men as one of the finest
specimens of a self governing and thrifty commonwealth the world has ever seen.
Especially to natives of Maine, who, duriug
a long residence in New
York, have realized
with painful certainty that a great metropolis,
abounding in all the resources of luxury and
culture; rich to repletion; with beautiful palaces, stately public edifices, immense libraries,
and gradually increasing collcctiors of the
works of art, which mark the refinement of a
communityj may be overwhelmed with shame
by local uiisgovernment, organized rascality
and the prostitution of the judicial ermine to
the sanction ot injustice and wrong, it is a
great relief to take hope for mankind in tlio
recollection of the spartan simplicity and general fidelity with which laws were administered
aad equity maintained at home.

are

on

tou

one

lady who

being staunch Republicans.

These men, albeit
commendable State pride.
long absent from the home of their childhood,
remember the dear old scenes of earlier days
with a sentimental interest which increases
No State in the
with every year of their lives.
Union lias à stronger claim to the reverent rethan Maine.
its
children
of
gard
migratory
Her vast sea coast, her clusters of ships, her
lumber, granite, factories and diversified industries—the extent of her territory, and the
comparative evenness with which wealth is dis-

evidence of being of age, the Journal is

over

State.

at

Associations like this have their origin in

twenty-first year.
an

&e., still floorishss

ignore political considerations,
least nine-tenths of all tbe Maine men residing
to

furnaces that will melt

every thirty minutes.
"Major Jones," author of

received the unanimous vote of the meeting for
the Presidency.
The second office was con"
ferred with iike unanimity upon Erastus Brooks
of the Express, a proceeding which indicated a

United States Court.

is

can ruu

adopted and
a
Opt. Ambrose Snow, formerly of Thomaston, and for
many years a popular and honored shipping
merchant here, of the firm of Snow & Burgess,

not use>i.

quarrelling

are

At last accounts the former
was chattering out defiance with the mercury
twenty two degrees below zéro in the sun.
A California inventor has discovered {a new
and economical way of producing white heat.
He says that at an expense of S3 per day he

temperatures.

NOTICES.

10

Imitation and counterfeits of an established, popular restorative, although mischievous iu their direct
etfeat, are indirectly beneficial in some respects.
Tliey teach the community to rate at its just value
the preparation that has been similated and pirated*
The reputation and sale of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, tor example, have been greatly exchanged by the
attempts that hive been made to supplant it. The
dupes of imposture who irom time to time have been
induced by plausible falsehood to try sqrne worthless
succedaneum for the standa» d tonic of America have
invariably returned to it in an enthusiastic frame of
mind, ready to champion its merits to the uttermost.
The warmest panellists of its preventive and
curative properties are those who have have weighed
the nostrums oi envious adventurers iu the balance
anil found them wanting In a pecuniary point of
view, ali attempts to undermine the popularity of
this me licine have proved advantageous to the
proprietors, and except for the sake of protecting the
public the game of exposure would not be worth the
candle.

l'ickles and sweet cider lately cured a feverstricken man in Detroit whom the doctors hail
St. Paul and Duluth

SPECIAL

Unproductive Fraud*.

paign?

called tbe "Maine Association of New York,"
"for tiie promotion of mutual acquaintance,

the

of

even

sausages intoxicate.

Miss Neilssoa will try her hand at reading.

MAINE ASSOCIATION.

TUESDAY ΜOIÏMM;, DEC. 17, 18Î2,

journal, as we have information
mers" are sâeking courtesies in

coupling, Howard Paul of Kjttcry, ami H.
S. Paul, of Cambridge, Ma»."., cider and mill
press; Reissue—James M. Wliittemore, Augusta, breech 1jading fire arm.
car

GOODS

Machias.
Cld at St Pierre 14th inst, ship Mont Blanc, Herho popular at
bert, Baltimore.
Ar at St Thomas 16th ult, ech Moses Patten, Hard- !
ing, Baugor; 28th, brigs Hattie Ε Wheeler, Bacon,
New York ; Caroline Gray, Snow, Georgetown ; R S
ELEGANT FRENCH
Hassell, Hodgdon, Charleston.
Sid 15th, brig Julia F Carney, Turner, Turks IslOrnamented in Water Colors (by hand.)
and and New York; 16th, S Ρ Muuson, Coffil, Inagua
to load for New York or Boston ; 25th. barque Jane
Adaliue. Hutchinson, do do ; 26th, brig Ε L Hall,
The above Holiday Goods are all new, of recent imFowler, Fernandina ; 27th, sch Moses Patten. Hardport atiou, and comprise the choicest selection in the
ing, Bucksville; 28th, barque S W Holbrook, Polleys, city.
#
Inagua and New York.
A cordial invitation is extended to those looking for
Ar at Port Spain 12th ult, brig Ilarry, Brown. Fergifts to call and look over the bcautitul goods.
nandina; May Morn, Stetson, St Marys, Ga; Prentiss Hobbs, Hodges, Fernandina; 20th, sch Abby Perkins, Reynolds, New York.
At Mayaguez 25th ult. schs Ε L Trefethen,
Thompson, from Portland. to load oranges for New York;
Frank Treat, Martin, for New York.
Ar at Havana 6th inst, barque Acacia. Robinson,
decU
Boston ; 7th, Jas Ε Ward, Wiley. Pictou ; brig Mary
A Chase, Dolan, Sierra Morena ; Torrent, Tibbetts,
Cardenas,
Sid 5th, sch Commerce, Arcy. Philadelphia.
Cld 5th, ship Ella S Thayer, Thompson, New OrDecember litb, at
U&qs; sch S Β Hume, Diggins, Philadelphia.
Fellows tfall on Tuesday Evening
ί'"Γ
Ar at JViatanzas 6th, brig Einma, Smart, Pictou.
TJ o'clock.
n.
c.
BARNES.
Sec'v.
Sid 7th, barque Enrique, Oliver, (from Ν Orleans)
declWSt
for Barcelona.
Portland, Dec. 16th, 1872.

Whittier's Last Year.

SACHETS,

..

WHITTIER'S,
No. 400 Congress Street.

<V*
6's
β'9
Bath
8's
Dayton Ohio
"
8'»
Colnmbus
Cook Connty
î's
Cincinnati
7's
Leeds A Fanningtoii Κ 1!. β'β
Portland A Rochester K. R.
V»
naine Central R. R.—old
7'a
Central Railroad of Iowa, Gold V»
Chicago, Danville Λ Viuceniie*
R. R. tiold
r«
Portland

Bangor

Northern Pacific R. R„ Void ?-30's
KOIt

SALE BY

H. M. PAYSON,
39 Exchange
Street,
no·

PORTLAND.
Utf la

'

Our Chrieiuirti (rcr,
The ,-ilver fir is of course the tree,—that

fkiïisr.

ί:ηε

settled Ions ago—.tad the only question arising
Yankee-like,
U, what shall we put upon it?
our readers will answer the query by the other
question what have we to nut upon it? Well,
if you will follow us by the route we have
marked out we will show you plenty of mate-

TUESDAY MORNING, DEO. 17, 1 <72.

CITY AND VICINITY.
THE VBËS»
May h obtained η£ the Periodical Depots of FesCo.'
sendeu
Ma.\|!iis, Robinson, Brinell
\nircws. NVentwsrtl', Glendenniug, Moses, Henderlon, and Uhis'.i >lui Bros., 011 all trains that run out of
the

rial

G.

».

FOX.

TERM,

Monday.—Thornton

JUDGI^ SYMONDS.

vs.

Otis Ivaler.

Action

Patrick Sullivan,
Dofenec, plea of the
i brief statement of title under a
—newer, that the plea of the respondent is frivolous and intended for delay, for that the
premises were used for the keeping and sale of intoxicating liquors. Judgment for the respondent.
Haskell.
Williams.
Kntries8; defaults 9; continued 3.

stock.
If one has

v§.

detainer.

"ruddy gold

—

"Mississippi" of the Dominion Line is
expected at this port the first of next week tu
load for Liverpool.
The Advertiser says a wretched looking vagThe

abond went into a counting room on Commercial street with the request, *'Wud yer honor
give me a quarter for me six wives and starving
child?" "How's that," said the merchant,
"six wives?" "Ah, begorra," said the vagabond. "I've got the horse before the cart."
y
The attention of all members of Eastern
and
Ancient Brothers,
Star Encampment

Lodge

is called to the notice in the

special

uo-

ght o'clock last
jund

was

thickly

into the Portiaud

Citr
IN

Λ flair*.

BOARD OF MAYOR AND ALDERMEN.

A

special meeting of the Board of Aldermen
was held yesterday evening for the purpose of
granting a hearing in the cases of sewer assessments.
Messrs. Benjamin M. Jackson, Eben Crane
and ïjosbua Ε. Jencks were drawn as traverse
Jurors to the Jauuary term of the Supreme
Court, and Charles H. Baker, Osgood B. Webb
and James D. Cates were drawn as traverse
jurors to the January term of the Superior
Court.
The matters for which the meeting was called then were taken up.
From the discussion
it appeared that sewers had been laid as follows:—
Anderson, Beckett, Cedar, Dauforth. Emery,
from Pine to Spring, Franklin from Oxford to
Back Cove, Gray From Park to State, Gray
from Winter to Brackett, Hanover, High, Oxford from Smith to Anderson, Smith from
Congress to Back Cove, Spring from Brackett
to Clark,
ton from

Stonè, Thomas, Carroll,Winter,Carle-

Pino to Brackett, aud Portland. Several men appeared to object to the assessments
on Frankliu street, giving as a reason that the
sewer was below high water mark, and consequently they were not able to drain it or that
the drain is not low enough to drain their
eellars.
An order was passed establishing the assessments on all the sewers with the exception of
Franklin and Stone streets.
The petition of M. N. Perkins for license to
sell gunpowder was granted. That of P. Peney
for pel-mission to raise hie buildings aud build
an addition on the corner of Cumberland and
Franklin streets, was referredto the committee
on wooden buildings.
The city treasurer was directed to pay tue
usual $240 to the Widow's Wood Society, it being the interest on the Clapp fund.
The bond of John B. Smith as city constable
was received and approved.
The committee on laying out new streets, rerecommending that Kennebec street be
aid out as prayed for.
Also that the name of
Somerset street be discontinued and that the
whole street from Wilmot to Green be «ailed
Kennebec street.
A communication was received from Geo. A.
Whiting & Co., stating that they signed the
petition for a sewer on Exchange street,without
knowing its exact import.

fiorted

Adjourned.

The Universalist Fair in the vestry of the
a street church, made its
beginning last
evening. Despite the bad weather, the vestry
was well filled.
The tables looked exceedingly attractive, the young men might think not
ladies who
more so than the bevy of beautiful
tended them. Noticeable among the rich, rare
Xnd

and tasty articles for sale w#s an infants robe>
of a new and beautiful pattern, marked $15. It
was made and presented by Mrs. Η. M. Cook.
Also a wax cross made by two young ladies,
Miss Lizzie ColeswoKhy and Mary C. Vennell.
The

entertainment

was

a

play called "Bread

Upon the Waters," presented by
people, and very well done, indeed.

the

young
We should
lad to give this fair a more extended notice
did not space prevent. We advise everybody to
drop in ani see for themselves.
Life Saving Stations.—Capt. John Faunce
of the U. S. Kt'v. Marine Service and Superintendent of the Life Saving Stations on the coasf,
is expected to arrive in this city on the 17th
inst. for the purpose of inspecting the different
points along the sea coast of Maine and New

Hampshire and selecting therefrom suitable
places for the establishment of life saving stations as recommended by the Hon. John Lynch.
The superior ability of Capt. Faunce as a seaman lias led the Secretary of the Treasury to
detail him for this particular duty. The amount
and support of
necessary for the construction
the service will be based upon his report which
Secretary Boutwell will submit to Congress for
an

appropriation.

Entebpbise and Quick Work.—A gentleman who
formerly did business in Portland,
left San Francisco week before last and arrived
here in little more than seven days. In less
than ten days he
purchased some $10,000 worth
of dry and fancy
goods, millinery, &c., and had
them

virgiu silver,"

going

HauToFthTbrig

and sometimes of
upon.

antlers,

are

a

curiosity to look

the corner,

wita

hat.li

nnmo«wj

«na

be the instructor,
Club as the best instructor in the city, and he is so recommeuded
by Messrs. Kotzschinar, Shaw, Thurston, and
Morgan. Γη addition to the regular course of

night Mr. Fitch, who is
the Glee
was engaged by

to

study the club intend to have

nading songs

learned.

some

fine

sere-

%

Meetings will be held on Tuesday and Friday
evenings of each week at 7i o'clock, in Arcana
Hall, one of Uie prettiest and most brilliant in
town, and situated in the second building be-

City

Hall.

Correctiot.—Capt. Benj. Jones,
informs

Master,

of coasters

that the

us

Saturday night,

the Harbor
channel was
and that the

Scandinavian was not impeded in her passage.
In the case of the Moravian there was a (felay
caused by the immense fleet driven in by the
storm, but all the exertions that could be made
were made, and an extra tug was detailed by
the harbor master Capt. Jones is a faithful and
efficient officer, and his knowledge of the harbor is surpassed by no man's in Portland. What
he can't keep right must be radically wrong.
.New Hell.—I be West Congregational Society has just purchaed a new bell for tlieir
chapel at an expense of Ç100; of this amount
$100 was paid by the Trustees, ÎÇ100 by th· city

for

damages

to the old bell and the remainder
raised by subscriptions and by the young
folk· of the vieinity.
The bell is a fine sounding one and was furnished by Win. Blake & Co. of Boston.
was

Great rredit is due the members of the parish and others for their generous subscriptions,
and to the young people who gave the proceeds
of an entertainment,
Tub First Parmit.— As the impression has
been given by the item which we copied from
the Advertiter that a call had been extended by
the First Parish in this city to Rev. Horatio
Stebbins to resume his pastorate of that church
and society, we are requested to say that no
such call has been extended and no parish
The
meeting has been held on the matter.
report arose from the fact that one member of
the parish had communicated with Mr. Stebbins about returning to Portland, to which a
decided negative reply was given.
Vessel

Missing.—The schooner Arboréer,
Capt. Clark, sailed from Ellsworth for Portland with a cargo of shooks, November 28th.
About the time the storm of the 30th ult., she
vessels off Monhegan that have
was seen by
The severe gale'
since arrived in other ports.
of that date and no word from the schooner
since, gives cause of anxiety respecting lier
safetv.
Sale of Paintings.— Attention is called to
the administrator's sale of European oil palutings now exhibiting at «T. S. Bailey & Co.'s
The collection
room, No. 22 Exchange street.
is an excellent one, and he who has good taste
and a little money should make a good investment for the adornment of liis dwelling.
A
thing of beanty is a joy forever.
v

Masonic.—At the annual meeting of Mt.
Vernon R. A. Chapter held last evening, the

following officers were elected:
J. Y. Hodgdon, H. P.; F. E. Allen, K. ; L. W. Fobes, S. ;

Charles

Fobes,

Treas. ; Ira

Berry, Jr.,

Secre-

tary.
M. L. A—The following
gentlemen were
elected members of the Mercantile Library _\ ssociation on Saturday evening:—Messrs. Kzokiel Dennis, H. A. Green, A. H. Covell, and E.
L.

Ring.

Minneapolis, Minn.,

called there by the danCharles A. Washburn.

son

Cape Elizabeth.
The case of «mail pox reported at ICnightville recently, turned out to be scarlet rash.
The town meeting Saturday icfused to order
vaccination in the public schools; but it did
instruct the selectmen to petition the Legislature for aid to build the bridge laid out by the

County Commissioners
to

style collars,

at

Id

City

Hall

bu'lding.

.1,

Street.
All kinds Clothing for Men and Boys
Bl-bleioh'b, 89 Middle Street.

a

Save youb buildinos by painting them be
fore winter comas oa, with the Averili Chemical Paint.
tf
For sale at 83 Commercial St., Portland,
Du. C. C. Bennett, Falmouth Hotel.

BY TELEGRAPH.
MATTERS IN MAINE.
Death

in the Cars.

one αιυα πι uei

the Reform School.

from the

Bolfing

Mills

has

l>ulifcn,

y".

rendered the following decision:
Supreme Court, exparte, H. C. Warinoth.
We are all of the opinion that when a final dein
cree shall be rendered in the Circuit Court
We
this case, au appeal will lie to this cjurt.

car, while the train was standing in
Portland depot. She will be taken to her home
the same train.

also of the opinion that this court has no
in this case to issue a writ of prohibition until appeal is taken.
The Enforcement Ac».
The Supreme Court being divided in opinion
on the question of jurisdiction,
to-day denied
to grant a writ of habeas corpus for the discharge of one of the South Carolina Ku-Klux
prisoners fro.r. the custody of the U. S. Marshal. A décision in the case would have involved the question of the constitutionality of
the enforcement act.
Tax oil fitailroait*.
In the case of the internal revenue officers
against the Reading and other railroads, the
dectsion of the lower court in favor of the
roads in the matter of the collection of tax ou
dividends declared in Dec. 136!), but payable in
Jan. 1870, and the interest paiii in Jan. 1870
was affirmed by a divided court.
Gen. Dick Taylor
called upon the President to-day with a view of
obtaiuing some modification of the executive
policy with reference to affairs in Louisiana,
but retired dissatisfied with the result of his
are

jurisdiction

Criminal.
Boston, Dec. 16.-Ό. A. Pritcliard and A.
B. Lawrence were to-day sentenced to two
years each in Cambridge jail for stealing letters, the former from the Boston post office and
tlie latter from the postal ear on the Boston and
Albany railroad.
Death.
John A. Blanchard, treasurer of tlie Pepperell and Laconia Mills, died at his residence in
Bo·ton to-day.
Ice llonse Buraed.

A block of ten ice houses

in

Woburn,

con-

taining 25,000 tons of ice belonging to the Boston Ico Co., burned last night.
Lftss S25,000.
Stanley.

Henry M. Stasley delivered the first of his
lectcres on the Finding of Livingstone, at Tremout Temple, iu this city, this evening before
a large and eutnusiastic audience
On Tuesday evening he will be accorded a reception at
the residence of Curtis Guild, of the Comnisocial Bulletin.

mission.

Spccle I'nyiucnl.
Mr. Cox's bill for resumption of specie payments provides that on anil after the first day
of
1873, U. S. Treasury notes shall cease to
be lawful money or legal tender in the payment
of debts, public or private, except in payment
of debts contracted after Feb. 25th, 1872, and
before the first pay of
1873, aud except in
payment for taxes and interest due, or to be-

NEW YORK.

—

The Trial of Boss Tweed.

states that James

insist
iy>on a special investigation
of the charges by MeComb, that Brooks 1* interested in tho Mobilier stuck, and will request
that the committco bo composed of his political

opponents.

The Bowles Failure.

It is stated that Nathan Appleton has commenced a suit against Bowles Brothers for
fraud, and Gen. Davis has been appointed rethe latter being now in possession of all
ceiver,
the effects of the late concern in this city.—
Several American female school teachers traveling in Europe, it is stated, were swindled liy
the Bowlei Brothers of all their money.
The Italian Immigrant*.
Tbe Italian Society held a meeting last evening at which the hour' Government was
fiercely denounced for its conduct in relation to
the immigration of so many poor to this country. The Italian Consul here was also assailed
for failing to make a satisfactory explanation
of the causes of the exodus. It was decided to
memorialize Congress in opposition to what the
meeting designated this infamous white slave
trade.
El Cetera.
The dramatic profession in this city yesterday passed appropriate resolutions over the
death of Edwin Forrest.
At a meeting of Internationals yesterday
very
violent language was used by the striking silk
weavers of Patterson, N. J.
Mary Sherwood was fatally, and other members of the family seriously, injured last night
by the explosion of a kerosene lamp on a centre
table.
The lights on tbe Sandy Hook lightship are
to be chauged from white to red.
An Alderman of this city states that by the
nm-payment of rents by various railroads and
other corporations within the past five years,
the municipality has been swiudledout of some
three million dollars.

Williams, messenger of
Bank, was assaulted on Elm
knocked down and robbed of

the
street

ware.

The JuinrI C»r.
Cumulative testimony was taken in the Jumel will case to-day to prove that the plaintiff,

THE XEXT
HOURS.

TWEN'TV-FOl'it

Wab Dep't, Office Chief
Officer.

Probabilities—In

Signal)>
Washington, D. (J.,
Dec.' 10. (8.00 P. y. ) >
the

northwest and upper

lakes, partially cloudy weather, higher temperature, northwesterly winds, and followed
lo morrow by
diminishing pressures. In the

gulf

Saturday,

a wallet
containand acceptances amounting to
cash. Some detectives doubt
the truth of the story of the messenger, but the
bank officers accept his statement.
Bail for .lira. Mmith.
Mrs. Thomas Smith of Virginia was detained
011 board the
steamship California on Saturday
until divested by the custom house officers of a
skirt lined with silk, satins, jewelry and silver

together.

A resolution
to-*onsidcr the

transportation

commiue ol' seven

appointing
question of providing cheaper
a

iroin

the West to

the Atlantic

seaboard, after some discussion, was passed.
Mr. Cragiu gave notice that he would call up

the hill far construction of the war steamers
to-morrow.
lie solution s were adopted instructing tl\o
Committee on the Judiciary to inquire how far
Congress is authorized to regulate the rates of
fare and transportation on railroads between
the States under that provision which authorizes
Congress to regulate commerce between the
States; also to inquire as the power of Congress
to authorize the construction aud operation of
railroads passing into or through two or more

States.

Mr. Sherman, from the Committee on Finance, reported with amendments the House
bill authorizing the exchange of registered
bonds for coupon b >n ds. As amended the bill
authorizes the Secretary of the Treasury to issue coupon bonds in exchange for registered
bonds, in other respects of the same class and
description, provided the expense of their issue
be paid by the owner thereof and under such
regulations as the Treasury may prescribe.
Mr. Sherman also reported the House bill revising the mint and coinage laws with amendments, among which is one providing for the
coinage of a silver dollar of the weight of 402
trains. Trov: n. silver half dollar \νρκ»ϊιίη<» 1Ή
grammes", aud a quarter of a doflar and a dime
respectively oue-lialf and one-fifth tlio weight
of the fifty cent coin; all these silver coins are
to be legal tender at their nominal value for any
amount not excieding four dollars in any ou'e

|

and South Atlantic

States, higher pressure,

northerly and northeasterly winds, cloudy
weather and light rain, clearing to-morrow
with lower temperature at night. In the lowei
lake region an l thence over the Middle States,
cloudy weather, occasionally light snow and
rain, clearing to-morrow. In Canada and New

England, southwesterly and northwesterly
winds, cloudy weather and light snow, and rain
with lower temperature and increasing pressures

the

answer

dling uplands at 18Jc.

Mobilk. Dec 16.—Cot'on firmer; Middling up- ;
lands 19 % 19Jc.
New Orleans, Deo. 16.—Cotton strong: Middling

κ οκ κ JGX.

42§.
Liverpool, Dec. 16—1.00 P. M.—Cotton strong;
«aies 15,000 baies, including 3000 for export and speculation.
London, Dee. 16—5.00 P. M.—Consols and American securities closed unchanged.
Erie 42$.

Free Npftt'h.
Λη open air meeting was held in Stockton on
Sunday evening in favor of Fenian amnesty,
in which 12,000 persons were present.
The
crowd was very disorderly and there was some
fighting. The English and Welsh, who outnumbered the Irishmen, charged ou the platforms, carried off the Irish flags and trampled
them in the mud.
President Thiers on the Bitualioii.
Paris, Dec. 16.—President Thiers appeared
before the Committee of Thirty to-day and explained his position. Ho said the only remedy
tor the present Assembly was the organization
of a second chamber. Ministerial responsibiliThe Executive and the
ty existed already.
Minister were ready to retire if their acts were
was
He
disapproved.
willing to accept any
other modus vinendi which the committee
might propose, and promised to confer freely
with them to that end. The President's words
had the most conciliatory effect.
Λ'ο

ENTERTAINM ENTK

The ladies connected with the INDIA ST. UNIVERS ALIST SOCIETY will hold a F ΑΙ Κ AND
ENTERTAINMENT in the Vestry of tho Clnirch,

commencing

.Holiday, the 16th isiMt.,
And continued through the week. Tho adies of the
Parish have been making special effort to make this
Fair attractive, and will have for salo article·, both
useful and ornamental.
There will also W a department for the sale of Vegetables, kin lly furnished by friends from the county,
this evenings entertainment will consist of the pleasing Drama entitled
«

Another Oale.

Butler's bill for the transportation
through the mails of agricultural and flowering seeds, cuttings, bulbs, roots, seious, &e. at
the rat 3 of two cents for every four four ouuoes
of weight, not to exceed four pound packages.
Passed.
The bill to remove the political disabilities of
J. E. Meiero of Maryland was passed.
Mr. Morgan of Ohio moved to, -suspend the
rules aud pass the bill proposing* to amend the
Constitution so as to make naturalized citizens
eligible to the Presidency aud Vice Presidency

WE ARE ALL TEETOTALLERS
AND

tion of Japanese

public interests."

Consul General at

SI.00,tor Sale at Colesworthy's, Exchange Street, Chas. Custis' & Co.. ConIsaac
of Middle ami InCor.
gress Street,
Knight's,
dia Sts., W. H. Sargent's, Cur. of Cumberland and
Smith Sts. and at the door.
dcl2t/

ϊ\ J.
AT LINCOLN HALL,

TUESDAY EVENING, DEC.
£2^·Νο postponement.

St.

posiWashing-

Swedenborgian

new

LEVEE.

to-morrow.

The Engl.sh laborers who went to Brazil to
work on farms are anxious to return home.
A Washington special states that the Spanish Minister has received intelligence of extensive Republican outbreaks in Spain, and that a
spirit of mutiny prevails through the, army.

Tha

The

Attorney

Generals Statement.

Governor.
Another body assembled

Lyceum Hall,
New Orleans, claiming to be the Legislature of
the State and was recognized by Warmoth.
Two organizations were thus made,
promising
nothing to the State but discord and anarchy.
Not doubting that irregularities had occurred on
both sides, but believing that the Republican
at

ticket had received a majority of the votes of
Louisiana; aud acting in conformity to the returns of the regular board of canvassers aud
tlio decisions of the State and federal courts,
.the President decided to answer the resolution
of the State House Legislature by recoguiziug
the organization with which it is connected as
the lawful government of the State.
AflTnir* in Louiiuaua.
New Orleans, Dec. Hi.—B. S. Lynch, Republican, was to-day installed as Judge of tho
4th district court, Judge Bonner, fusionist, being forcibly ejected. Conner held a commission from Gov. Warmoth and Lynch holds his
from acting Gov. Pinchback.
Upon the return of the Bovee bjard in the
Warmoth contempt case before the U. S, District Court to-day, several witnesses were examined, but there were no new development?.
The case was taken under advisement.
In the Legislature, the impeachment
proceedings were postponed until Wednesday. It

au

illicit

distillery yesterday

WKDNESDAV, Dec. 18tb, at 10 o,clock ν ·
shrill sell at salesroom parlor suit in crims- α
rept, e»st $400. whatnot, liat-irce, chamber sett,
lounge, hair mattro's, 2 line bureaus, carpels, ne#
cook range, new co«»u stove, 4 new parlor c .«1 stove *·,
7 second hand cio, together wiih a lot of other farniture, carpets, cr ckerv and glass ware, &c.
F. O. UAILi:V & CO., Auiliuarvr·.
dec14
td

OS

_

By

BAILEY Λ CO., Audiouccr·.

J. H,

ADJII^ISTBATOB'S SALE
*

—or

Fine

—

European

#

Paintings

Oil

To settle the estate of the late
L. A.

TOLMAN,

of Boston.

J EXCHANGE STREET, *n
\ Τ STOKE, NO.
il Τ II I KNDA V AI\' I) F HI ΟΛ V December 13th and 20tb. Sale to corn m «nce a«, uj aud 7
m., each day. In this collection may be tound pictures in great varietv, such as
Laudncoie, CattU,
Figure, ïYuit ami Flower i'iee^s, the whole, it is behaved. forming one of the best colhcii >11*. a* well a
meet pie sing varieties ever oilered for sale in this city ;
besides affording ul 1 in want of tjond pictures. au opportunity to ourehape. never before ou'ered. Tbe store
will be open for ftee exhibition,on TUES DA V MORNING, Dee. 17tb, bjtu day and evening, until tbo tie.e
of sale.

Paiulin^ niiil Frniut"* «olil together.
B.—Catalogues may i»e had a' tbe *tore^.
GEO. \V. KÙKUKU Ailriioutor.
deelCdtf
X.

By <Ϋ. X. ISAILKV &. CO., Auclsoncr*.

I

FRIDAY, Dee. 20, at 3 o'clock, p.
ONofpremises,
Llie good substantial h»,use
Oxford and F;lin street. Tbe house is

in..
η

nor

on

t! ·

the

eoi-

paintc I

throughout, h is 11 100ms, good close!», good renientcd etl'.ar, finished bas'-meiit, shed, phnty good waU r
and desirable for residence. Centrally Situated, in a
good neighborhood, and just flie loca ion for a bus!·
wmb man. Unie» previously diqwwfl of at priva e
tale. Enquire of Geo. M. Stevens on the premises r
of the Auctioneers.
decJdtd

Adsiiinixitrator^ Sa h».
Ν FRIDAY. Dec, 20lh.at 10 o'clock A. M., at
salesroom of F. O. Bailey & Co. I shall sell

on:
Furniture,Carpets, Beds,Bedding

Crockery, Glass Ware, Stoves,
&c.,
belonging

ceased.

F.

dec13

to the estate of Gaorge J. Ordway, deII. M. BKARCÊ, Administrator.
O. BAIIjKY Ac CO., Auctioneer».

Gt

Sliells ol lite Otwan at Auction.
FRIDAV, Dec.
L'4 o'clock,
ON"and
at s'ore. !> 2 jfliduic Mirect,
beautiful shells
with

we Khali «« .1
an as*".»r incnt 11
a lot oi

20. at

together

rare

Boxes. Writing D« sks. iVrc.

Fancy

Auctioneer».

F. O. BAU«I2Y & t O..

deel7

td

Saloon I'iiriiitiirc ami Fixtures at
Dec
at. 10 a. m.. we shail
ou Union St., 1 counter,
salo >ii and «'.lier tul»i<-s. enndy jar-, wattf t;;nk
tobacco caso, window curtains, dining room chair.»,
scales, glass and crockery ware, cutlery, silver plate
ware. Mote's patent cjokln,' range, oyster range.-, r»
frigerator, copper hot water tank, gas fixtures, &c.
F. O. BilftKV êk CO., Auctioiieers.
deelG
td

Solid Silver and FiateU
Ware at Auction,
SATURDAY, Dec. 21st, at 11 o'clock, α. m,

and 2 1-2 P. M., at store -So. 9îi Middle street
under St. Julian Hotel, we shall se»l to cl« ko up tie
business of λ retail bouse. Solid Silver Table ar.d T< a
Spoons, Knives, Forks Ice Cream Seit>. Preserve,
Sitzai, Salt and Mustard Spoons, Child's Set'.,
Pick e Forks and Spoons, l ruit Knivcv, *il)ir1 y Patterns Napkin Kings, Card Casts, Fir·h Knives an 1
Forks, Suver Cups, Soup and Cream Ladles. Cake
Knives, Thimbles, &c., tog<-t"hor with Pitted FoA »,
Table and Teaspoons, Pie Forks, Ac. Every a tie'e
will be sold without reserve end guaranteed as r pr·
seuted whether c in, sterling, silver or pined. ta
exhibition Friday, Dec· 20tb.
F. O. BAtfiJEY Ôc CO., Auctioneer·.
dteil—id
J. S. BAILEV A CO.,

a Levée and Fair, for the sale of useful and
Fancy articles, suitable for Holidaν presents, at the
*1. -Î— *»■
pwltr. -ΤΓΓΧΤίυσίΙ .τΤτΓΓ
..»■)

■

l·?·

IV.»

eveuiug of
Wednesday &r Tiiur*day, Dec. 18 & 19th,
Also a table of Evergreens, Mosses, Chromos, &c.
{S^The usual refreshments will bo sold during
each evening.· Admission free.
d»17-18-19*

Entertainment at Stevens' Plains.
The Ladies of the

Universalis! Society, Stevens
hold their annual

FAIR AND

Vestry of the Church ou WEDNESDAY and
THURSDAY, Dec. lstb, and 19th.
On Wtdnesday Evening the usualvariety of useful

i and fancy articles tor sale. Admission tree,
i
Ou Thursday Evening a Dramatic Entertainment.
I Admission 25 cts. Refreshments both Evenings.
taodej*
I de!4

Portland City

Dancing Academy

6's
(J's
C'.>
7's
7's
V»
Clay County, Illinois,
Iowa Central, Gold,
7>s
Northern Paeiiic Gold,
7. SO's
West Wisconsin R. It., Gold,
7's
Exchange ou England, Scotland and ireland.
FOB SALE BY

WM. E. WOOD, Ag't,
Sept 5-dtfis

iu New York.

at 3

i

sous.

o'clock, P. M.
Terms, Throe dollars for the course of
5^§**Α11

eludge Board ma η of Ithica, is the judge
Tue trial
that will try Stokes, the murderer.

!

do 12

begins Wednesday,

les-

twelve

fashionable Dances will be taught,

the

tf

HAYMOiWS

Beardmore'a tannery in Acton, Cauada, was
burned Sunday night. Loss $5O,OQ0.
Two negroes fatally beat an Italian groceryDANCING
ACADEMY,
man and his wife Saturday night in Memphis,
robbed their house and escaped.
I,AXCASTEB HALL·.
Wm. Johnson, professing to belong iu New
Brunswick,is iu custody at Manchester,charged
with passing $50 counterfeit bills ou the New
MB. J. W. IÏVYIIOM» respectfully anYork City National Bank.
A commissioner was engaged Saturday in ; tiouuces to the citizens of Portland and vicinity lliât
lie will open a sctoel in Dancing tor new beginners at
in
Foster
the
Montreal, hearing the argument
! the above ball on
extradition case. No decision was reached.
Snow commenced falling in New York at one
Monday Evenia?, Dec. 9, 1872.
o'clock yesterday afternoon.
! Tickets, Gents',
$5.00
to
Bank
is
Gould'§
"
attempting
Jay
compel i
Ladies*....—
2.U0
Controller Green to pay $2(37,000, which it alfor twelve lessens.
The term will close with a Stall.
leges that it advanced to build the New York
dec6d2w
court house.
Edwin Forest's funeral took place in Phila-

SECOND PARISH

delphia yesterday.

FAIR

3 3 VAXCIAL ASff> COMMERCIAL.

&

Exchnusr St.

(!7

WATCHES!
Variety

Watches Suited to the Season
—FROM—

in rgensen,
Xardin,

WEDXESDiY AFTERXO·*,
OJCC. 1 Sib,

I

β'.·»

—-

Bath City
St. Louis City
Leeds & Farmingtoa, {Guaranteed,)
Maine Central, Consolidated.
...
Cook County, Illinois,

II ALL!

Xj ■A.^N'CASTER

Ml!. J. W. RAYMOND, will commence a
class for the instruction of Juvenileeiu the
accomplishment of Dancing on

M.,1

C'x

tu,

A very Great

JUVENILE CLASS.

j Raymond's

Next below Merchants* Exchange.
UEO. W. PAKKER.
JOSEPH S. BAILEY",
Kkfekkxcks— Messrs. II. J. Lfbby & ι^ο., nndHon
Charles P. Kimbd *'.»· l»nl, Me.; Messrs. Le nard
& Co., and Lee & Shepard, Bost. >n.
pi » r.

LEVEE !

at the

!

ΝΟ. ϋ GXtHANGC NTBÎL1'.

■

Plains,
will

AUCTIONEERS

BON D S.

will hold
I

Commission Merchants,

Ladies of the

First Baptist Society,

....

f..li

Society,

prepared to otfer for sale on TUESDAY Afteraud Evening' Dec. I7tb, at the Vestry of tfte.r
Chnrckon New tfigh St., a nice assortment of ugetul
and fmcy arikke. to which vlSbi added a fable pai! ticul iry for the '-Little Folks."
S upper served from G to 8 o'clock.
deel1
3t *
are
noon

■

_rrî

Furniture, Cirj»ets. Stoves, &<·.

The Ladies of* the

A Scimntioiial Item Spoiled.
Mr. Binghtm of Ohio suggested to Mr. Cox
Gaspe Bay, Dec. li.—A report, dated from
strike out the allusion to Judge Durell, as
this
place Dec. fitii, was recently published in
the information which the President would
New York, of the destruction by storm and
publish would uecessarily cover the point.
Hood, of the lighthouse at Anticosla a d the
Mi·. Cox said he did noî intend to amend the
i drowning of an entire family of eight persons.
resolution any further.
The
report was said to have been brought here
Mr. Scofielu of Pa., asked Mr, Cox to omit
the closing words of the resolution, "sothat the ! by the captain of the fishing schooner Jane
Merriam. There has been no commuuicttion
House may judge &c.," which bethought imAuticosta since the date of the above pubplied that the House would do tometbing per- with
lication, but no fishing schooner of the name
haps offensivo.
of Jane Merriam has been here, and the report
Mr. Cox declined.
of the destruction of the Anticosta liglU house
The resolution was rejected. Veas79.nays99,
is
not known here or credited at any of the
Mi'. Stevenson of Ohio, then offered a resostations along the coast.
lution which was adopted without discussion,
Jlexicna A'civn.
to comiuudicate iiifar- u
so.—ue tieiegiiL7*s as.-oinrequesting the President
n,.
f
Ijj.tjytj tα tliu vvumillUU of illlalio 111
to
count'the
bled
municipality vote.—
to;day
Lonrsiaiia,'and what action, if any, he has takThey commenced quarreliug and to prevent a
en with regard thereto.
Two delegates
row "the troops were called out.
Bills to enforce the stipulations of the conopposed to the Galvan ticket and supported by
vention with Venezuela of the 23th of April,
are
to appear.
failed
Cortina
They
supposed
186l>, and to amend the law ef the 18th of to have been
kidnapped and great excitement
August, 18jfi, regulating the consular and dipprevails in consequence. The delegates becomlomatic service, were reported fryiu the Coming indignant at the interference of the troops
mittee on Foreign Affairs, and were ordered to
retired without counting tbe votes.
be printed and recommitted.
The government has abolished the franchise
Mr. Smith of Ν. Y., offered a resolution into merchants here.
structing the Judiciary Committee to enquire granted
The new tariff goes into operation on the
what legislation was necessary to guard against
first of January.
the dangers which thre iten the liberties of the
The frontier commission is busily at work.
people of Louisiana, Alabama and Arkansas,
Cortinas' private secretary is very activejin
and to guarantee a Kepublican form of governbringing witnesses to substantiate the counter
ment, and to avoid the danger of civil war in claims.
the several States of the Union, ^dopted.
The House at three o'clock went into a comMIIVOK TELEGRAMS.
mittee of the whole on the deficiency bill. The
Washington despatchs states that it is doubtbill appropriates $1,009,832, comprising the
ful if the Senate confirms the appointment of
following items: Postal cards for the quarter,
Berrett as District Police Commis$30,000; locks tor pouches to contain registered ex-Mayor
he
been such a prominent rebel
letters, 83,000; coast survey vessels, $150,000; sioner, thehaving
war.
during
continuing the coast survey, 4520,000; census
Phillip Arnold of Louisville, Ky., iu a long
expenses, $12,000; for the captors of the rebel
defence states that he had nothing to do with
ram Alberuiarle, $202,912; for photo-litographWilliam
Lent in the receut diamond mine
ing caries of pateuts, §20,000; improving govswindles, and denies that ha ever salted the
ernment property in the District of Columbia,
alleged mines.
$1,241,920.
The Supreme Court of Kennebec couutyjadA long discussion followed and without action
journed Monday after a sessiou of teu weeks,
the committee rose, and the House adjourned.
during which 25 civil cases have been triedThè Fifth Avenue fire iuvestigat.on was coni tinned
The testimony went to
yesterday.
THE LOUISIANA TROUBLE. I
prove that the girls were suffocated, not burned
to death.
α

declldGt

ΓΒ1ΗΕ La-lie? of St. Stephen's Parish will bold their
X Annual Christmas Sale at the Itooms of the
Yoiin.' Men's Christian Ass κ* kit ion, un Tuesday, Dec,
17th, Afternoon and Evening.
Tbey will otter to their friends a great variety of
useful ani fane ν articles, suitable for Christmas t>ift*.
including a choice selections of Evergreen Decorations. Kefersbmen: s as usual.
SANTA CI* A US at 5 o'clock. Admission 10
cents.
detedlw

to

it

Survey, Vols.
1 Pacific K. It. Survey, 13 Vols., complete, fully, illustrated.
1 Mexican Boundary, 3 V If., finely illustrated.
! Jap :ii Kxpe iition, 3 Vols., proi'npcly illustrated.
4 Paris Exposition, 6 Vols. ca?h in full slieei» ui»d
clotli.
Uec2dt<i

OX

17.

Christmas Sale.

Stephen

17th. at

Elegant

ASSEMBLY

ton.

tk

Dec.

an

complete

SATURDAY,
21st,
ONeell
at Knight's saloon

to commence at 8 o'clock.
Tickets 25 cents or,tive for

Great Republic from Yokohama, Ν ο vu ui bo r
23d, arrived to-day.
The Grand Duke Alexis was extremely well
received.
The mission of Corea is reported successful,
although the Chief Ambassador has not returned.
The Japanese Government employs 3iKl foreigners, viz Americans 41, English 170,
French 09.
It is reported from Nagasaki that 33 native
Christians were pardoned and allowed to return
home.
Minister Mori will ha requested to retain his
position iu the United States instead of Meuor,

recently appointed.
Makayma was nominated for the

lOo'cTocît A. M., .it
TUESDAY,
lu voire of Books, consisting in pari >i
0>.'
cilice,
set U. S. Coast
1
17

Auction.

'•Thirty Minutes for Refreshments.''

has l>eeii raised an I pumped out and arrived
here. The bark Railway King, which left Pictou for Havana on the 7th iust., struck on Gra
ham's Ledge, at Canso, the next evening aud
has since totally disappeared. The crew were
taken off.
Japnn ami China Sews.

Tim motion was rejected, yeas 84, n.vys 71,
less tliau two-thirds in the affirmative.
Mr. Cox of New York moved to suspend the
rules and adopt a resolution reciting that the
State government of Louisiana is now administered by orders from the federal court, supported by federal bayonets, such λ condition of
things being subversive of civil government
and dangerous to liberty, and requesting the
President to inform the House why the Exectit:vcof the United States interfered iu the alÎairs
of that State, giving all the facts. Also to give
all the information on that subject relative to
the conduct of E. H. Durell, U. S. Judge there,
so tint the House may determine what steps, it
any, ought to be taken in consequence cf su :h
interference in the political affairs of Louisiana.
Mr. Stevenson of Ohio asked Mr. Cox to omit
the preamble.
Mr. Cox consented, and also to the insertion
of the words "if no; incompatible with the

ENTERTAINMENT.

FAIR AM)

Halifax, Dec. 1<>.—The gale on the 14i h iust.
did great damage to the shipping along the Atlantic coast. At Cow Bay the barge SI. Bulinor and schoouer Britania, loading coal for the
United States, were driven ashore and totally
wrecked, and the brig B. L. George was damaged. At the International pier the brigskKate
Upham of St. John, Belle of Newfoundland,
aud G. L. Trupp of Arichat, were badly damaged, and tlie'pier was much injured. The
steamship Southern of New York, which sank
at the north side of Nova Scotia, iu October,

Mr.

Books at Auction.

Dfsls'iiblc House at Auction,

Kiiropt>nu .Hnrhris.
London, Dec. 16—Il Α. M.— Consols opened at 1/1 £
for money aud account.
American securities—U. S. 5-'_u's 1865, old, 92; do
1867, 92; do 10-lUs, 8:*.}; new ôs, 89J; Erie Railways at

been rescued.

postmasters. Adopted.

By <1. 8. BAILEY A CO., Auction era.

upands 19|c.

âhipirrcrkni Pnmengrri Krnrurtl.
Loldos, Dec- ltj.—Tho eighty persons believed to bave perished by the <Mtrandin™ of ths
emigrant ship Franklin, from Hamburg for
San Francisco, off the Island of Vineland,have

HOUSE.
Bills were introduced including the following:
for the distribution of the Geneva award; for
a light house in Sew Haven harbor; tor a repeal of the stamp duty on matches. A large
number of other bills were introdifted.
Mr. Hale of Maine, introduced the following
concurrent résolution :
Whenas, The natioual unity cannot fail to be
strengthened by the remembrances of the services of those who fought in the battles of the
G'niou in the late war of the rebellion:
v
Therefore, lie it resolved, as the exposition of
the sentiment of Congress that no measures be
taken toward removing from the army register
or the regimental colors of the United States
the names of the battles of the rebellion.
Adopted. Yeas 115, nays 53.,
Ko Republicans voted against the resolution
and only four Democrats for it, namely: Messrs.
Gets of Pennsylvania. Hibbard aud Parker of
New Hampshire and Manson of Indiana.
Mr. Farnsworth of Illinois offered a resolution instructing the Post Office Committee to
enquire as to the propriety of the election of

n»,>

r·*-

1

payment.

AUCTION SALES.

Nkw

U. S. .Sena-

a

*··ι

Mr. Cameron called up the French spoliation
bill aud spolie in its favor.
Mr. Yickers followed in the advocacy of the
bill, which was then laid aside informally.
On motion of Mr. Sherman the Senate receeded from its amendment to the internal
reveuue bill providing for the appointment of
twenty· tive revenue agents.
Mr. Pratt submitted a report from the Committee of Conference on the bill relating to the
bed of Denver Lake, Ind
At four o'clock the Senate went into executive session and soon after adjourned.

—

PROBABILITIES FOR

Tradesmen

ing checks, notes
$15,6151, and SltiS

Mr. Morton stated that the Election Committee din-ins the recess had not investigated
the charges açainst Mr. Caldwell of Kansas,
owing to the difficulty of getting the committee

U1

IlfTSOnOLOIilCAL.

Robbery.
It.

J-"V

—

tigation.

Express editorially
Brooks wiil

Washington, Dec. It».

Washington, Dec. 10.— Attorney General
Williams to-day made the following statement
relative to the affairs in Louisir-na:
MIVIVUUJ
tuiuc, ΐυ UIC V/
to the laws of Louisiana, Governor
the Treasury shall withdraw from circulation
AccordingLieut.
Governor Pinchback, SecreWarinoth,
from
and
after
and destroy each montb,
the
tary of State llernon aud Messrs. Lynch and
milfirst day of
1SÏ3, not less than
constituted
at the late election, the
Anderson,
lions of treasury notes, heretofore issued, until
returning board, with power to canvass the
the whole amount thereof is extinguished.
votes for Presidential electors,
members of
The Banking and Currency Committee will
officers aud members of the
proceed to the consideration of the subject to- Cougress, StatsPinchback
aud
Anderson were
Legislature.
morrow.
candidates oh the ilepublican ticket and thereCrcilil Mobilier.
their seats upon the board, and to
fire
resigned
Oakes Ames appeared before the Credid Molill the vacancies, Lingstreet aud Hawkins
bilier Committee to-day and asked au extension
were elccted by the remaining members as proof the tiir.e in which to till his statement convided by law.
cerning his connection with the Credit MobilWarmoth then pretended to remove the Secier, which was granted.
retary of State lrom office and appointed in liis
Various Hatters.
place a fellow bv the name of Jack Wharton.
The Committee on Public Lands lias agreed to
Warmoth aud Wharton then repudiated the
the hill giving the settlers on the Cherokee
election of Longstreet and Hawkins and aplauds who were ousted by the decision of the
pointed in their places Hatch aud Daponte.
The board so constituted was proceeding to
Supreme Court, other lands in lieu thereof.
The Mexican Frontier Commissioner was becanvass the votes, when on due application
fore the House Committee on Appropriations,
their proceedings were perpetually enjoined by
asking that their duties be more specifically dethe judge of the tith District State Court whose
fined and the amount appropriated increased.
jurisdiction in tlie case was unquestioned.
Senator Patterson proposes to introduce a
Warmotb thereupon ejected, the judge
hill for the establishment of a national bureau
granting said injunction from his office aud inof sanitary science at Washington, as a branch
stalled iu his place, before tho votes were canof the Interior Department.
canvassed, or it was legally known who was
The House Committee on Appropriations
elected. The Democratic candidate for the
has agreed to the bill appropriating money for
Judgeship in that District at that election.
the purchase of an additional site for the BosProceedings were then had in the Supreme
ton postoffice.
Court of the United States, by which the validThe Secretary of the Iuterior has asked Conity of the change of Judges was brought in
gress for an appropriation of $252,000 to comquestion and the court held it invalid, and in
the
of
of
ν
t
effect decided that Warmoth's board was illepurchase
squares
ground,
plete
improvements, in order to increase the area of
gal and its acts void. These decisions of the
connected
State Court were treated by Warinoth with
with the eanito",
publie grounds
£400,000 having been heretofore appropriated,
perfect contempt. Tho suit was commenced 011
which proved insufficient.
the equity side of the United States District,
in which an injunction was asked andkibtamed
The l.ogiiii-Ami* JTlattcr.
aaains the Warmoth board, and this injunction
The controversy between Senators Logan and
was also treated by the Warmoth board with
Allies, growing out of the appointment of the
contempt, instructions were then given to enformer to the chairmanship of the Military
j
Committee over the latter, was settled by tie ! force the orders of the court, aud troops were
placed at his service for the purpose. MeanSenate to-day, Mr. Ames being excused fro m
while the board of canvassers organized accordservice.
ing to law, and a majority of the canvassed
The Secrctarr of th ! Treasury
votes returned showed that the Kepubhcan canhas sent a draft of the bill providing that the
didates for Presidential electors and State offirevenue marine officers, after forty years'
cers were elected, aud that certain persons were
ser1 .-il.vice, may voluntarily be placed on the retired
list, and those incapable of performing active
Warmoth having oallod an extra session of
duty on the. water may through a board be the Legislature, the persons returned as elected
transferred to land duty aixl receive full duty as the regular bopi'd assembled ill the State
pay.
House, and after organization, they made a
The Secretary of the Treasury to-day sent the
formal requisition under section four, article
House the draft of a bill for (he relief of Tljo'·.
four of the Constitution of the United States,
upon the President to protect the State from
HilliqKse, Assistant Treasurer at New York.
It appropriates 5100,000 or an amount equal to
domestic violence.
Resolutions of impeachment wero also
the proceeds of the sale of stamps embezzled by
preferred by this body against
James .7. Johnson, a clerk in his office, without
and
under
the Constitution of the
Warmoth,
State the Lieutenant-Governor became
the fault or negligence of Hilhouse.
acting

New York, Dec. 10.—In the Oyer and Terminer Court to-day,after some six or ssven motions in the Tweed ease had been denied, Lyman Tremaine protested with all his energy
against one moment's further delay. Assistant Attorney Sullivan called upon tiie defendant to plead to the bifi indictment, whereupon
the prisoner's counsel called fora
reading of it,
and the Court directed the clerk to read it.—
The big indictment is a printed volume of 1U50
pages, which will occupy it is thought, at least
two days in the reading.
The counsel insiited
on every word being read.
During the reading of the indictment by tho
cleric, SI. Peckham submitted that the defendant should be obliged to stand all the time it
was being read, as well as the clerk.
Judge
Ingraham, however, permitted the defendant
to remain seated, but said he must be in court
during the reading.
The clerk coming to a repetition of a long
bill of items wished to pass pver it bv saying,
"The same as I read before." Tweed s counsel
insisted on its being read again.
Later—Tweed, through his counsel, pleaded
not guilty to-day and his trial is set for January fitli.
Congressman Brook* Demand* oa Inves-

Doni«M<ic Hni'îifi*.
VottK. Dec. 16— Evening—Cotton firm and
Jc higher and in fair demand ; sales 3083 bales; Midtor to-morrow.
Biilings, Casey, Durell, Pinchdling uolandsat. 20. Flour extn m ly dull and miback and ex-Gov. Halm will probably be tho
ehangod; sales 8150 bbl«; State δ '.M " 7 80; Utmicl
hoop Ohio 7 CH) (g 9 23; Western 5 90 (oJ ft ι;δ; Soutkc*u
Pincbback is regarded as tlie
candidates,
7 10 (&; u oo. Wlf-nt dull and without
change: sales
strongest, nearly three quarters of the Legisla:iG,500 bash; No 1 Spring 1 r « 16*; No J do 1 48 @
ture being colored.
I i 58; Winter Red Western 1*" « ISO; Wi.ilo
The Senate this evening adopted a resolution I g.in 1 75 Q 205. Coin dull and
heavy; sales 42,000
hush ; steamer Mixed Western
not to proceed to tho election of a Senator untl
65}@66£e; sail flo CO
'«· 07c. Oats «lull and
the second Tuesday aftff the organization of
heavy ; sales 40,500 bush : Whit ο
51 u, 54c; new au.l old Western Mix· I 46
the regular session in July next.
a) 53c. Beef
quiet. Pork quiet ami steady: now mess J.'5 75 't
14 (JO. Lard
at 71 '(£ 8ic. Iiu;:er jaiet ; st.it»?
steady
-1 @ 30.
Rdwin Forrest'» Will.
Whiskey dull at 9?c. Iiice «juiel at S sa &èc.
Snsnr steady ; Mnxvvad yi «
9|c; reining 01 «>9}'
Philadelphia, Dec. It*.
Coffee steady; Rio at 1 α 18Je
in Gold. Molasses
The will of Edwtn Forrest is dated April ϋ,
steady ; New Orleans 00 a, 70. Savnl Stores-Spirits
his
for
sisters,
dull
at
and
Turpentine
contains
Uosin
57;
is
provisions
dull
at 3 00. Peti ole- 1
180t>,
u m dull ; crude 12V refined
;
ut 27 φ 27ic·
Tallow U
which become inoperative by their death. It
dull
at
s
of
Β
@
(Jakes
8|C.
ton,
appoints as trustees, James
Freights to Liverpool heavy; mixed per steam 8d.
Daniel
and
York
of
Now
Sauison
James
Chicago Dec. 16.—Flour is dull
Dougherty otr Philadelphia It directs that Wheat buoyant and unsettled: No 1and unehangod.
Spring at I 2*2;
the cale of all of his property except Spring
No 2 do 1 14 on spot: do Jan at 1 15; No
3 <lo at 1 02
Brook in Philadelphia, which he fixad as a lo@103; rejected 92 a; 93c·. Corn steady; No2 Mixed
at 31c on spot. and
cation fo%the ''Euwiu Forrest Home" which
3IJc Jan; rejected at 29ta. Oats
steady; No 2 at21£c; rejected 22 @ 234c. live firm
institution shall be for the support and mainand scarce; No2 at 03c. Barley firm: No 2 Fall at
tenance of actors and actresses decayed by age
6Uc. Pork in fair demand and'
of
ii
natives
and disabled by infirmities, who,
higher at 11 73 cash,
Dec or Jan. Lard in fair demand and firm. Bulk
the United States, shall have served at least
Meats steady ; shoulders two days in salt 34e. Green
five years in the theatrical profession, and if of
hams firm at 6}
8c for J8 to 31$ pounds average. I
foreign birth shall have served in that profes- Whiskey firm at UUc. Slock light.
sion ten years, whereof three years next previxOLKDO, Dec. 10.—Flour in fair demand and firm.
ous to application for admission into the Home,
Wheat steady; X » 1 White Michigan 1 08; Anfoer
shall have been spent in the United States;
Michigan 160 for Dec; 1 6<U lor Jan; No 1 Amber
Illinois 1 70: No 1 Red 1 08; No 2 at 1 01 & 1 G0J.—
and who shall in all times comply with the
Corn steady; new high Mixed 37c;. Oats dull and
laws and regulations of the Home, otherwise
unchanged.
l>e discharged by the managers, whose decision
Cincinnati, Dec. 10.—Pork nominal. Lard firm; j
shall be final.
steam 7ic; kettle 7fc. Bulk Meats steady ; sliouldοι. „ιΛη- «:ν. bi -;:\γ;λ.». ,.λ
The number of inmates shall never exceed
the annual net of rent and revenue of the inGreen Meats steady; i
Bacon quiet, and uncfiaiigod
stitutiou, and after tbe number ot inmates shall shoulders 3V % 3Je sides 4|c. Hams at 7| @ 8}c ioc^J
16 and 14^ ib average. Live llo^s steady ; ι-alosat i
exceed twelve, others to be admitted tball be
3 70 @ 3 80 ; moat of the sales at 3 70 Q 3 73. Wbissuch only aa shall receive the approval'»»f the
tirm at i/0c.
majority of the inmates as well as managers. key
Detroit, Dec. 16.—Flour quiet and unchanged.
The will also provides for the election ot" a
Wheat steady; extra at I >5; No 1 White 1 71
1 7ϋ;
Board of Managers, how vacancies shall be fillMichigan 1C3J @161. Corn steady; new j
ed, and how the institution shall bo managed. Amber
Mixed 41c. Oats dull and declining at 31Jc.
The purposes of tbe ''Home" are intended to
ChArlestos,Dec. 18.—Coctoii stronger; Middling j
be partly educational and self sustaining, as
uplands ls£ @ 19c.
well as eleemosynary.
Swan ν λ n, Dec. 10.—Cotton quiet and firm ; Mid-
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stated that Warmoth will not
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The Legislature will ballot for
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Juristlirlio»
The Huprfmc
ia the IiOiiittiam Casp.
Washington, Dee. lfi.—The Supreme Court
of the United States on application for a writ
Coari

Π10 fullmiin

In

uenn

,.r <1.

WASHINGTON.

Acodsta, Dec. 17^2 a. m.—Lydia Hamlin of
Brooks station, about 52 years of age, who had
been to Boston to have a cancer extracted, died
from the effects of the operation at about one
o'clock this morning.
She left Boston last
evening for her home, taking the Pullman
tnrfn.

subsequently opened.

vent him to make up the number.
Messrs. Rand and Hay also offered Mr. Sinclair $320,000 for his own shares and the twelve
shares of the Clark estate which he controlled,
and all the other trustees insisted that lie was
bound under the by-laws of the association to
sell to them before selling, at the saine price,
Sir. Sinclair, however,
to an outside party.
claimed to lie under obligations to others,which
he could not discharge save by completing the
transaction for 51 shares with Mr. Orton.
It it reported that ex-Gov. E. D. Morgan, exSurveyor A. Runiell and others of that wing
of the
Republican party are to unite
On
with Mr. Orton.
carrying the stock
Mr.
Sinclair
final
on
the
sales,
retained three of his shares, and it is understood
Those siding
desires to continue as publisher.
with Mess. Hay and Reid were Geo. Ripley,
Thos. X. Rooker, Phillip Fitzpatrick, Patrick
O'Rourke. Oliver Johnson, C. A. Runkle, and
M". Greeley's brother-in•John P. Cleveland.
law represented his owu stock and that of the
establishment.
Greeley

MASSACHUSETTS.

Cadet Gleb Club.—We advise all who
'wish to learn the art of singing by note to secure tickets for the singing school opening to-

clear

felt hat at

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods for Christmas presents, cheap at Burleigh's, 89 Middle

friends.

low

new

The che^i- st aud best Paint in the wo hi, is
the Averill Chemical.
For sale at 83, Commercial St., Portland, tf

■

those by the Haydn Association and
the members of the First Parish Society. May
the future marriod life of this couple be long
aud happy, is the wisfc of a large circle of

a

Quixcy's toy and fancy goods store.
Splendid holiday goods received. Store round

on

peeially

price of

H. G.

Wedding Reception.—Last evening the
nuptial cereinonios were performed uniting our
popular citizen, Mr. Herman Kotszckmar, in
marriage with Miss Torrey. After the service
(performed by Kev. Mr. Dalton) a wedding reception was held at the future home of the
couple on Walker street, and from eight to ten
o'clock a constant tide of friends called to nay
their respects. There were no cards issued, but
the friends were bidden in an old time inatmor
without formality; and tosy came not "in full
dress," but with a hearty and cordial freedom,
to express their regards to the bridal pair. The
Dresent-·

declC-2

TwEXTY-FrvK cents is tho price of a nice
Cogia Hassan's.
velvet hat at

liberally

now

Thomes's for Holiday

Elmwood aud all other best
Burleigh' 89 Middle Street.

pany however largo the source of supply
There is no city more
supplied with
water than Portland, but no company can
is

&

Velvet hats at 25c each
Cogia Hassan.

Cogia Hassan's.

four hours, thereby wasting over three millions
of gallons daily—enough to supply a population
of 100,000, Thus it will be seen that such great
waste cannot be sustained by any water com-

as

Band

Fifty cents is the

three-fourth inch flowing twenty-four gallons
per minute. Now if all the consumers, 2,000
in number, allowed the full flow and had only
λ half inch recevoir, it] is
reodily perceived
that more water would be wasted, than is sup.
plied to the entire population of Boston. It is
estimated that at least 300 consumers let
their fassets remain open the whole twenty-

gerous illness of his

Coral.—Capt. A.
A C
Titcomb, which arrived from the Barbadoes rewith
him
a
cently, brought
magnificent lot of
blc·a died coral which is on exhibition at the
The varied and fanPress counting-room.
tastic shapes, fragt work, sometimes of
foliago

Call at
Goods.

the present time. This flow of water through
a half
inch pipe with the head we hare, is
nine gallons per minate or 12,S60 gallons per
twenty-four hours. Many pipes are one inchi
flowing thirty-five gallons per minute and some

think, will do for Portland in dull times.
Success to all such pluck and
enterprise.
we

Bushing them off.

at

Personal.-*-We regret to learn that Collector Washburn has been suddenly called to

Denver, Colorado, where
The freight, by Eastern
Express Co., amounted to nearly $509. This,

Per order,
B. L. Sawyer, Foreman.
W. B. Brooking, Clerk pro tern.

The Watkb Supply.—A joord to thote who
watte Sebago.—Few people are aware of the
euormous amount of water wasted in this city

prodical waste

all can

present.

to-day

stones. For particulars we refer to
their advertisement in another column.

stand such
in this city.

cheap that

A

~i.

τ»

The London Post denies that Eliza Cook, the
well-known writer, is dead, although a person
of the same name and popularity, supposed to
be the authoress, died in Debtford, England.
Suit· oftiic New VorS$ Tribune.
To-day tifty-οπβ shares of the capital stock
of the Tribune Association, constituting a majority, were sold to Wm. Orton. The parties
going out besides Mr. Sinclair and the representatives of the estates of dead proprietors,are
George Ripley, Whitelaw Reid, J no. Hay,
Thomas N. Rooker, Philip Fitzpatrick, Patrick
O. Rourke, and Dr. J. C. Ayer. Each of the
were
reold
earnestly
proprietors
quested to retain ot least a part of his stock.—
one
and
Reid
selling 340,000
Hay refused,
worth and the other ^0,000. Messrs. Kipley,
Iiooker, Fitzpatrick aufi O'Rourke cotiseuted to
retain barely one sham each. Dr. Ayer sold
eight of his fourteen shares. Of the tiftv-one
shares purchased it is understood that eiglit ara
reserved for Schuyler Colfax, who is to be inMr. Reid was
vited to assume the editorship.
requested to remain,but declined and announced that immediately ou making sale he had
tendered his resignation as acting editor-inchief to the secretary of the board of trustee!".
Mr Hay also declined to remain editorioll.v
connected, and other resignations of the staff
have also been tendered.
Mr. Orton then requested Mr. Reid, as a personal favor to remain in charge of the paperïor
a little time
continuing the policy unchanged
and he consented to remain till the end ot ihe
It has been for forty-eight
week.
present
hours uncertain as to which side the sale would
The majority of the trusprobably be rniide.
tees who desired to continue the paper on the
basis of Mr. Greeley's card with Mr. Reid at
its head, needed only eighteen shares of the
stock to secure a clear majority.
Mr. Reid offeied to bury these at 310,600 a
cash, or a considerably larger price, but Mr.

B. Gribben.

a

precious

*

to

Fair Notice·

i·

Not Dead.

A Card.—The honorary, past and present
members of the Washington Hook aud Ladder
Co. are requested to meet at the H. & L. house,
on Market sireet, at half past one o'clock p. m.
to attend the funertl of ex-Forerunn J.

shape his gifts into

the way to
he intends locating.
on

a

was

TllSCELI.ANKOtS NOTICES.

have their usual superb line of pl*te, rings
chains, watches, pins, lockets bracelets and

have his vacation until those cents are counted.
We are happy to] learn that Superintendent
Leach, who lias been ill for several days, is so

ning.

have

GERRISII & PEAHSON

coppcr cents, weighing 2G£ pounds. Tli« clerks
spend all their spare time in counting them.
One of them, who lias been expecting a vacation at Christmas, is fearfully vexed. He can't

The new vestry of-St. Stepliou's church will
be opened New Years' with appropriate services.
Miss Jennie Lies wiil speak on "Marriago"
at the Army and Navy Hall next Sunday eve-

or

mind to

goods

beautiful Christmas

these latter days.

a Howe
sewing machine of the
agency in this city. In part paymeut of the
same she forwarded $32 in nickel and old-style

protracted religious meeting wnicn ue.
Allen Mission chapel Wednesday
to be addressed by Camp-meeting
John ÂUen and others.

with several Humpty Duality's. Tho play was kept up till near ten o'clock
They
to the great delight of those outside.
will perform every evtning until Christ nun;
at the same time Nelson & Co. will sell their

and
a full assortment of Opera glasses, silver ware
and in fact all the many varieties of jewelry
into which tho precious metals are shaped in

ly purchased

lue

a

window

show

Goat—together

ny

C. H. LAMSON

That 400 pounds Doering pigjlias been found.
It was carried off by mistake.
Μγϊ. Chick of Madrid, in this State, recent-

giua at the
evening, is

in Morton Block. The
chi«f attraction was three educated Masonic
Goats—Grandfather Goat, Billy Goat and Nan-

variety of gold rings, bracelets,American
Swiss watches, studs,sleeve buttons,chains,

has

Brief Jottings.

far recovered as to be able to take the air.
A correspondent says it was Mr. Thrasher
who was thrown from his carriage near the
I'ortlaud bridge last Friday.
He reoeived no
serious injuries, but has not taken his usual
seat at the dinner table since.

Great Attraction.—Saturday evening a
&
great crowd gathered in front of Nelson

has also his usual full line of sporting goods,
a general assortment of
fine hardware,
particularly ladies' scissors, of which he has an
extra quality. This year he has fallen into a
musical vein and added accordéons to his

;k morris presiding.

id

s

Co.'s

possible.

sociation to-day, a paper was read taking the
ground that the scientists in turning their at-a
tention to Spiritual affairs, were invading
province with which they had nothing to do.
Htviiidlei'M.
The offices of the great sawdust swindlers
have been rohl>ed of their books and correspondence and it is thought the special part ofjthe
latter will he made public. It is said to involve
many persons in difteeent parts of the country.
Tlie Audci-sou Trial.
The priai of Dr. Irish, in Brooklyn to day, for
the alleged poising of Assessor Anderson, testimony was given to prove the general sobriety
of the deceased and the frequency of Dr. Irish
The case for the defence
to Anderson's house.

call.

a

as

».

...nil

1

J

readers to make Lube astern

and

luuicipal Court.
mis O'Connor

-I

ple

comic figures and all manner of holiday articles, is one of tho finest ever brought
into the city. It is really worth while for our

has a full stock of the celebrated self-fastening
Acme Club skates, as well as other kinds. He

on

rent for the

recover

our

pockets,

BAILEY

O. L.

property
known as the Kirkwood House, and which involves
>
the title to the property. On trial.
Howard & Cleave*.
annexed to

DAY,

If one has a mind to indulge in the pleasant
and healthy amusement of skating lie will find
that

Superior Court.

Recount

street proiuenaders are fond of
congregating iu front of Lobenstcin's window
and gazing at the varied attractions. The goods
within amply fulfil the promise of the window,
for the array of fine laces, fans, worsted goods,
jet iewelry, dressing and toilet cases for ladies
Most of

chief and music boxes, wine sets, work stauds,
rocking horses, a full line of black and plated
jowelry, and a very good assortment of games.

ments of counsel before other courts will not be received as sufficient cai'se for delay or postponement
of trial.

years.

Dear Sir:—I think the Travelers Life and
Accident Insurance Company of Hartford, a
safe institution and managed with great skill
Yours truly,
and energy.
Elizur Wright.

Dancing bears, a very amusing toy, arc Day's
specialties. In addition to these he has Freuch,
common wax and creeping dolls, children's tea
sets and furniture, hobby-hors··, (we all ride
them,) rases and toilet sets, steam engines and
other mechauical toy?, perfumery, handker-

lating admiralty proceedings be adopted:
Rule IS. Admiralty cases will beset down for a
hearing on the return day of the process, and engage-

BEFORE

A.

J.

Monday.—Ordered that the following Rule regu-

DECEMBER

policies at reduced rates nearly
The following is the Hon. Elizur
Wrielil's opinion of the Travelers:
Andrew J. Chase, Esq., Portland:
Endowment

seven

The Christmas tree in the window of

Uimrict Court.

BEFORE JUDGE

"An Unpurcbaftcci Opinion."
The Travelers Insurance Cokpany, assets over $2,200,000, has been issuing Life and

novelty.

Qnincy.

»

body.

German oak and walnut in all varieties and
style. These in addition to the usual stock
make an array of holiday goods that is calcuIndeed
lated to suit the most diverse tastes.
nothing can be more suitable for Ja gift than
some exquisite gem of art which will be "a
thing of beauty aud a joy forever." The beautifully carved ivory work is a uio»t attractive

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Fresli "V accine—Geo. Η. Whittier.
Attention Smoker»—Sehlotterbcck & Co.
The Holidays—Geo. Fenno & Co.
10 per cent. Bonds of Otoe Co., Neb.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Girls wanted by Star Match Co.
Wanted—Chase & Bros.
Ereeutor's Notice.
Wanted—Geo. P. Perley.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Cogia Hassan's Announcements—?.
Hook and Ladder Co.'s notice.
Sale of Paintings—J. S. Bailey & Co.

—

member, and the police force, with which
attend in a
so long connected, will

was a

room ornaments, flower etands, brackets,
stag's heads, vases and book racks, carved in

ENTERTAINMENT COLU MN.
I^eveo—First Baj tist Society.

ar-

he was

ing

Co.

Toys—IT.

su

ter colors, chromos and porcelains', landscapes,
marines, interiors and figure pieces, all in profusion. Exquisitely carved ivory lockets and
crosses; albums of all sorts and prices; porcelain Madonnas and Cencis and Chocolate girls;
jewelry boxes, glove boxes,match boxes, handkerchief boxes, cigar boxes watch boxes, din-

Τθ-Oay.

Anothe r îîrutal murder.
At 7 o'clock this evening two «en uained
Johu Simmons aud Nicholas II. Duryea, both
well known as lottery dealers, engaged'ina
desperate struggle in front of a restaurant in
Liberty street. Simmons succeeded iu throwing his antagonist aud then drawing a dirk
knife, stabl>ed the prostrate man repeatedly.
The principal wound inflicted, which almost
instantly proved fatal, was on the left side of
the neck. The assassin also stabbed his victim
iu the groin, inflicting a wound which the doctor» say was alone sufficient to cause death.—
Simmons fled and took refuge in a neighboring
saloon, where an officer subsequently arrested
him. la getting away the murderer fell aud
fractured one of the small bones of his ankle.—
Subsequently his wounds were dressed and ho
was taken to Park Hospital, whero he now remains in charge of two policemen. Duryea is
about thirty years of age, of genteel appearance
and lived at Richmond, where he leaves a wife
and two children. Simmons and Duryea are
suppose».! to be immensely wealthy The cause
of tue fatal quarrel has not transpired, but it
is supposed that it was connected with business. Simmons declined to make any statement
whatever to renters, who called u[hki him at
the hospital.
~Xo Show.
General Dix declines the escort of Battery I».
of Troy, on the occasion of his inauguration as
Governor, preferring the ceremony to be as sim-

JOTHASt E. Gribben.—The funeral services
the latfl Jotham E. Gribben will take place
from the Chestnut street church at two o'clock
this afternoon. The Odd Fellows, of which he

SCHUMACHERS',

AUCTION COLUMN.
Shells—F. Ο. Bailey & Co.
Elegant Solid Silver and Plated Ware—F. O. Fal-

was

ceedings.

of

almost endless variety of holiday
goods greets our eyes. Pictures from six hundred dollars in value to six; oil paintings, wa-

At Biddof »r.l, of Pillsbury.
Sac » of L, Ifodgdon#
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorbam, o/ News Ajjeut.
At Balli, of J. u. Shaw.
At Le wis ton, of W. F. Stanwood,

ley &

who escaped from the Work House,
rested by officer Staples.

from

where

At

Xc»v Ad» orliweun'iile

Officers Seth Sterling
and disturbance.
and Buruliaui arrestod a man yesterday who
resisted au officer at the foot of High street
Sunday afternoon. Thomas Sullivan, the boy
ness

which to make your selections.
First we will stop into

city.

Juwas the son of Madam
niel. Mr·. Gardiner, who contested the λ\ill of
Mrs. Bism p, on the round that she was the
daughter of the testatrix, has withdrawn her
claim to the property :\nd discontinued tlii* pro-

George TV. Bowen,

Police Ttems.—There were four arrest- fbr
drunkenness, yesterday, and two for drunken-

\v;;s

Fatck, Piiilliec A Co.,

Prri'fjjaux, Bortl

X

fourvoissier,

and other Foreign manufacturers, which with my
usual stock of Home made, will furnish excellent opportunity for selection. Terms satisfactory. Call
and seo

ABNER LOWELL,
30! Congress Street
dccl4
U3w

C. Gr. C
A

Singing School

under

the auspices of the

CADET iSa.KK tXCH

Will commence Tuesday ni lit at ARCANA HALL.
The course (20 less »ns) will be for tlie purpose of
thoroughly learning the rudiments of music,under the
instruction of Mr. Fitch.
Tickets, almmltiing gentleman an 1 lady. S3 ; Sin"i°tf
gle tickets, gentleman fi la H S8.

η o

FESTIVAL·

lTd

Λ Y

—AT THE—

lifccijth by Rnilroaile and Steamboat*.
CITY HALL.
G hand Truxk Railway—7 cars sundries, 1 do
potato, 1 do starch 2 do heading·*, 1 do mill stuff, 5
The Ladies and Gentlemen ot the 2d Parish having
do flour, t do com, 12 do D L, 13 do S S,27 do lumber,
I completed their arrangements will hold a FAIR at
1 do carts, 1 do hoops. 1 do bark, 7 do iron, i) do for
the City Hall on the 20th and 21st inst., during the
Halifax. 13 do for St John, 1 do sleepers,1 do barley, 1 [ afternoon
and evening of each day. Λ largo variety
do for New York.
of useful an-i Fancy Articles have been prepared, «nil
Steamer Franconia, from New York—20 bales
visitors will have a goo I opportunity to purchase
wool, 212 do rags, 100 rolls leather, 70 lihds molasses, CHRISTMAS PRESENTS for their children and
17 casks linseed oil. 13 uo sheep skins. 2U0 bbls sugar,
friends.
100 do glasswhre, 00 do cement, 200 do flour, 370 bxs
ICE CHATHAM and a variety of other liefre.-htm plate, 200 do cheese, 200 do raisins, 100 do tobacco,
ments for sale. Also, Flowers, &c.
50 do bitters, 140 do soap, 20 do hardware, 40 bugs
In connection witluhc Fair there will bj on each
shot, 22 bars iron, 50 cases window glass, 50 b«lls pa- I evening a Pleasing Entertainment.
per hangings, 2 pianos, 250 pkgs sundries.
Ou Friday evening, 20th insfc., will be presented the

amusing exhibition

Forcis» Export*.
ST JOHN NB. Schr Now Dominion—1300 bbîs

Mrs.

flour.

pkgs mdse.

Jarley's

Fancy

Boulon Stock fljisl.

[Sales at the
Ε Astern Railroad
Eastern Railroad
Λί-rv

104J
104

ν ori< niocu nun .τ* out· y .nano i,

use, then

"THE

3^5

securities:"
United States coupon 6's, 1831
117g
113
United States 5-20 s 1SG2
113
United States 5-20's 1864
United Slates 5-20's 1865, old
113]\
United States 5-20's 1865, new
115&
United States 5-20's 1867
11(54
United States 5-20's U68
110J
Ill
United States 5's. new
Ιυΐ'λ
United States lo-lu's., coupon
6's
Currency
tl2$
The following were the closing quotations οι
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co
80J
Pacific Mail
75
Ν. Y. Central and*H'udsou River consolidated.... 99#
....

Erie

53
74

Erie preferred
The following were the
road securities:

quotations for Pacific Rail-

Central Pacific bonds
Union Pacific do
Union Pacific stock
Union Pacific land grants
Union Pacific income bonds

Pj2
S9V
371

V*

78*
81

Drill

Zouave

ever exhibited in the State.
Afternoon aduiissi >u free. Evening admissi m ro
the Fair and Entertainment—Adults 25 cents, Children 15 cents.
Tickets mar be had at Koyt, Fogç & Breed V·, Nelson & C'o.'s, O. M. & E. 1*. Brooks' and at the door.
Exhibibiona commence at 8 o'clock.

AND

CONEY
—

—

MUFFS
MUCH

—

UNDER REGULAR PRICES.

MESSIAH !"

This Grand Oratorto <»f
to tbe public by the

j>er cent, for carrying. The
clearances were $43,000,000. Treasury disbursements
dull
and steady. State bonds
Governments
$64,700.
inactive. Stocks active on Pacific Mall, Western Unand
Ν
The first named
Rock
Island
Y
Central.
ion,
advanced from 72fc to 75, closing at the highest rate.
to
109
on
an olticial η >liIsland
fell
from
Rock
110£
flcatlon of the issue of SC.U00,UU0 new stock, but recove rod to 110J.
Λ combinat! >n in Western Uni >n
advanced the stock from 79 to 80J, ami Ν Y Central
after a long period of dullness rose from iMJ|to97$;
otherwise the market was dull with light fluctuations anil closed very strong. Unusually largo bids
were noted in Hudson & Erie mortgage bonds at 43}
to 43J, closing the lower rate.
The following were the quotations of Government
flat for

ASTKACHAN
care

the kind

New York, Doc. 10— Morninq.—Gold at 112J.—
Money at 7 per ceut. Sterling Exchange 101)
111)}.
Stocka steady. State stocks dull.
New Yoiik. Dec. 16—Eoenina.—Money active ami
stringent at 7 p«r cent, to 3-32, closing at 1-16 per
day. Sterling Exchange firm at 1U9 @ 10U£ lor long
anil 110J & 110J for short sight. Gold <iull and steady
at 112^ to 112$, closing at 112J ;«$ 112g ; loans at 1-64 to

DAY!

la the great variety of articles, too numerous to mention, is a line line of

Wax Works.

by four members of the Portland Cadets. This Drill
will comprise nearly all the movements of the Boston
Champion Zouave, and is said to surpass anything of

Broker's Board, Doc. 1G.1

RECEIVED THIS

of

These works have been prepared with great
HALIFAX, NS. Steamer Chase—1500 bbls flour, I
1450 bush malt, 100 do beans, 1800 gals ale, 2700 tbs 1 and cannot fail to please.
On Saturday evening there will be a
butter, 6 organs, 01 pkas machinery, 4 iron safes, 284

bdls paper, 250

GOODS!

ladies

Handel's will be présente i

HAYDX ASSOCIATION
please call and examine

—AT—

CITY

HALL,
—

OX

BOTTOM

—

our

good*.

PRICES !

MONDAY EVENING, DEC. 30,
The Performers comprise

j Grand
j
I

Chorus

of

200

a

Voices,

The Germauia Orchestra,
ami the following talent

as

soloists :

154 MIDDLE STREET.
Α..
<lecl3

Β.

BUTLER
tf

rue National Traitors Hank.
Mr». H.
WETIIBHREK, Soprano,
Shareholders of The National Traders Bank
llr. 11ΛΠΕΙ, BVBIUHln
!
Mopr»uo.
of Portland, ire hereby notified that their annuMrs. Pl.Oa.V H. IS.VRKV, Contralto,
al meeting will be held at their
Banking licom, on
Mr. ». 't'llCKK l'OX, Τ·»·", j TUESDAY, the 14th, day of January next, at 3
o'clock P. M., t » choose five Directors for the eu. u
ng
j Mr. C. IÏ. ncLKIiLiVN, Baritone,
year, and to act on any other business that
may
!
Mr. J. L. SUA W. Πιιμο,
'legally come beforo them.
EDWARD GOULD, Caahier.
1'ianUt, Mr·. JULIA Χ. «β»·«,
Portland, Dec. 13tl^ 1872
lmo
C ladnclor, Mr. MiTiiiauu KfWwbniar.

THE

of adndwlon 75 ct«., fur ttlc at llawcsι &
Ira C. Stockbrldge'», auJ Aboer Lowell ».
The solo ot reserved »«»!s at Syj· each, w ill commence at 1 C. Stockbridge's on Thursday, Dec. 1».
Dots M at «i : Performance commence at 7J.

Ticket,

Cragin's,

decteùtd

For Sale.
4 MKDICAL PRACTICE io a »m»n vlllaje. LoXV cation about tweniy miles from Portlaud. Income about $ 1500.
Office and tixture* mav be Hecured if uesirwl. Address P. J. LARR A BEE, No.

99 Middle St., Portland.

declftdlw

»

MISCELLANEOUS.

POETKY
Asleep.

Presents

Holiday

"S3 He givoili to His beloved in sleep."
—Pi. oxxvii. 2 (Trench's version).

—

Lord I will not strive nor cry;
At Thy feet in peace ί lie;
Vain is foar an l trouble vain ;
Lot me never more complain ;

MISCELLANEOUS.

THE

AT

—

Eureka Dollar Store.

Vexed no more to sow or reap;
Siuce Thou giv'sfc me gi/ls in sleep.

splendid line of

A

Let the world pass by unknown ;
Care is dea and sorrow flown ;
cm His garment's outer fold
1 have all my burden? rolled;
1 will sleep, for God shall be
Even in slumber blessing me.

GLASS
—

—

Vasrs, Toilet Setts, Silver («lass Ware,
Glass Setts, Goblets, «Sc.,

Happy angels! evermore
Singing praises o'er and o'er;
I your Master's happier child,
Am of every grief beguiled.
Though I dream, no more I weep;
God dotli give me gifts in sleep.

IN

—

New,

—

aiid

Choice

Rich

Designs,

just received from rlie best uianufactoiieB in Europe,
without doubt the

Earth may rage and nations toil;
Man may work with vain turmoil,

While my Father's gracious heart
Holds iue sheltered far apart:
Safe, for He doth bless aud kucp
His beloved in their sleep.
4

BEST UI4KF,

AND LARGEST STOCK
KVEB OFFERED il* FOKTLAND.
Also

large assortment

a

GOODS
—FOR ΤΠΕ—

HOLIDAYS !

Persons

lookiug for

Should call at the
just received the largest stoek of

before purchasing elsewhere.

284

Furnishing Goods

Men's

offered in this

ever

Eureka Hollar Store

CLASS

FIRST

eity, and

we

call

tion to the

especial

House.

Preble

Opposite

H. LOFIELD &
I

Scarfs and Neck Ties

CO.,

PROPRIETORS.

dec 9

tdec25

December 9th.

Tuesday,

December 10th.

Wednesday, December 11th

all the most beautiful colors.

in

SUSPENDERS,

SILK

We need

therefore

SILK W Κ 1ST MRS,

WORSTED WRISTERS,

Gloves and Mittens,
all kinds

and qualities.

SILK HANDKERCHIEFS,

shall sell

for these three days at

LOWER
than the goods

Silk Wristers with Fur trimmings,
Velvet Wristers with Fur trimmings.

ws

can

our

GOODS,

CHRISTMAS

and other kinds with the latest improvements and
most durable fabrics.

for

some more room

PRICES
bought

be

at

splendid qualities and

colors.

■

....

S Jarf Rings,Studs aud Cuff Buttons
in

and beautiful designs, ami many other
and useful articles suitable tor

new

good

We have also

which

LEARN

offer at

we

see

the

the

Remember that

keep

—

than

are

STOCK

Company,

dec9

tf

Copartnership·

I will continue to manufacture the Celebrated
French Ecleciic Laundry, and various brands of family Soaps, and Candles at the old stand, cor. Green-

leaf and Everett sts.
Orders left at 229 Congress St., or at the Factory,
will be promptly attended to.
Uel2d2w
GEO. W. S. NIXON.

to be found in any other store.

another large invoice of

Undershirts and Drawers,
wiiich

LOW

we

offer at

PRICES.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
Morton

Congress Street,

deelî

Block.
eod2w

in future to devote exclusive attenwe shall
bring our Store Business to a final close as rapidly as
circumstances will allow, an I therefore offer for "gale
our tx'ensive stock of Merchandise, fresh and in
good order, comprising all varieties of Goods usually
kept in Couïîtry Stores, ami alio to Rent the Store,
neioly finished and furnished, for such a Term of
Years as may be agreed upon. The stand is am excellent one, commanding: a large trade, and good

INTENDING
tion to dur Manufacturing Dopartment,

transportation facilities.
Liberal iuducements will be given. A fine opening
is here presented to a good party wishing to engage
in Country trade.

North Bridgton, Me.. Dec. 2,1872.

m AGIO

WOOD !

«

decl2tf

WOOD

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. 43 Lin;

—

GAS

A3ÎD

•olu street.
HARD

Also

Dry Edgings.

WM. HUSE.

ν;η|>Γ|>ηιιυ

UOieSS

^iviiiitcn τ

CIIAS.

NORTON MILLS CO.,
Lumlier Manufactures,
Norton Mills and Island Pond, Vt.
Island Pond, Sept. 5,1822.
deTrf

COMPANY !

AGENTS WANTED for

gin order to fully meet the wants of all parties desiring territory in this vicinity, we wish to announce
that

we

shall remain at

Coasting

in the Streets.
M ARB Li al's Office.
1
Portland, Dec. 12tli, 1872. J

39 TEMPLE STREET

—

One

ΓΙ1 HE following streets have been designated on
JL which boys can coast with sleds during the winter. and on none others. If detected in coasting on
other public streets the penalty of the law will be enforced.
On Anderson, from Cumberland to Munroe.
"

Worthless imitations are on the market, but
the only scientific preparation of Carbolic Acid for
Lung diseases is when chemically combined with
otliel weU known remedies, as in these tablets, and
all parties are cautioned against using any other.
In all cases of irritation of the mucous membrane these tablets should be freely used, their
cleansing and liea ing properties are astonishing.
lie warned, never neglect a cold, it is
easily
cured in it 5· incipient state, when it becomes chronic
tlie cure is exceedingly difficult, use Wells' Carbolic
Tablets as a specific.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St,· New York,
Sole Agent for United States.
Price 25 cents a box
Send for circular.
dec2-4wt

A Great Offer !

Broadway Ν, Y.'
fail I dispose of I.OO PIANOS, ΜΕLODE ÔNS, and
Ο IiG ANS,of six first-class makers, including Watat
481

ers',
very low price for cash, orpart cash and
balance in small monthly instalments. New-1octave. first c>.a?s PIANOS modern
improvement, for
£2/5 cash. Now ready a CONCERTO PARLOR
ORGAN, the most beautiful style and perfect tone
erermade. Illustrated Catalogues mailed.
Sheet
Music and Music Merchandise.
<lec2-4tct

from Washington to BackBay.
"Fx,
"
Chestnut, from Oxford st.
"
Elm, trom Oxford st.
"
New High, below Cumberland st.
'·
"

Week

Longer.

"

dec!2<12w

CITAS. CLARK, City

4k

^

PER week to Agents, Male
'To all who will write tor an

rLLûsïKAW^N

tains

over

fifty beautiful illustrations,

sent FREE to all who may write.
SIDE, Patterson. N. J.

·*"·

Agency

AU who may want torritory East of Augusta are
requested to make application at FRANKLIN

Η9ΓΝΕ, BANGOR.

The three points ot excellence which I claim, are:
1st; constant and thorough circulation of pure air;
2nd; dryness, no dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; no
inter ingling of odors; purity and active air, the
elements of its success. Call, or semi for circulars.
Manufactured and for sale by J. F. MERRILL, between Cross and Cotton sts., near Leavitt, Burnbam
& Co.'s Ice House. Portland. Me.
.je4dtf

Turner, Presby

&

Stevens,

AGENTS.'

decll

vessels arriving at this port, having sickness
of any kinrl on board, will report the same
without delay to the undersigned, and wait for orders
before hauling to the wharf.
BENJ· W. JONES, Ilarbor Master,

ALL

Portland, Dec. 10,

lw*

A

sale at

a

bargain. Apoly

at

BOOTS, SHOES and

<le2t4w

No. 60

tor Sale.

«athe undersigned.

A

Engagements

have been made

highly

successful

Euro?

111

ean

DRUG STORE tor sale in the Muntry. Good
A. location w! ramva tor sellinc· Apvlj tyi B»x
N·. US, Norway, Main·
nowlWlm
A

utation. Branch offices are about to be established in otuer States. All correspondence that
we receive will be regarded as
strictly confldential. Each letter asking advice, "whether
Legal or Medical, should enclose One Dollar with
stamp; Receipts and Formulas, Fifty Cents
with stamp. If the questions asked are coinplex, requiring an extended reply, a small addiional bill will be sent.
S· nd for cir. ulars. Address all letters to the
AMERICAN ADVICE ACiENIT,

^
lof
Λ

^
!!

Ρ

dec3-4wt

erâl

BOSTOîf.

THE

MUTUAL BENE HT ACCOUNT BOOK,
BY M. Y. B. STIMSON.
Is

a

pass book designed for the use of all classes of
dealers in every department of
trade, and is an invaluable medium for
eneonraging cash payments for

goods,
As

economical measure it has no
in the
interest of both buyer and seller. Its equal
adoption will
save 20 per cert in
the.cost of liv
Price S 1.20 per dosen. Sent ing.
post-pai'l in packages
ot any number, to anv
part of the United States or
British Provinces on
receipt of order with price inclosed. Full particulars on
application. Sample
copies by mail post-pai 1 for 10 cents.
H· A. ilrRIÎNNEÏ A" C-O.,
Publiehcrft,
129
eep23-d&wtf
Middle St.. Portland, Me.
an

The
at the

Country orders solicited.
largest stock of KUBBERS

in tlie city
no2Geod2m

lowest cash prices.

OUT OF THE FIRE.
subscriber would
respectfully announce that
lie is already orcanined in another Mill and
ready to fill all orders for Bar Mills Oak as

THE

as

promptly

before the fire.

nftv2£dtf

B. C. JORDAN.

A Fine Busings Opening
voune or middle aged man of unexcejit ionsKxperi*"«<da<»>»ntant ««'one
tb.sv.uJ dollar, capital- Inv^Nguti.» U
1
ΙΙΟΠ
bio oWmL-γ.

Address

B« 2015

r«tland Me.

PrcaiiuiiiM paid ia 28 years,

ac*Utf

MA IN Ε CEN TRAL
Winter

$5,749 OO

Iffs=§

SPRING
A

Novelty in

One of the neateet and best in-

terms

CALAIS, Maine.

ever

oilered.

The trustees have decided to reduce the rates of
premium about 'iO per cent, on all new
to
enable all classes to insure on the mostbusiness,
favorable
terms with this Great Company. Also to issue Policies for the sum «f $30,000 on approved lives and
hereafter to discontinue the i-sue of TONTINE POLICIES, this plan having proved unsatisfactory.
Old Policy-holders and all others desiring Life Insurance or any information on the
subject are requested to call at my office for documents which we cheerfully furnish.

DR. LIVINGSTONE IN AFRICA—His AdvenSTANLKY-LIVINGSTONE EXPEDITION
Africa. Large octavo volume just issued.
Contains Incidents of the Wouderful Career of the
Great Traveller, the Country, Animals, Natives,
Hunting. &c. Full Account of this most interesting part of the Globe. On pit s* NT for $1. Address UNION PUBLISHING CO., Cliieaco, III.;
Philadelphia, Pa. ; or Springfield, Maes.
doc3-4wt

juuiiie « new

ivr

GUERNSEY, Publisher, Coucord,

Ν. H.

Illustrated Family Bible. Over lloo
in., 200 pages Bible Aids, &c. Arabesque .$6 25; Gilt Edge, 1 clasp. $8 25; Full Gilt, 2
clasps, $11 00. "Beldev: the Wiiite Chief," for
"Winter Evenings. 36th 1000 ready. The American Farmer's Horse Book: The Standard.
46th
1000IÉ1 ready, Epizootic Treatments, &c.
C. F.
VENT. Ν* Y. & Cincinnati. Vent & Goodrich, Chicago.
decS-4wf
bridged

pages 10 bv 12

Free Home*» Σ

On the line of the UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD
acres of the best Farming and mineral
Lands in America.
3,000.00© Acres in Nebraska, in the Platte
Valley, now for sale.

more

in

Fertile Soil,
Raising uusurpassed by

Price, more favorable terms given,
can be found

convenient to market than

elsewhere.
Free Homesteads for Actnal Settler».
The best location for Colonies—soldiers entitled t®
a Homestead of 1 GO Acres.
Send for the new Descriptive Pamphlet, with new
maps, published in English, German, Swedish and
Danish, mailed free everywhere.
Address.
O. F. DAVIS,
Land Com'r U. P. 11. R. Co., Omaha, Neb.
dc17
t4w

&*

to

I er. more beautiful, or more elastic scam than
Φ ours. It makes the "Elastic Lock Stitch." Every
second stitch can be cut, and still the cloth cang not be pulled apart without tearing it. We pay
φ agents from §75 to $250 pei month and expenses,
Leyjra commission ν om which twice thatamounf can
made. Address Skcomb & Co.,
Boston, Mass.;
Pittsburg, Γα. Chiéago, III., or St. Louis, Mo.

^7i>e

t4w

τ/Γ")
&s"|

£ among all classes. Old people, the middlewaged, those who are just entering life, and
'S youth of both sexes buy and read with the

^

^ MY JOLLY FRIEND'S
SECRET

^.g' eatcst profit.
Φ

LEWIS' last and best book.
Τ It is meeting with the greatest
success;
and
there's
MONEY IN IT.
ϋ
Send for our circulars,etc., which are sent
free. Geo. MAçLean, Boston. dol7f4w
DIO

PAIN, PAIN, PAIN, CAI?IPIÏOIÎlTCE.
The great discovery for the relief of pain and a sure
and imir.udiate cure lor Rheumatism—Chronic and
Acurc, Sprains. Sore Throat, Bruises. Chilblains,Pain
in Chest, Back or Limbs, Croup, Stiff'Joint», Strains
Inflammation,Neuralgia, Burns and Scalds, Bunions,
Frosted Feet, Catarrh, etc. It has a pleasant and
refreshing odor and will not grease or st in the most
delicate fabric, which makes it a luxury in every
Familv. Price 25 cents per Battle. For sale by all
REUBEN HOYT, Prop., 203 Greenwich
decllt4w
St., Ν. Y.

druggist?.

AGEIVT» WANTED. ACT AT ONCE. There
is a PIliE of ivioim'T in it. The people vrvrym
vrbere arc ΚΛ(ϋΕ!11 to buy the authentic history of

LIVINGSTONE'S nr.°Cod,r""V,

and ΤIIΚI Ε Ε1S « A I> V Ε IV Γ IT Β Ε β during
28 years in AFWIVA, with account of the NtnuΙνγ Expedition. Over GOO page*, only &2.50·
Is selling beyond parallel. CAUTION. Beware of inferior works. This is the only complete ami reliable
work. Send f r circulars, and see proof and great
success agents are haviug. HUBBARD BROS., t'ub-

•hers, Bjston, Matt.

£3fCall and

dec14t4

it

pee

Ε

Those

all

who have but

LORD,

ST., I

PORTLAND.
delS

St.

lw

dtf

FAIRBANKS

THIS

ASSOCIATION, having

subscription of over

a

At the Old
Ready

Tortland, Nov. 2Dth, 1872.

—

Fairbanks & Co.,

Insurance !

3111

The Ocean Insurance

BROADWAY NEW YORK.
dew

nnlli

PORTLAND, Λ1Ε,

Co.,

(Established in t833,)
with a pai«l up Capital of $140,000.00, continues to issue all classes
of Marine risks, to an
amount not exceeding

BOSTON LEAD CO.,
llSCOBPORATED

risk, and at rates of premium as low
Insurance Companies.
NO FIRE RKSK.S TAKEN.

one

Co., Ag'ts,

Office 22, 24 & 26 Oliver Street,

as

MANUFACTUBF.RS

OF

BOSTON

Charles M. Davis,
Charles B. Merrill,

Benjamin Webster,
Richard O. Conant,
Charles H. Chase,
Libby, -·
Enos C. Soule.
CHAS. M. DAVIS, President.
GEO A. WRIGHT, Secretary.
nos'19dlm

Pure White Lead !

Harrison J.

Dry and Ο round in Oil,

HOG AN, CLARKE & SLEEPER

Our Tare "White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,
warrant to be atrietly pure, and guarantee
that for fineness, body and dwability, it is nnt surpassed
any Lead in the market, either foreign 01

HARDWARE,

liy

American.
Sï3r"In order to protect ourselves,

con8"™cd
NEW
trade the

STOCK,

and

are now

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, REL
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
& FITTINGS, PUMPS. ΛΟ., &C.
we

NO. 105 BROAD ST., BOSTON.

a

able to otter

"toTlïc

we have adopted
as our trade-mark an eight-pointed red star, witli
corporate seal in the centre. This is on every package of our Pure liead. None genuine without it.

W. F.

»

46 & 48
an

6d6m

KINDS

chine.

on or

in.

Temple

address

Co.,

Place.

BOSTON.

ocl0eoel2w

TUB

OLD
Travelers for

!

CAIilFORNlV*

]???????!??-!and the Went, South and Ν »rtr>^^9we**t. may obtain through Tickets
by the best and mont reliable
from Portland or Boston, or N^w York, to
the ol

any point desired, at the lowest ratep, at
and reliable Union Ticket
Agency of

W. i>. LITTLE & CO.
1-2 Kxchaaige Street

49

jgp'Reliable information cheerfully furnished at
is4t
wl5
ap6d&w

all times.

CHRISTIAN ERA,
A

LARGE

PUBLISHED BY

AMOS

WEBSTER,

Sî.OO per Year.
when

5© Tents Discount

paid

in

Advance,

OFFICE:

No. 50 School St.,

First Class Carriages and Sleighs
PREBLE

Boston,

receive-a liberal share of

LETTERS of Mendelssohn Γ$1.7"1; of Mozart,
[$1.75]; of Beethoven [$2.00]; Polko*s Reminiscences
of Mendelssohn [$1.75].
These records of the inner life of the great masters
are intensely interesting. Finely bound, like the proceed in g.

©ftered-foy

ever
new

subscriber

anv

paying

Paper,—

a

year's sub-

scription in advance.
de7

AGENTS

«EÎISOF HTRAIJ99, 25) large pages,
of the best· Strauss Music. B'ds $2.50; CI. $3.00.

ΟΕΓΠ* OF GERMAN AOIVG. 212 i>a°;es
The very best German Songs with German and English Words. $2 50 in Boards; $3.00 in Cloth; $4.00

finely gilt binding.

DITSON & CO., Boston.
C. H. DITSON & CO., New York.
dec7d&w2w
w50
tc
•LIVER

OUTFITS FREE !
Agent* H anfeil Everywhere for

BONDS.

ALLEN, STEPHENS & Co
BANKERS,
SOLE AGENTS FOR TIUS LOAA,

25 FINE ST.
New
one

Sewing
Threading

is your

now

(The Besl Tiling: ïef.)

STIDDED

chance!

LIVINGSTON LOST AND FOUND.
The only book on the subject that tells the whole
story. Don't be humbugged with any other. This
has nearly 800 pages. tyy© full page En·
KraTisitfN and UIap*„_<â33 Price $3.50, The Prospectus will s«ll it at sight. For first choice of territory
address, at once, MUTUAL PUBLISHING, CO.,
Hartford, Conn.
decl4f4w

SLEIGH,

This sleigh was awarded the SILVER MED A
at
the New England Fair, held in Lowell, Mass. also
the highest. Prem um at the State Fair hold 11 iu
Bangor. It has been extensively use;! before a criticising public for the last four years, and is lpidly
gaining favor for the following reasons:
1st—Jt is vastly more durable, being con .ructed
without tenon or mortise, secured by bolts oi y.
2d—The post with a brace is of best quality malleable iron.
3d—Its elegant and light appearance,
4tli—The ease with which it can be repaired.
Parties intending to purchase are respectfully invited to call and examine our varied assortment of
both single and double sleiqhs.·

SMITH

&

COBB,

SOUTH GRAY.
eodtf

oc22

^

NEW

juulidlyr

Co

Steainsliip

BROWN'S

BRONCHI ALO

FOB COUGHS, COLDS, <*c.
ON'LY ao CKNTS.

Sept

m

w

5-tlGinon

Ayer's Cathartic Pills,

Steamers Dirigo and Franconia
will, uiiiil farther notice, run a&
follows:
Leave Gait's Wharf, Portland,
'every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 5 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. R., New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
Tlie Dirigo and Franconia are tit ted up with tine
accommodations for
passengers, making tliis the most
convenient and comfortable route for travelers between New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded to and from Montreal, Quebec
Hattfox, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shippe
are requested to send their
freight to the Steamers as
early as 4 P. M., on the days they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage apply to
HENRY FOX, Gait's Wharf, Portland
J. F. AMES, IMer 38, E. It., New York.
May 9-dtf

For all the Purposes or

ache.

Disca* s,
Biliousness.
Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum. Worms

Gout, Neuralgia,
Dinner

1111,

as

a

ami Pur8·

fying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative vet perfected. Thei
ettects abundantly show how mucli they excel all other Pills.
They are safe and pleasant to take, but
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humor»»
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being.
They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most

skilful
and our be*t citizeus send certificates of ';ures performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and be*t physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, tliey arc entirely
harmless.
PREPARED BY

physkians,

The favorite steamship CARLOTTA, Capt. K. D. Mulligan,
leaves Portland
at 4 P.

Rheuma-

Piles,

tism,Eruptions and Skin

ARRANGEMENT.

Every Saturday,

Family Physic,

Coftivencss, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, ln<ligestion,
Dysentery. Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Head-

DIRECT!
WI.ViÎR

a

CURING

For Halifax, Nova Scotia.

SI.,

FOR HALIFAX DIRECT.
Making close connections with the Nova Scotia
Railway, for Windsor, Truro, New Glasgow and
Pictou, &nd steamers foi Prince Edward's Island; also at New Glasgow, N.
S., with Lindsey & Co.'s
Stages for Cape B-eton.
13Γ RETURNING leaves Halifax on TUESDAYS, at 4 P. M.
Fare, including State room,
$7 00
For freight and further information apply to J
B. COYLE, Jr., Atlantic Wharf, or
JOHN PUKTEOUS. Agent.
_oc28tf

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold bv all druggists everywhere.
janl-e&Iwlv
*

FOR BOSTON.
FOREST

CITY

α lid

MONTREAL,

Having commodious Cabin and State Room accommodations, will run alternately, leaving

ATLANTIC WHARF,

Portland,

DAILY, (SUNDAYS EXCEPTED)
AT 7 O'CLOCK
»£.
Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, saine
day* at 5 P. M. Fare $1.5Ο. Freight taken
low rates.
W. L. BILLINOS. Axent
J. B. COYLE JR., General Aeent.mch.30tf

ΤΠΕ GREAT KEMEDY FOll

CONSUMPTION
which

OF

TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.

and after Monday, Nov. 4th
Τΐ'!^^®??-?!4τίΙ^Τι·Λΐϊΐ8 will run as follows :
Passenger train for South Paris at
""-7.30 A. M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
Montreal, and the west at 1.30 P. M. Stopping at all
stations.
Mail train
(stopping at all stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and thé West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EaMporî,

stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal, Quebec, Island
Pond, Gorham
ami South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M,
Pullman Palace Drawing Room and
Sleeping Cars
are attached to the Mail Trains between Portland and

Montreal.
Express trains run through to Montreal without
cliauge of cars at Island Pond.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) uuless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGES,
Managing Director.
il. BAILEY, Local Superintendent.
Portland, June 20 1872.
jun21tf

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.
Winter Arrangement·
trains leave Portland
Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P. M..
making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
conuect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, ami with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad for
Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and
way stations at
7.30 A. M. and 12 M.
The 7.30 train connecting with down train on
Portsmouth, Great Falls and Conway Railroads, and
the 12 o'clock traie* making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 7.30 and 8.30. A. M., via Boston &
Maine, and at
8.30 A. xd. via Eastern Railroads.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham,
Standish, and No.

p?2p=gs?f?l| Passenger

Limington. daily.

At Centre Waterboro' for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonsûeld and Ossipee, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro' for
Limerick, Parsonsfleld,

daily.

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
decl6-tc

aud

FALL

Or. and after MONDAY, Sept.
»30th, the Steamer New Yook,
Capt. Ε. Β. Winchester, and the
^ΠΚ
New Brunswick, Capt
LsyyUMi^A^^Steamer
g. H. Pike, will leave Railroad

wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY and
URSDAY, at 6 P. M. for Eastport and St. John.
eturning will leave St. John and Eastport on the

Connections made at Eastport for St. Andrews,
Robbinston, Calais, Woodstock and Houlton.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapolis, Windsor, Kentvflle, Halifax, N. S.. Frederickton,
Shediac, Amherst, Charlottetown, P. Ε. I., and Summcrside, P. Ε. I.
ETf^Freight received on days of sailing until 4

o'clock P. M.
sep23-t30 thsn old

A. R.

CARPET.

Guhat Wondm».—The New England Carpet
Co., established over a quarter of a century ago, having expended much time, talent and money, to produce a stylish and durable carpet at a low price, after years of experimenting with the best artizens.
have brought out a carpet which they have named
and will be known as GERMAN TAPESTRY
Deing exa·* imitation of Solid Brussels, the flrst
thousand pieces of which in order to introduce them
will be sold for 37£ cents per yard.—samples sent by
mail in receipt of 10 cents, or 5 different patterns 50
The

cents.

NEW EÎÏGLAND CARPET CO.,
373 Washington Street, Ronton, inane.
dec!3
d4w

over forty years.
"When
resorted to in season it seldom fails to effect a speedy
cure
in the most severe
cases of Coughs, Bronchitis,

STUBBS, Agent.

Croup, "Whopping Cough,
Influenza, Asthma, Colds,

Steamship Line.

Sore Throat, Pains or Soreness in the Chest and Side,
Liver Complaint, Bleeding
at the Lungs, &c. Wistar's
Balsam does not dry up a
Cough, and leave the cause
behind, as is the ease with
most preparations, but it
loosens and cleanses the
lungs, and allays irritation,
thus removing the cause of
the complaint.

Wed's'y & Sat'd'y.

Wharfage.
Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.m.
Pine Street Wharf, Pnila-

delpliia,

at 10 a. m.
Insurance one half the rate ol
vessels.

sailing

Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., ami South
by connecting lines forwarded free of Commission.
PASSAGE, TEN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage, apply to
WHITNEY Λ- SAMPSON, Agent»,

jn23-ly

70

Long Wharf,

Lung· complaints,
to the public,
sanctioned by the experience
and is offered

of

PHIL A DELPHI A

From
From

of all

cure

Bouton.

Korfolk aud Baltimore and Washington,
I). C. Steamship Line.

PREPARED

Steamships

of this Line sa'l from
of Central Wharf, Boston,
Semi-W eeklv, 2.30 i\ m. for NORFOLK and PALTIMOKE.

BY

GItTH W. FOWLE & bOJ$B( Huston, Mr··.,
And sold by Druggists and Dculem generally.

end

γό13

deoiktwly

Steamships:—

William Latvftvico" Capt. W. A. HaHett.
"
William Crane," Capt. Solomon Howes.
"George
AppoldCapt. Winslow Loretand.
"lilac): stone j" Capt. Geo. II. Hatlett.
"
William Kennedy," Capt, Henry D. Foster.
"McClellan" Capt. F. M. Howes/
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Washington
Steamer Lady of the Lake.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg a
Richmond, by river or rail; and by the Γα.
Ten
Air Line to all points in Virginia,
Tennessee, Al
bama and Georgia ; and over the Seaboard and lio
noke It. It. to all points in North and South Caro'ino
bv the Halt. «£· Ohio It. It. to
Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West.
"

Fine Passenger aeeommocations.
Fare including Berth and Meals to Norfolk $15.01
line 48 hours; to Baltimore §15, time 65 hours.
For further information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
june2tf
5.Ί
Wharf. Boston.

Paralysis

and Deformities Cared

The Orient Springs Health Institute is located near
the town of Amherst, Mass., for the treatment and
of Paralysis in all its forms, Spinal Diseases.
Contracted Cnrds and Limbs, Crooked Feet ana
and Hands, Enlarged Joints. Wry Neck. Curvatures
of the Spine, Hip Diseases, liickcts, St. Vbus's
Dance, and all deformities, Neuralgia, Rheumatism,
and all Lameness, Nervous Diseases, Qofttf, Convulsions, Diseases of the Brain, Heart and Lungs, Cancers, Hysteria, etc.
Apply to GEORGE W. RHODES, M. D., Amherst,
or to F. E. FAXON, ESQ., A g nt for the Institute
No. 1 Pembevton s'iuare, Boston.
OCtl5-d&;wl2w w42
cure

A Great

I

Discovery

!

Central

STEERAGE

FARE

REDUCED.

Direct rail route to Wiscasset, New

,,

Damariscotta,

Waldoboro,

Warren and Rockland.
No change of cars bet ween Portland

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Viual Haven,
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maine Central Depot, at 7.00 A. M., and 1.00

and

P. M.

Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, Lincomville, Northport. South Tliomaston and St. George,
daily. At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays.
At Tliomaston for St. George
daily.
At Warren for Union, daily.
At Warren for Jefferson and Whitefield,
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Frit Jays.
At Wa.doboro' for North
Waldoboro',
Washington,
tod Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and Pemaquid,
daily.
Freight Trains dailv and freight taken at low rates.
C. A. COOMBS. Sup't.
Jy29dtf

GO
You

WEST!

can save

$4

on each

Ticket

SAILINC^qp'fl?

SAMPLES FREE TO ALL

WEEKLY

At all

WIS®

STEERAGE

PASSAGE !

St.

Chicago, Sagiaatr,
Paul, Walt Lake City, Denver,
San FrauciNco. and all points

West, Northwest

and Southwest !

ΤΠΕ GRAND TRUNK is in splendid running condition, is fully supplied with first-class rolling stock,

including

$30 CURRENCY

Custom House examinai on.
For full particulars enquire at
Railway
or any of the Companies agents in New
Engl

Passengers landed
CVNARD

A>'D IMITATIONS.

aud

WHARF,

embarked at

Ε 18T

BOSTON.

Passengers booked from or to Loudon, Brlatol, Londonderry, Glasgow, or Derry, for 830 currency.

Passage pply at the Cabin Offlee, 80
State street, and for
cerage Passage at th· Steer99
fctate
age Office,
street, Boston.
JA.TKG(I ALEXANDER,
General Agent.
JnSSdly
For Cabin

Self-Acting

Fire

Engine !

Made and sold by the

tha

by all Druggists.

For sale

IT. S. IVary Department.

*

HE

novl

Send tor descriptive «ire ular to

Will work when Steam and Hanil
Send for eircular to

Kngiae»

freez·.

7

UNION STREET,

nov80dtimTu&F2taw

PLUMMER & EATON,
BATH, .HE.,

Sewing Machines

Sole Agcuit for the State of Jlniue.
nov!9

neatly ex.euted

POBTI,4SD.lIf.

ELIAS HOWfc

ANDErri CKJCK 3

ImTTS

Patterns i f (j^ruienls
PLr.MM Β i mm
173

C1LOTIIES

at

Lhii

Fires !

M. & H. T. PLUMMER,

NO. 17 Plili.n STREET.

Cleansed ami Repaired at short
notice,
and all kinds of goodn dyed in a
thorough man
ner.
Also Second-hand Clothing for sale.
All orders will receive
prompt and faithful atten
tiou"
WILLIAM BROWN
Federal st.,
Near the I'ark

II WORLD?
d&w!2w

Scbago I>ye Works,

Clothing Cleansed.

IN THE

t

of «loll are occur too often in tliie
country. We submit to every
s< n> l de,
prudent man, that
they enn be prevented by the
general introduction of" the
GAKDXEK KIKE EXTINGUISHER.
This midline stands upon its
^Tiîgr." ''-τΨ^α
*
Λ « merPs. having murte for itself.
e]''
BY Sol.ID WOllK, a record
* that
commands attention.

Municipal

the admirable facilities, conducted by a practical
chemist and dyei s ; fully confident of turning out
work that cannot fail ofgiνing satisfaction.
Ladies' dresses colored and finished in a
superior
style. Gent's garments cleansed and colored without
being ripped,ami warranted not to smut,and pressed
in a superior style. Piano and table
covers, Marseilles covers bleached and framed; blankets
ce ou red
nd the wool raised. JOHN S. MILLER &
CO.,
sep26
Proprietors.

MC Die,

Involving the loss of millions

BONDS.

νΚΙΛΧΙΛu
office.
JOB

1

,1£5'

Ct/ric/t BROS.&CO.
Boston

Destructive

D. H. BLANCHARD, oppo. Preble House,
No. 282 Congress St., Portland Me.
WM. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
aug28-t,f
Bangor, Me.

We have bought out the above establishment, with
all the machinery and good will of the same, with all

norJleodtf

VECEÏABÎEDULMONARYnALSAM
f':aoUBTt.t«r COUCH, Π

Vi'fl
-~Ί

Station
nd.

City and County Bonds
un
der the laws passed at lasfsessionregistered
ot the Legislatuer. Serai-annual Interest Coupons and Principal
provided for by State taxation, and paid by the
State Treasurer in New York. There is no
expense
for collecting and no tax deduction. Present indebtedness is small and therefore easily paid and must remain so under the registration laws of the State.
Bonds recommended tor safety as well as profitableness, bearing ten per cent interest, and selling at
rates that give prospect of a profitable advance in
prices/ This is a good opportunity to convert Government Bonds into those more remunerative.
Orders and inquiries promptly attended to.
CniRLES iU. HAWKER
mch22dtf
Û8 Kxchange St., Portland.

Augusta, Me.

S. H. STEARNS, M. D.
and 75 cents. Large bottles the cheapest.
85000 Reward for a Better Article !
$1000 for a ea«e it will not Care!
FRANK W. KINSMAN, Proprietor,
No. 142 Water St., Augusta, Maine.

Price 35

SW> Λ

NORTHAMPTON, MASS.
Adopted by

ΓΙ1ΗΕ high reputation uair.cd byAdamson's Botanic
X Cough Balsam for li e cure of Coughs, Colds,
Asthma, and Consumption, has given rise to spurious
compounds which are peddled out through the country cal fed the same. The gen. ine A<Jam son's Botanic
Cough Balsam is prepared only by P. W. Kinsman,
the inventor and sole proprietor, To protect yourselves from imposition examine the bottle and see
that the words
W. Kinsman, Druggist, August*,
Me., are blown in the glass of the bottle.
Having examined the formula from which Adam·
son's Botanic Cough Balsam is prepared, we recommend it as a safe and reliable medicine for the cure of
eoughs, colds, whooping cough, asthma, lungdiseasee,
Sc.
GEO. \V. MARTIN. M. D.,

Λϊ,

Xivr England Fire Extinguisher Co.,

subject

Registered

NOTICE.

COUNTERFEITS

EITHER WAV.

the

CELEBRATED PULLMAN PALACE CAR,
aud is making the best connections and quickest
time of any route from Bangor,
Baggage checked from Bangor to Chicago, and not
to

REWARD !

SPECIAL
"BEWARE OF

THE BANK OF 1R£LA1SD.

Canatla, Detroit,

REWARD !

$1,000

via

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

the Drug Mtorea.

$5,000

DRAFTS FOR «I 4IV» UPWARDS ON

by buying

To

i

—AND—

\©

a

troduced for the relief and

BOSTON

Leave each port every

by

preparation, as has been
proved by the hundreds of
testimonials received by the
proprietors. It is acknowledged by many prominent
physicians to be the most
reliable preparation ever in-

ARRAN CLEMENT.

day.

curcd

resort to this stand-

ard

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK!

same

be

can

timely

John, Digby,

St.

"«Viiiilsor au«l Halifax.

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD

Ρ

Calai»

MISSOURI

(Patented by Ilugli Smi^i .Oct. 3,1871

agent selling

II012ACE GREELEY & FAMILY

now

GUIDE

offered to agents
to eauvass for a live book. Every Mother needs and
wantsit.lt sells rapidly. Experienced canvassers
pronounce if the beet selling book in the market.
Send for circulars and sec our extra liberal terms.
Address Contins^ τ al Piblisiilsg Co., 4 Bond St.,
Ν. Y. City.
decl4t4w

York.

A line engraving, 22x28 in., sent by mail for
$1.00.
We also mail Button bole &
Machine Thread
Cutters, and Needle
price 25
Thimble,
cents each. Circulars of various oilier Novelties
mailed frequently to all old and new
agents, address
AMERICAN NOVELTY CO., 302
Broadway, n. v.
decl4
f4w

A.GKN*TS,

MOTHERS'

the best opportunity

Maine

On

fu

Smith's Patent Metallic

Λ 7 per cent, mortgage bond for sale on one
of the great roads running from New York City—on
the third largest road in New York State. The most
desirable bond of all tbe Midland issues, a+lording tlie
largest income and promising tbe greatest profit.
Price, 85 and interest
We believe tbem one of tlie safest and most
proiitblo investments offered in this market for years.

$90 made Dec. 3d by

WINTER

Moored Encyclopedia of.TIaeic [$6.00] conns "all that is worth knowing" about music and
musical people.

2w

CONVERTIBLE

jylSdtf

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Sleighs! Sleighs! Sleighs!

WANTED.

MIDLAND

Ticket Office in Portland at Depot of M. C. R. R.
J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, Oct. 2,1872..
nov4ti

ta

Tliii is

$6.00 CHROMO,
—The Beet

patronage.

LIFE OF UANDKL [§2.00] ; of Chopin,
$1.50] ; of Beethoven, [.$2.00]; ol Mendelssohn
$1.75] ; of Rossini [$1.75] ; of Mozart [$1.75] ; of Schu
mann [$1.75]; of Gottschalk [$1.50] ; of Weoer\$ 1.75].
These books are elegantly bound and are charming
biographies.

Mass.

FIRST CLASS

ton.

STREET.

Having secured first class workmen in all branches
and buy nothing but the best of stock, 1 believe lean
build work second to none in style, lightness, strength
and durability combined. Particular attention given
to all kinds of repairing. All those who wish te baye
their carriages stored and insured during the winter
and put in repair for spring can do so at low rates.
A speciality of repairing all kinds of springs. AU
orders in this line by express will be promptly attended to. By strict attention to business I hope to

THE
A

kinds of

THE MUSICAL TREASURE, 225 pages
of the most popular Voand Instrumental Music.
$2.50 in B'ds; $3.00 in CI.; $4.00 Finely Gilt binding.

Eight-Page Weekly Paper,

R. R.

ΤΙΜΙΕ.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny
Eagle

Manufacturer of all

MUSIC BOOKS FOR THE HOLIDAYS !

Passenger Ticket Agency

OF

Limington, daily.

References—Charles Sager, C. J. Walker, G. & L.
P. Warren, P. G. Blanchard, J. F. Libby, Hanson
C ay, Leander Valentine, C. F. Sargent, Elias Thomas & Co., J. M. Brown, J. P. Libby, S Baker.
oc22
TT&Stf

PROCURE TICKETS
AT

OGDENSBURG

&

after Monday, Nov. 4th, and
Ifi»f§f?^|?^|until further notice, trains will run
follows ;
-Χ*·
A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.15
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.30
1.C0
The 7.15 a. m. and 1 00 p. m. Trains will be
Freight
with passenger cars attached.
STAGES
Connect daily with 3.15 P. M.,
For Cornish, Ivezar Falls, Porter, Freedom, Denmark, Bridgton, Lovell, and North Lovell.
The 8.30 a.m. from No. Conway connects with
afternoon trains for Boston, via Eastern or Boston &
Maine B. R's., and the 1.00 p.m. train arrives in
Portland iu season to connect with Steamers for Bos-

and

22

Every

W. II. WHITE &

THE

TT&S

At Factory of Ε. K. Lemon!,

Machines Sent into the Country.

Office,

MIDDLE ST.

OF

Twenty to Thirty Dollars per Month,
more than enough to pay thoir instalment on ma-

route

eod

MACHINS

sold on
Nmall
Monthly Cash Instalments, or work furnished
attest lie first payment of TEN DOLLARS which*we
require in cash, the balance to be paid for in work,
which we furnish at good prices. This is an extra
chance to get a good Sewing Machine on easy payment. Wo will pay cash for all work done over ten
dollars per mouth. Ladies on our work can easily
earu from

13

& t;o.,

Machines!

ALL

SEWirVCS

Phillips

AGENTS FOR THE CO.,

We have a full line of Disston'?, Saws, Butcherst
Files, Lamson & Goodnow's Cutlery, Wostenbolin"
Pocket Cutlery, and Builders' Hardware, which we
are offering at our usual low prices.
dec!0eod2w

Sewing

CHASE,
Supt. Portland Division.
F.

ALTERATION

BOSTON.

other sound

ed

train.
tFast Express.
JËir^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from tne Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
Ν. B. The 7.00 A. M.f and 3.20. P. M. trains
from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

1829.]

IS

J. H. Chadwick &

S14,000.00,
any

AND

no.10(13w

Office No. 17 Exchange Street,

on

Brown & CO.,

—

Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
Special arrangements can be made by applying to
the Capt.
oclodti

On and

BOSTON.

NATH'L F. DEERING, Agent.

Dr. Jourdain'* Cousultint; Ollirr.
til Hancock Street, Bo«toii, Ή α mm.

M.

~

118 MILK STREET,

BAinUET. GOI7I.D, Alterner·

Marine

Leave Boston for Portsmouth and Portland at t7.30
A. M.,t8.30 A. M, tl2.30P. M., t3.15P.
M.,*8.00P.M.
Leave Portsmouth for Portland at tlO.OU A.
M, jlO.
35 A. ML t3.C0 P. M., t5.40 P. M., *10.05 P. M.
Leave Biddeford for Portland at 8.00 A.
M., returning at 4.35 P. M.
*Pullman sleeping car express tram. Ν. B.
This
train runs Sunday Morning, does not run
Monday

PORTLAND

Stand,

Supply Orders·

to

Fairbanks,

CURRENT RATES.

AT

leave Portland daiPortsmouth and Boston, (Sunlays excepted) at «1.30 Λ. M. t7.00 A.
M., 9.55 A. M., J3.20 P. M., t 6.45 P.
for

CHANGE

prepared to take

are now

ad, 1S71J.

Passenger trains

no30tf

$250,000,

Dec.

on

t Accommodation

Burned Out,

Not

Monday,

a new

morning.

SCALES,

59 State Street.

ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing

TUB

consequences ami treatment of diseases ( 1 the
reproductive system, wit h remark* on marriag., find
the various causes of the loss of manhood,
with liHI
instructions for its complete restoration also a eh τ
;
t«r on venereal infection, and the means qr'
*-lire, He
in(j the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free 10
any address l'or 2ϋ cents. Address,

EXPRESS,

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.
WINTER

OF

Just. published
edition of hialecluiee,
HAScontaining
most valuable information
the

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
Will leave llic end of Custom House Wharf
for
Jones' Landing, on and afterOct 10, 1872, at daily
8.45 A.
Μ and 3.15 P. M.
Returning leave Jones' Landing at S.15 and 3.45 P.

LINCOLN, Acting Superintendent.
Augusta, Nov 30. 1872.
dec3tf

before purchasing eliewhere

PROPRIETOR

Parisian Gallery »f Anatoiuy, Boston,
causes,

L. L.

Louuge is invaluable.

M.

Insurance Association.

Given to every

del7

to spare, this

room

reccptacle to put

STANDARD

$250

|)0Γ llioiitll evervwhere, rnale
QJ and female, lo introduce the GENUINE 1M
»)

little

a

130 EXCHANGE

MANUFACTURERS

ltî,OOO,OOO

Mild Climate,

clothes that are required.

the

nampsnire,

,49 1-2 Exchange
(Iecl3

WASTED.

For most Important Bool: ever Published "Every
Horse Owner's Cyclopedia." New Horse Disease and all others of which the horse is
subject,
fully explained with sucsessful treatment, every
horse owner should buy it. Also New lflaps of
U. S. and World, X. E. Toionship, and
Chartn,
Thread» aud Pictures, Laraest Assortment for
Agents in New Eng.and. Apply at once for terms to

€lieap Farms !

1

-*a

Agent

For particulars call

tures-THE

D. Ε.

Age.

Halifax at 1:00 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and
Augnsta at 5.30 p. m.
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25
p. m.
Train*» are Due at Portland.
From Augusta,. Bath and Lewiston at
9:45 a. m.
From St. John, Bangor, and North
and East at
3:12 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewisfon at 6:35
p. m.
From St. John, Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets nffe sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St.
John, Halifax, Dover, Foxcroft, Rockland, &c.

_____

MTTIiE,

G-ood Agents Wanted
Town.

THE DISCOVERER

AGENTS

ventions of the

After uting it here you have

Reduction of Rates.

vieil

Dec.

3, 1872.
Trains leave Portlaud for
Bangor,
ulton, Calais and St. John at 12:15

For Bath, Lewiston,
Rockland, Augusta, Readfield.
Winthrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and

the Furniture Line.

914,108 37

W. 1>.

RAILROAD.

a. m.

$S.OOO 00
0,108 37

Total,

dec3tf

m.
(sleei>ing and day cars on this
train.)
For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland and
Augusta at 7:00

the life of the late

on

ffffrS >■

r'érî»'"'

BED!

R. J. JOURDAIN,

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE

Boston.

Arrangement, Coiumeucius

■

Dr.

Peak's Inland .Steamboat
Company.
STK4JIEB

MERRITT, Superintendent,

PAYSON TUCKER, General
Commercial Street, Portland.Agent,
Dec. 2,1872

MEDICAL.

NEW ABBANGKMENT.

353

10,015 OO

$'JO,G15 09

DISCOVERED

fA

(Next street South of Boylston.)

daily.
Passenger station in Boston, llaymarket Square.
Freight station iu Boston, Causeway street.
«Accommodation.
tFast Express.
•

20,000 OO

Total,

countries where

certain classes eould not afford to pay the high
prices charged for nrofessional services. Our receipts will be the latest and best discovered,
while our medical and legal instructions will
have the indor ement oi gentlemen of wide rep-

W

Lagrange Street,

perfect

W.

MOST COMPLETE A9SOKT9IENT OF
HIRDWARE I.\ THIS CITV.

ΓΛ with
professional men in the United
V Statesleading
by which Medical and Legal Adviee, lle|b| ceipts, Formulas, and directions for manufacturing any article required may be promptly supΨ** pli d at trifling oost. This system lias proved

yhr

RUBBERS,

"°· ΙΟ Plnm 8trw t.

Drng Store and Fixtures

WHITE,

Wholesale Dealer and Jobber iu

PLUM STREET STABLES,
decll

declldlm

WALTER

Horse and Sleiçli for Sale
FINE driving, well broke and stylilh four year
ol<l COLT, with Sleigh, Han»ess and Hobes lor

55 Commercial Street.

Î872.

Amount of Policy,
Dir.'* added lo Dtc. 1872

rh"'ciUs

and will be
Address I. GAR-

most superior manner. Price only 315. Fully
^ licensed andforwarranted for tive years. We will
any machine that will srw a strongI pay s 1,000

NOTICE

a

issued bv this Company in 1843, (not
the
EQUITABLE COMPANY as advertised by
by its
Agent) and now stands as follows, viz :

we

An important enterprise, designated to supply
public want long felt, lias been established by

Cheaper

Sanford's Improved Refrigerators.

and when opened

was

Female.

01·

1,£«AL 41)VItE!
Receipts, &c.

and

Marshal,

the life of

DIRECTORS :

AN ELEGANTLY BOUND CANVASSING I'.OOK
for the best and cheapest Family Bible ever published
will be sent free of charge to any book
agent. It contains nearly 500 line Scripture
illustrations, and
agents are meeting with unprecedented success, Address, statiug experience, e'c., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Piiila., Pa.
dec2 4w|
AGI! TS,$200 per month to sell
tlie IMPROVED AMERICAN FAMILY
KNITTING MACHINE. The simplest· an l best in
the World. Address American Knitting Machine
Co., 345i Washington St., Boston* Mass.
de24w+

for Grain growing and Stock
any in the United States.

Mellen st.
Pleasant to Center.
Atlantic to Fore.

Lowell, *7.00, *9.55 A.M., and t3.20 Γ. M.
Milton and Union, *7.00 A. M. and f3.20 P. M.
NOTE.—Tl'° *7.0υ A. M. and t3.20 P. M. traiu connects at Boston with trains for New York. Passengers ticketcd and bagg;ige chocked through.
E3F=*Freight trains beiween Portland and Boston

CYRUS W. FIELD

FREE TO BOOK AGENTS.

Boyd street.

FOR—

on

TABLETS.

dec3-d4wt

tlement to the present time. Sample copies by mail
50 cts.
WM. FLINT & CO., Springfield, Mass.
dec!4
t4w

421

FIRE AND MARINE RISKS

BOSTON anits Destruction
AGENTS want absolutely the best selling
»©Books?
Send for circulars of Vent's Unahistory of this renowned city, from its earliest set-

A

A. M.
For
For

LOUNGE,

$56,000,000

Policy No.

Τ Γ

WELLS' CARBOLIC

777

Notice.
W. PIERCE of Portland, retires from our
firm, and his iuterest and responsibility ceates
from this date.

—

Casli Assets,

Be deceived, but for couglls, colds, sore throat,
hoarseness and bronchial difficulties, use only

Special Notice.

LUKE & F. H. BROWN,

Self-Lighting Lamp

u

December £, I87'i.

Manchester and Concord, Ν. H., via C. & P. R.
R. Junction. 13.20 P. M.
For Manchester and
Concord, via Lawrence, *0.55

OF NEW YORK.

Stiver &

inflam ». ations.
Havt yon weakness of <he Uterine or
Urinary Organs ? You must procure inst ant, relief or you are liable to suftering worse than death.
Take it to strengthen organic weakness or life becomes a burden.
Finally it should be frequently taken to keep the
system in perfect health or you are otherwise in great
danger of malarial, miasmatic or contagious diseases.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Piatt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the United States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle. Send forCircular
decl3
4wt

nership business.

EDWARD NIXON,
GEORGE W. S. NIXON.
Portland, Dec. 9th, 1872.

of Goods

)vh

For Peaks' Island.

Arrangement

P. M.
For

Mutual Life Insurance Co

LOOK Î FREE TO ALL !

is hereby given tliat the copartnership
heretofore existing under the firm name of Edward Nixon & Co., Soap M mu facturera, composed
of said Edward Nixon and George W. S. Nixon, is
hereby dissolved by mutual consent, and said George
W. S Nixon is hereby authorized to settle the part-

—

Qualities

of action in your

is promptly aided the systefn is debilitated
with loss of vital force, poverty of the Blood, Dropsical Tendency, General Weakness or Lassitude.
Take it to'assist Digestion without reaction, it will
impart youthful vigor to the weary sufferer.
Have yon weakncNN of the Intestines ?
You are in uanger of Chronic Diarrhoea or the dreadful Inflammation of the Bowels.
Take it to allay irritation and ward off tendency to

digestion

Cor. Congress and Brown Sts.,
Dissolution of

a

AND

We have also received

293

&

NOTICE

we

want

WAIV'iI2l>

GOODS

LARGER

Better

We have lots of other Goods at

Covell

cheap.

so

liaye.

PRICES,

ELEGANT
Bold

hat we are sure to

OUEAT BARGAINS.

and you will be surprised that such

be

offered before in this city

never

Come early and avoid the rush

goods and

THE

can

lot

PRESENTS,

LOWEST PRICES.
Come and

one

Turkey Red Damask for 90c. per yard.
Such bargains wore

HOLIDAY

Ik there

Spleen? Unless relieved at once, the blood becomes
impure by deleterious secretions, producing scrofulous or skin diseases, Blotches, Felons, Pustules,
Canker, Pimples, &c., &c.
Take Jurubeba to cleanse, purify and restore
the vitiated blood to healthy action.

D Ο Ν

...

in

THE

issued April, 1855.

retains all the medicinal virtues peculiar to the plant
and must be taken as a permanent curative agent.

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

_

wny the right company

Anionnt of Poliey,
Dividende added thereto,

Extract of Jurubeba

STEAMERS.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta]Mée<tedee#ei^tloi], Portland, for Boston, at «7.00,
A. M., and t3.20 and *tfc45 P.M.
ώϋ^",_4·νϋ.55
7
Returning, leave Boston for Portland
at *7.30, t«.30 A. M., and *12.30 and ·3.15 P. M
For Rochester and Alkon
Bay, *7.30 A. M. and t3.20

*

It is not a physic which may give temporary relief
to the sufferer for the fiçst few do es, but which, from
continued use brings Piles and kindred diseases to
aid in weakening the in valid, nor is it a doctored liquor
which, under the popular name of "Bitters" is so
extensively palmed oft 011 the public as sovereign remedies, but it is a luoet powerful Tonic an«l
alterative, pronounced so by the leadiug medical
authorities of London and Paris, and has been long
used by the regular physicians of other countries with
wonderful remedial results.

RAILROADS.

Winter

HORACE GrREEIiEY

wholesale.

One lot Yard wide Thibets for
75c.
"
all Wool Plaids for
40c.
"
u
37 l-2c.
Serges for
"
"
Satinets for
55c.
"
"
45c.
Serges for
"
Blk. Alpaccas for
25c·
'·
87 l-2c.
Silk Poplins for
"
Blk. Bepeliants for
90c.
"
"
Crochet Buttons 20c. a doz.
"
«
"
12c. "
Rep.
"
Tassel Ties for
45c.
"
Windsor Tics for
50J
"
Dress Protectors 12 l-2c. a yard.
"
2-Button Kid Gloves for
50c

Knowing !" THE PATENT NOVELTY

Life Insurance

Result of Policy No. 14,470

umtc

Monday,

Mufflers,

Cashmere

Congress Street,

Worth

MISCELLANEOUS.

Should this Policy now become a claim, hi* heirs
would realize upon*this investment
nearly §2500.00
more than 7 per ceat.
compound interest for all
the money paid to the Company.

Dr. Wells

atten-

MUFFLERS,

SILK

Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere.
To get good territory, exclusively assigned, send
early for circular and terms ! J. B. FORD & CO.,
New York ; Β jston, Mass. ; Chicago, 111. ; San Francisco Cal.
dec!4td4w

of

Useful and Ornamental Presents

CHARLES ClSTIS & CO.

"Somethiiig

Âgeiit

llats, Caps, Umbrellas, Travelling Bags,
Baskets, Pictures, Fancy Boxes, Silver Ware, Jewelry, Table Cutlery, Toys, Ladies aud Gents'
Underclothing, Children's
Furs, &«., &c„ Ac.

NE WAND ELEGANT

have

called "IPet's Paradise."
are
the clioi est. class of French Art-printing in oil»—the
perfection of Oil-chroma)— We also give the superb
$10 pair of Genuine French Oil Chromos,(i Witfe
Awakc"& "Fum Asleep," subje cts LIFE-SIZE
chai'iiiiug/ac similes ot' original Oil Paintings. This
paper has the Largest circulation in the world. It will
next year be math; better than ever.
Serial tales by
world famous authors, L. M. Alcott, Edward Egg leston, Hack et BeeciierStowe, etc. New and
brilliant contribuions. Illustrated Holiday Number
and back nos of Mi>s Alcott's story FREE. The most
taking "Combination !" The largest commissions vaitf\
One
made $800 in 3 months; another $537 in
35 days; another §94.40 in one weete; one $37,60 in
one day. and many others from §5 and $10 to $40 per
day. Thin gear our oilers are even more profitable.
No wailing for the premiums. The Subscriber
GETS TI1E3I WHEN IIE PAYS HIS SUBSCRIPTION.

Good Agents Wanted.

GREATEST VARIETY,

Asa callow bird may rest
Singing softly in its nest;
As a baby kept, iron» harm
In its mother's folding arm,
So I rest, secure with Thee;
Even in sleep Thou blcssest me.

λ GREAT COJIBIN 4TIOM
and the very best business opportunity ever offered,is
to be found in ;in Agency for taking subscriptions to
Henry Ward Beectier's
Great LITERARY, FAMILY NEWSPAPER, with
whic'i is given away Hie largest an.I best Premium
Picture ever ofterojL the new and exquisite
FRENCH OLEOttlMPII

(Oleographs

WARE
%
IN

IN-URANCE.

For Sale In Portland
by IIALLL. DAVIS, LOBINO, SHORT & HARMON,». K. HUNT & CO.
aug29
eodly

JVIandarin

Middle St.. Up Slain.
Λ.ϋΚΚίεΛη

Consolidated

and

BABCOCK

Tea !

Fire

Extinguisher t

«

Bills in Equity have been
filed and suits commenced
against the Oardser and
National Extinguisher
Company as infringing of th|«

Imported by

The Woman's Tea Co.
HIDEOUT SISTEIiS, Sole agents fur Portland.
Oiiice at 301J Congress Street.

ooinpany's

»

rights—against

Oxnard Sugar Refinery.
and others; and all
warnc' against buying or using Fire Exthe

Boston, Eaglo Hotel, Concord,

CALL ΛΤΝΓΙ} TRY A. PACKAGE

parties

neplO-T Τ tSW
Notice.
-fVTOTICli in hereby Kivwi that tbe Atlantic
1> Lawr·!» Railroad Company will apply

with Carbonic Acid Gas is used as the Kxtingnishirg
element, except those manufactured by our Company,or others duly licenced an I arthoHzed by us.on

& St.
to the
Legislature ot" Main·, at iw next Μβ·1,« is Janu* y
1ITJ, for an iaunaa· o! «pit* ·ΜΜ.
Per order of the Directors.
t- R·
no2M4w
«tek

BARRJtTT,

are

tinguisher*

of any

kind,

In which water

Imprtgnated

pain of immediate prosecution f r infringement.
American Consolidated Kire F.vtiniruKher Company.
23 south Market Street,
Boston.
<le«7
D&W4W30

